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Contributions
All contributions to VECTORshould be sent to the Editor at the address given on the inside back
cover. Letters and articles are welcomed on anytopicofinterest to the APL community. These do not
need to be limited to APL themes nor must they be supportive of the language. Articles should be
submitted in duplicate and accompanied by as much visual material as possible, including a
photographofthe author. Unless otherwise specified each item will be considered for publication as a
personal statement byits author, whoaccepts legal responsibility that its publication is not restricted
by copyright. Authors are requested wherever possible to supply copy in machine-readable form
ideally text files on a 514☝ IBM-PC compatible diskette. For other standards, please contact the Editor
beforehand. Program listings should indicate the computersystem on which they have been run. APL
symbols should be displayed on a separate line and not embedded in narrative. Except where
indicated, items published in VECTORmay befreely reprinted with appropriate acknowledgement.

Membership Rates 1987-88
VECTOR

Category Fee p.a. copies Passes
£ $

Nonvoting student membership 5 1 1
UK Private membership 10 1 1
Overseas private membership 18 27 1 1
Supplementfor airmail

(not needed for Europe) 8 12
Corporate membership (UK) 85 10 5
Corporate membership (Overseas) 140 210
Sustaining membership 360 neg 5

The membershipyear runs from 1st May to 30th April. Applications for membership should be made
on the form at the end ofthe journal. Passes are required for entry to some Association events and for
voting at Annual General Meetings. Applications for student membership will be accepted on a
recommendation from a course supervisor. Overseas membership rates cover VECTOR surface
postage and may be paid in £UK or $US.
Corporate membership is offered to organisations where APL is in professional use. Corporate
members receive multiple copies of VECTORandare offered group attendance of Association
meetings. Partaking individuals need not be identified buta contact person should be nominatedforall
communications,
Sustaining membershipis offered to companies trading in APL products; this is seen as a method of
promoting the growth of APLinterest end activity. As well as receiving public acknowledgementfor
their sponsorship, sustaining membersreceive bulk copies ofVECTOR,andareoffered newslistings
in the editorial section of the journal and opportunities to inform APL users of their products via
seminarsandarticles.

Advertising
Advertisements in VECTORshould be submitted in typeset camera-ready A5 portrait format with a
20 mm blankborder. Ifustrations should be black-and-white photographsorline drawings. Rates are
£250 per page. A6 and A7sizesare offered subject to layout constraints.
Deadlines for advertisement bookings andreceipt ofcamera-ready copy are given beneath the Quick-
Reference Diary.
Advertisements should be booked with andsent to Cathy Dargue, whose addressis given beneath the
Index of Advertisers.
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Editorial
Professionalism and spreading the word

Tam writingthis on the eve, so to speak, oftheAGM as a memberofthe retiring committee.
Nowis the time to review what we have doneand to decide what we oughtto do next.
The mainefforts of the Association over the last year or so have been taken up onthree
things: Vector, ☜Activities☝ - our regular meetings at the Royal Over-Seas League ~ and
APL86.
Vector
Vector is now a successful andestablished feature ofthe world-wideAPL scene. It would be
a mistake to make a radical changein its style (as the members☂ responsesto the recent
questionnaire show). If there were a large influx of new members who needed more
elementary articles on APL,there is both room in Vector to accommodate them and people
to write them. The Vector team have reduced costs and increased advertising revenue.
Once Vector drained almost the whole of our subscription revenue; nowit is nearly self-
financing and with a few more advertisements could even becomeprofitable. We need to
share out the work among more people and provide them with as muchhelp aspossible
with their task. A few modems might makeit easier to get more people working without
excessive postal delays.
Activities
Ourregular meetings were not plannedfar enough in advancein theearly partoflast year.
The consequencewasthat our Publicity Officer was unableto publicise them exceptrather
late and only to members. Overthe year we havenot obtaineda single entry in anyofthe
many listings of future events in the trade press. The current Activities team are now
planning ahead and perhaps next year weshall get some publicity and this will improve
attendance at meetings. When a subject, althoughofgreat interest to members, would not
justify a companyreleasing staff to attend we should recognise this and either includeit in
a meeting with materialof legitimate company interest or hold an evening meetingforit.
Explicitly commercial presentations ofAPL products have not been encouraged. Weare,it
is true, an Association of users, but we are also an Association of Vendors and should
welcome Vendorpublicity and press coverage of product launches at our meetings. The
Association could do a lot more for Vendors without either compromising our
independenceorgetting accused of commercial bias.
APL 86
APL 86is the latest andlargestofa series ofspecial events which have greatly enhanced the
standing and prosperity ofthe Association. They have been well run (largely by volunteers)
and well publicised within the APL community ifnot so well outside. Ideally such events
should be run by people who do not have other onerous duties so as not to distract them
from the essential workofthe Association.
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Aims
The Association has donewell and served its memberswell overthelast year, yet it has not
pursued all its aims adequately. Compare what has been done with the objects of the
Association as printed in Vector vol. 1 no. 4:

To promotethe use ofAPL
To develop awareness and competence in APL
To representthe interests of Association members with other bodies
To contribute to the development of the language and definition of
international standards

a
o
e

Practically the wholeofourefforts is being spent on item in this list. To put itanother way
we are spending over 90% ofourefforts providing services to members and almost none on
persuading non-APLersto try using APL.
Emphasis
The emphasis is right but overdone.It is right becausefor the Association to flourish it must
provide benefits to its membersattractive enough to keep them andrecruit moreofthem.It
should provide every practical kind of useful help to membersto enable them to dotheir
jobs better; a major part of this is keeping everyone up to date with news and reviews
through Vector. These services must all continue and be expanded (as for example they
have been by the launch ofthe public domain softwarelibrary).
Ontheother handit is overdone becauseourfirst object is to promote the use ofAPL and
wehavescarcely been doing thatat all. We haveleft it almost entirely to the vendors.
Someinitiatives in education, soon to cometo fruition in a course for teachers, have been
almost the only approach to anyoneoutside the Associationto interest them in APL. We do
remarkablylittle to help the novice, and there probably are more novices than experts in the
Association. Even Vectorhasfew articles which are designedto help a novice to improve.
Innovations
What new things could we do?

Wecould distribute Vectorfree to educationallibraries to encourageinterest.
We could produce some introductory leaflets to attract people to take their
initial curiosity further.
We could produce an annotated booklist to help people choosethe right book
for their purpose.
We could providea list of the currently available ways of providing oneself
with a cheap personal APL facility, with a note of the advantages and
limitationsof each.
We could provide reports on the use ofAPL in education and sourcesofadvice
for teacherswilling to try it.
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Wecould providea list of the names and addresses ofAPLerswilling to help
newcomers to APLin their spare time.
Wecould provide a range of workspaces through the public domain software
library, each ofwhich offers APLhelp with the teaching ofa particulartopic.

APL began as a notation, became a computer language and is fast becoming a
microcomputer language. There may already be more people who use APL on a
microcomputer than on a mainframe:if not tue now it will be before long.
Soon,too, we shall be able to give away copies of 1-APL to anyone who wantsto try out APL
on their homeor school microcomputer. The ]-APLmailing list (people who have written
to enquire aboutit} is over 400 namesandfast approaching 500. Note,this is before 1-APL
is complete andcertainly before any attemptat a launch. Thelist will probably double or
quadruple whenit is launched. Overa tenth ofenquirers are teachersat schoolsorcolleges.
If the APL Association prepares to makeit worth the while of these dozens ofnewcomers to
APLto join we can double our membership or more.
That should be our aim. If APL doesn☂t attract new, young, keenrecruits its future will
indeed bebleak.
Anthony Camacho 29 May 1987

 

Draft APL Standard Available
Acopyofthe draft ISO Standard can now be yours for a mere £7.50 ($4.00 to
BSI members). Write to Sales Admin (Drafts), BSI, Linford Wood, Milton
Keynes, MK14 6LE. Quote document 86/67927 ISO/DIS 8485 Program-
ming languages - APL (ISO/TC97).
Significant modification to the draft before it becomes a full International
Standardis now extremely unlikely.

D. M. Ziemann   
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Date
1987
8-11 September

18 September
16 October
20 November
1988
15 January
1-5 February
18 March
20 May
16 September
21 October
18 November
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Quick-reference diary
compiled by David Preedy

Venue Event

Strasbourg European Software Engineering Conference
organised by AFCET,, Paris

London British APL Association meeting
London British APL Association meeting
London British APL Association meeting

London British APL Association meeting
Sydney APL88♥☜APL- Past, Present, Future☝
London British APL Association meeting
London British APL Association AGM & meeting
London British APL Association meeting
London British APL Association meeting
London British APL Association meeting

All British APL Association meetings are to be held at the Royal Overseas League, Park
Place, near Green Park tubestation andstart at 2pm.
Dates for future issues of VECTOR

Copydate
Ad. booking
Ad. copy
Distribution

Vol4
No2

24 Jul 87
21 Aug 87
28 Aug 87
October 87

Vol4 Vol4
No3 No4

16 Oct 87 29 Jan 88
13 Nov 87 19 Feb 88
20 Nov 87 26 Feb 88
January 88 April 88
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APLTraining Courses
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(Prices quoted are per course unless otherwise stated)
Dates shown may be subject to change. For confirmation of dates and/or further details
regarding courses please contact the vendor directly (see Vendor Addresses in the Product

 

Guide).
LEVEL COMPANY NO. DAYS PRICES DATES
BEGINNERS Cocking/Drury 3 375 15/9, 6/10, 27/10

10/11, 24/11, 8/12
MicroAPL 1 poa 24/9, 12/11
Uniware 5 poa call

BEGINNERS/PC Mercia 3 350 14/7, 8/9 +
INTERMEDIATE Cocking/Drury 4 525 14/1

MicroAPL 1 poa 3/9, 22/10
INTERMEDIATE/PC Mercia 2 240 21/7, 29/9 +

MicroAPL 1 poa 17/9, 5/IT
ADVANCED MicroAPL 1 poa 15/10, 3/12

Uniware 5 call
SYS DESIGN Cocking/Drury 5 595 38

Mercia 3 375 11/8, 2/0 +
STATGRAPHIC Cocking/Drury 2 poa 9/9, 14/10, 4/11

Mercia 1 120 77,249 +
Uniware 2 call

EXECUSTAT Mercia 1 95 2/7, 5/8 +
R.BASE 5000 Uniware 5 call
 

The following vendorsrun courses, details ofwhich may be obtaineddirectly from the vendor.
APL People
Inner Product
M.B.T.
Parallax



 

IBM Personal Computer APL/PC Version 2.0
6391329
 

 

 

 

IBM Personal Computer APL/PC Version 2.0, is a low cost, full
function APL interpreter with a high degree of VS APL compat-
ibility. It contains a wealth of auxiliary processors for a wide
range of functions and interfaces to external devices.

Emulates 8087 or 80287 if the co-processor is not present
RS232 support
TEEE-488/GPIB support
Co-operative processing via IBM 3278/9 adapter
Interface to IBM Macro Assembler and Professional Fortran
APL2 GRAPHPAK compatible workspace provided
Can run DOS functions and applications under APL
Cover Workspaces for auxiliary processors

The interpreter, workspaces and auxiliary processors are supplied on three
double-sided diskettes packaged with a comprehensive manual, quick ref-
erence card and a keyboard template. The manual includes setup, instal-
lation, tutorial and reference sections.
A separate package is supplied, containing a replacement ROM for the
IBM Monochrome or Colour display adapters and a ROM puller. A
program to load the APL font into the IBM Enhanced Graphics Adaptor
is also included.
@ Available from Authorised IBM PC Dealers.

1BM (UK)International Products Ltd
West Cross House
2 West Cross Way
Brentford
Middlesex TW8 9DY

© International Business Machines Corporation 1986
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Minutes of the AGM ofthe British APL Association
held on 5 June 1987

Onarrival members wereticked off on a membership list and handed a voting card which
was yellow (5 votes) for a corporate or sustaining member or purple (1 vote) for an
individual member. Corporateor sustaining members could takefive individual votes if
they wished.
Chairman☂s surveyof the year
Dick Bowman thanked Phil Goacher for making the offer to hold APL 86 in the UK;
withoutthat we could not have made the successofit that we did. APL 86 hasgiven us a
financial base which greatly increases the scope ofwhat we can do. Someinitiatives already
begun are listed below.
Vector is now well established in the international APL community and is well and
economically run. Its advertisements cover mostofits costs. To makeit an essential part of
every APLer☂slife it needs moreuseful technical contributions.
We have had somedifficulties with our regular meetings because the elected Activities
Officer was unableto set up a forward plan. He hassince resigned and a new activities team
is beginning to get that undercontrol.
Theinitiatives:

Surveys
1 A survey of membersand their views, which will be reported in Vector.
2 A survey of the awareness and use ofAPL in higher education: this shows high

awareness but that APL will only be used whenit is seen to be relevant.
APLication
This is to be a three day special event on APL applicationsto be held in September
1988 at the University of Kent in Canterbury. It is not APL 88 (Northern
Hemisphere).
Awards
The Committee proposes two outstanding achievement awards, whichwill be:
1 for recent work in APL, and
2 for spreading awareness about APL.

These awards will not be made when the Committee does notfeel the best candidates are
outstanding enough.

Education
A substantial contribution was madeto I-APL.A subsidised coursefor teachersis to
be held in July.
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Software Library
The catalogue is growing ♥ it made many acquisitions at APL 87 and is now
beginning to generate orders. Success depends on memberssending good software
andtelling people about the good software available in the library.

Dick Bowman endedby expressing his personal satisfaction at having been nominated to
stand for the board of SIGAPL.
Secretary☂s report.
Anthony Camachoreported that the minute book was available for anyone to inspect and
included minutes of meetings since the summary in the Turquoise Vector(3.4).
The APL bookservice is now installed at the University of Warwick bookshop:they take
credit card orders by telephone. There will again be a booklist in Vector 4.1.
This AGM hadto be postponed:the original date clashed with APL 87. A new Editor could
not beelected in time to edit Vector 4.1 so the Secretary had perforceto take that on.
The Secretary had objected to paying the Royal Over-Seas League £40 for the half-day hire
of an overhead projector and had found and arranged for the Association to buy the
portable machinebeing used today.
Treasurer☂s report
Mel Chapmancirculated a report and accounts. These showed that APL 86 had made about
£50,000 profit. This year expenditure on publicity and meetings was well below budget.
The £7,000 owedto usis from Vector advertisements and APL 86 delegates. Thelatter are
to be threatened with an international blacklist.
In answerto questions he reported that:

the membership was 432 including 44 corporate and 11} sustaining members.
Vector circulation is about 800.
the bankinterest for the year is low becausethe profit for APL 86 was notpaid
to us until the end ofthe year, Interest is currently being earned at about £400
per month.
each meeting costs about £220.

Tim Perry asked what financial control there was over the donation to I-APL. Dick
Bowman said the committee had approved the Technical Specification and Marketing
Plan. Tim was not satisfied, saying that the contribution made in his name had been
without his knowledge andagainst his will. He asked who ran 1-APL, whatwasits status
and what had the BAA doneto ensure its contribution would not be misused. Dick
Bowman emphasised that I-APL was not a BAA project and asked the Chairman of-APL
to answer.

10
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Anthony Camachoexplainedthat the I-APL project was controlled by a committeeoffive:
himself, Ed Cherlin, Norman Thomson, Professor Howard Peelle and David Ziemann.I-
APLhad been formedinto a limited company so that contributors could be sure accounts
would be kept and presented at Companies☂ House. The Committee werealso the directors
of the companyand had declaredthat ]-APL would never pay a dividend but would devote
all funds from donationsand sales to the promotion of APL. I-APL (apart from one paid
programmer)is entirely a voluntary and non-commercial organisation.
Asked aboutspin-offfrom the developmentof-APL, Anthonyreplied that I-APL Ltd had
agreed with Paul ChapmanthatifPaulor the project succeededin selling the Development
Environment as a commercial product, the proceeds would go half to Paul andhalfto I-
APLLtd.
The Chairman and Secretary then held the election of the 1987-88 committee.
The candidatelist was:
Candidate Post Proposer Seconder
Anthony Camacho Chairman R.,J. Cocking D. Preedy
Dick Bowman * " V. Lusmore M.Jordan
Graham Parkhouse *Secretary A.J. Camacho P. Donnelly
Cathy Dargue ☁Treasurer Peter Cyriax D. Preedy
Mel Chapman * " P. S. Goacher VY. Lusmore
Adrian Smith *Journal A.J. Camacho D. Preedy
NormanThomson *Education M.J. Kingston A.J. Camacho
David Ziemann *Technical J. Barman R.J. Cocking
Philip Goacher *Activities D. Parker M. Jordan
Bernadette Leverton Publicity D. Eastwood A. J. Camacho
Jill Moss * " V. Lusmore Cathy Dargue
Val Lusmore *Recruitment M. Chapman C. McCree
David Eastwood *Projects R. Nabavi A.J. Camacho
* The asterisks mark those elected.
There was a second votefor the post ofChairmanasthefirst vote was a dead heat and the 86-
87 chairman declined to make a casting vote. The result was:
Anthony Camacho corporate and31 individual votes =61
Dick Bowman9 corporate and 22 individual votes =67
Mel ChapmanandJill Moss won the other two contestedelectionseasily.
The requirement that each candidate submit a brief statement (to be read out by
ChairmanorSecretary) outlining suitability and intentions should they be elected was
not honoured byall candidates. Dick Bowman and Mel Chapman each madea little
speech and David Eastwoodalso spoke briefly in favour of Bernadette Leverton.
The AGM endedat approximately 3.30 pm.
Anthony Camacho,retiring Hon Sec 7 June 1987

11
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Call For Papers
And Announcement
Of The Second

South African APL Symposium
Theme

☜Buildingyourfuture with APL☝
23rd and 24th November 1987

CSIR Conference Centre, Pretoria
Organised by the APL Users Group in collaboration with the National
Research Institution for Mathematical Sciences assisted by the Symposium
Secretariat, CSIR.
Objectives:

Promotethe use ofAPL in South Africa
Make people aware ofthe future prospects of the language and the
latest international trends.
Demonstrate the uses of APL in practice.
Promote APLasa scientific and educational environment.
Establish a formal APL Users Group.

Dr. Kenneth Iverson will present the keynote address.
Papers should be submittedas an extended abstract by June 15 and as camera
ready copy by September 10.

All correspondenceto:
The Symposium Secretariat $.451

CSIR PO Box 395
0001 Pretoria
South Africa

[From Frederick Macaskill of INFO*PLUS,PO Box 91030 Johannesburg] 
12
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Newsfrom Sustaining Members
Compiled by Cathy Dargue
Cocking and Drury Ltd

Cocking and Druryreporteda high levelofinterest in the APL*PLUS Compiler,following
the Whitbread sale and a recent customer mailshot. As a result, they are training
consultants in the art of APL*PLUScompiler Technology. Thefirst compiler consultantis
David Ziemann,andothers are expected to join him shortly.
The companyis also pleased to announce a new second-generation APLinterpreter for the
micro-VAX and VAX range of DEC machines, running under the VMSoperating system.
The new productis based on APL*PLUS UNX,butboasts full integration into the VMS
environment.
On the personal computing side, Cocking and Drury have announced support for APL*
PLUS PC and. Statgraphics for IBM☂s Personal System/2 range of machines, and the
Compaq 386.
In order to encourage the spread of APL in the academic community, Cocking and Drury
are renegotiating their APL*PLUSPCSite Licence policy with STSC. A special offer to
academicsites is expected before the endof the year.
The Londonoffice is on the lookoutfor new larger premises, a project which is due to be
completed by the end of 1987. As well as to service continuing company expansion, the
move will provide the greatly improved public course facilities required to meet fast
growing demandatall levels.
A recent addition to Cocking & Drury☂s ranks is Dave Phillips, who hasjoined as a Senior
Consultant. Dave will be involved in the support of STSC☂s mainframe products. Hiss
MVSexpertise will be invaluable in providingeffective maintenancefor the company☂s ever
growing mainframeclient base.

Peter Cyriax Systems
Ourinterest in SQL and Databaseshasled us to develop links with DBAWG,the BCS
Group working in this area. The principal topic at the momentis the forthcoming ISO
Standard for SQL2 - butthatis nearing completion,so thereis increasing interest in more
powerful (andfriendly!) database languages supporting a widerrangeofapplications. Our
own Command Language,thanks mainly to APL,already has thosesortsoffeatures, soit
seemed natural to becomeinvolved.
This should enable us to make our system conform to future high-level standards; and
possibly help to get some APLish generality andflexibility into them.

13
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Dyadic
As part of its new expansion program, Dyadic is pleased to announce the appointmentof
Andy Cooke as Sales Manager, and Andy Shiers as Customer Support Analyst. Andy
Cooke joins Dyadic from Altos Computers where he was responsible for OEM and VAR
business. Andy☂s primary role will be to lead the marketing andsales activities for Dyadic☂s
expanding APL systemsbusiness based on the IBM 6150. AndyShiers is an experienced
Dyalog APL user, and a very welcomeaddition to Dyadic☂s customer support team.
Dyadic has announced plans to develop implementations of Dyalog APL for the Apple
Macintosh Iand the Compaq 386. These new versions should beavailable before the end
of the summer. Dyadic also intends to develop a version of Dyalog APL for the IBM
Personal System/2 under OS/2.
Dyadic enjoyed a busy and interesting week at APL87 in Dallas. During the conference,
Dyadic announceda firm commitment to compatibility with APL2, and demonstrated the
recent addition of Selective Specification to Dyalog APL.Selective Specification lets you
use a variety of expressions on theleft of the assignmentarrow, and gives you faster and
more concise waysofwriting APL statements.
At APL87, Dyadic also announced a powerful Nested Array Editor for Dyalog APL. This
new editor will allow the user to browse and edit any array, containing both character and
numeric data, and arbitrarily complex in structure. Data can be changed by normalediting
techniques, or by assigning the result of an APL expression to a selected portion of the
array. The editor is designed to be the basis of a powerful multi-dimensional spreadsheet
package. In Dallas, John Scholes demonstrated the extremely fast screen-handlingfacilities
of the prototypeversion. Thefirst release ofthe Nested Array Editoris scheduled or the end
of the year.

IP Sharp Associates
IPSA and Reuters have recently reached agreement whereby Reuters will acquireall the
outstanding shares in IPSA. Reuters principal interest in IPSAisin its base technologies of
interactive networks and databases. Reuters is also clearly interested in a number of
financial application products.
Reuters intention is that IPSA will continue underits present managementasa separate
company andwill continue the developmentand supportofallofits existing productlines.
The expectation is that current developments will be speeded up especially concerning
IPSANETand the numberand type ofpublic databases.
IPSA☂sjoint venture agreementwith SWIFThas nowbeenfinalised and the new company,
Georisk, was incorporatedin Belgium. Thefirst productofthis joint venture is STREAM,
a comprehensive risk managementand exposuresystem for international banks,

14
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At APL87 IPSA demonstrated a new version ofSHARP APL running under UNIX,called
SHARP APL/UX.This APLis an implementation of Ken Iverson☂s ☁APL Dictionary☂ and
includes many extensions to APL which makethe syntax of the language more complete
and more coherentthan in earlier implementations.
SHARP APL/UXresolves a major sourceof discussion in the APL world by extending
SHARP APL to permit heterogeneous arrays (as in APL2) without giving up the
distinction between enclosed and disclosed representationsof a scalar. SHARP APL/UX
provides upwards compatibility with SHARP APL/370 and SHARP APL/PCX;conforms
to the ISO APLstandard; nd combinesthe benefits of a numberofprevious APL systems,
including SHARP APL, APL*PLUSand APL2.
IPSA☂s new APLfor the IBM PCis nowavailable. It is called APL-LAB/PCandis fully
compatible with STSC☂s APL*PLUS PC system Release 6.3 and also includes IPSA,s
QPACKsoftware implementing the SHARP APL Packagedata type. A Packageis a special
data type consisting of a set of named APL objects. QPACKis written in assembler and
allows functions and data to be pagedin andoutfrom file much more rapidly than other
techniques. QPACKis also available as an add on moduleto existing APL*PLUS PC
systems.

Mercia Software
It seemsthat every issue of VECTORbrings news of more APL systems ♥ andthisissueis
no different.
All the excitement now is about the new APL*PLUSinterpreter for the Apple
MACINTOSH. APL*PLUS/MACisa full featured APL system, integrated with all the
MACINTOSHuserinterfacefacilities - windows, icons, mouse, pop-up mens. It also has
the advantage that workspace andobjectsize is only limited by how much RAM youhave
in your machine, a good PLUSpointfor users up against the 640K (or 952K with an ALL
card) limit of PC-DOS.Atthe timeof writing, Ap! for the MACis priced at £310, soit is
also cheaper than the IBM PC system.
LOGOLwasformally released in April. Designed as a decision support system to plan and
control the flow of packaged consumer goods andservice parts through a multi-echelon
distribution network, LOGOLis, webelieve, the largest application system to have been
developed in APL*PLUS/PC. With prices starting at £10,000 ♥ it has to be the most
expensive!
Wehave foundthat notonly is the productquite unique, butthatthereis also a large market
looking for such a system. As a consequence, manylarge UK organisations have shown an
interest, and we hopeto haveourfirst installation in July.
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MicroAPL Ltd
MicroAPL☂s highly-successful implementations of APL.68000 on the new generation of
small 68000-based micros ♥ the Apple Macintosh, Commodore Amiga and Atari ST♥ now
offer FREE run-timelicences to developers. This removesthelast obstacle in using APL to
write commercial applications for small machines, andis particularly attractive to software
developers becauseofthe easeofporting applications betweenthethree different machines.
MicroAPLreleased a new version of the Atari ST productat Dallas in April, and will be
issuing a new Macintosh version at about thetime this edition of VECTORappears.
The MicroAPL AURORA multi-processor supermicro ♥ the system of choice for
demanding APLapplications ♥ has been reducedin price, and has been supplemented by a
new faster, more expandable model, the Aurora IJ, at the top endofthe range.
Also new in the UKis a version of APL.68000 for the IBM PC/XT/ATand compatibles,
runningin a special plug-in card with either a 68000 or 68020 processor. Unlike other such
cards, APL runs under DOSin this environment, so there is no need to learn special
operating system commands,partition the disc orlose the advantageof the wealth of PC-
DOSsoftware. This new APLstarts at £995 including the plug-in card with 1 Megabyte of
memory, and workspacesofnearly IMB and 4MB areattainable. The productis aimedat
users whose applicationsare too large to run under APL*PLUS/PC,or whoneedtheextra
speed of a 68000 or 68020-based system.

APL People Ltd
The APLGrouphas not created or bought any new companies this quarter, much to the
relief of the staff (and undoubtedly ofthe readers ofVector!) whoare just aboutused to the
current position, There were flutterings and rumours back in February of an exciting
acquisition, but these have receded. Asa result of our dealings we haverecently persuaded
Diana Mackay, ex-support managerof Sheffield Micro (a casualty of the PPL debacle), to
join us and open our Sheffield office. From here, she will concentrate on servicing
Midlands and Northernclients, and is responsible for the accounting software packages we
sell to our Engineering customers.
APL Tran-Plan are still sorting out car-park design for the second largest group of
architects in the world on their largest project, Canary Wharf in Londons Dockland.
Current sections involve numeroustrips to Chicago (?) and complex systemsto organise the
placementandorderingofall the road signs. J☂m not sure when wefinally get to drive our
cars into the lovingly crafted spaces and pay throughthe noseforthe privilege but watch
this space.
APLPeople are now placing people internationally (three are off to New York in August)
and have over 40 current vacancies on their books in the UK. There is an encouraging
upward trend, with six software housesselling products written in APL joining the four
firms of APL consultants as some of our more constant customers. Following on Roy
Sykes☂ keynote speech at APL86, weare excited at this developmentbecauseit looksasif
APLisfinally gainingits rightful place behind the scenes in the software industry.
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Report on APL87
by F Sullivan

This is not going to be a blow-by-blow account of what happenedat every session of
APL87, but rathera personalview ofwhatI found mostinteresting at the conference. This
is not to suggest that anythingI haveleft out was boring or uninteresting, so don☂t assume
that because I haven☂t mentioned your favourite topic or session that I thoughtit so.
Thetutorials on Sunday were a mixture of the serious and the not-so-serious. On the
serious side the talks on Data Driven Control Methodology and APL techniques for
Building Expert Systems in the PC Environment were most interesting and informative:
the techniquesusedare notrestrictedto thefields mentioned by the authors,for exampleit
is always better to have the data drive a program rather than to have the program drive the
data.
Two humorouspresentations were given by Gitte Christensen (How to manage APLers -
conclusion: you can☂t) and Phil Smith who demonstrated someof the research heis
currently carrying out. Phil Smith☂s talk was expandedlater on in the week in another
plenary session which gave muchlightreliefamidstall the serious work that usually goes on
in an APL conference.
DrJim Brown gave a paperonthe design principles ofAPL2 which described someofthe
extensions in APL2 anddiscussed the reasons why they were adopted.In the paper healso
explained whytheresult ofenclosinga scalar in APL2is identicalto the originalscalar. On
a similar theme there were papers by Phil Benkard (Replicate Each, anyone? and
Implications of APL2 Grammar) which discussed the replicate operator and APL syntax in
a highly technical and exhaustive manner.
Asa user of APL2 I was mostinterested to hear whatthe people from IBM had to say. The
most importantsession from this point of view was the IBM Product Forum onthe 3090
Vector Facility. As everybody is aware, APL is the ideal language for processing array
operations☁in parallel☂, and the Vector Facility is the bit of hardware bolted on to the
computer that performsoperationsin parallel. (AlthoughI say ☁in parallel☂ here, IBM will
tell you thatit☂s not true parallel but pipelined; that☂s near enough parallel for me.) The
implicationsof this are that a whole new set of Assemblerinstructions has hadto be written
and programmerswill have to amend their programsto take advantage of them, A new
Fortran compiler has had to be produced andthe users will have to amend their programs
to take advantageofit and a new version ofAPL2is being developed and programmerswill
haveto do nothing in orderto take advantageof the Vector Facility. We had the chanceto
test the Vector Facility on the IBMstand, where they had twoterminals linked to a local
computercentre for our use.
Workers at IBM Yorktown Heights are developing an APL translator whichis designed to
translate APL2 codeinto anotherhigh-level language for compiling and link-editing and
calling from within your APL workspacevia associated processor11 using the DONAfacility
introduced with Release 2 of APL2. Currently FORTRANhas been chosen as the high-
level language, because it can be called through [JNA and because it lendsitself to
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Vectorization. There were a number of problems to be sorted out in developing the
translator, particularly concerning ☁where do you draw the line?☂ when it comes to
compiling code that can only be interpreted at run-time? The answeris you don☂t compile
everything, and you certainly don☂t compile bad code (does anybody actually write bad
APL code these days?). For those of you who want to read more about the Yorktown
translator there is a very informative article in the November 1986 copy ofthe IBM Journal
of Research and Development.
I was also interested in the ☁other☂ APL thatis being developed along parallel lines to IBM
APL2, i.e. Sharp APL. Sharp APLis being developed towards Ken Iverson☂s ☁Dictionary
of APL☂, which wasthe basis for Dr Iverson☂s talk at the opening plenary session in which
he traced the history of APL notation. Sharp APL was also discussed in I.P.Sharp☂s
productforum.In this the history of ].P.Sharp andtheir parent Reuter☂s was outlined, and
then somefigures were given on the number of Sharp APL sites throughout the world.
Sharp has two significant new developmentefforts under way: Sharp APL/VM,and Sharp
APL/UX(also known as SAX), which was on display on their stand in the exhibition. I
don☂t intend to go into any details except to say that it is very close to ☁Dictionary APL☂.
Further details may be had from I.P.Sharp themselves.
Onthesocial side, there was a reception at the Dallas Museum of Art on the Monday
evening. This was very enjoyable as in addition to the food and drink we wereable to
wander around and enjoy the exhibits. The museum hasa large collection of modern art
from all over the world (I☂ve never seen so manyoriginal Picassos in one place before)
together with examples of early American colonial furniture and South American native
artifacts.
To sum up the conference in a few wordsis impossible. Between 8.30 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.
it wasall very hard work, and between 5.30 p.m. and bedtimeit was very hard play. Allin
all though it was exceedingly enjoyable.
Overheard at APL 87:

☜What is Southfork?☝
☜Thefirst 80%of the code takes the first 80% of the developmenttime; the
remaining 20%ofthe code takes the remaining 80% ofthe developmenttime☝.
[Leslie Goldsmith]
♥ While waiting for the output from function: ☜Here☂s an exampleof an
empty array☝. [Alan Graham]
☜That☂s why they invented cars ♥ to get around Dallas.☝ [Sephen Jaffe]
☜What do you call code that hasn☂t been optimised? Pessimised.☝ [Graham
Driscoll]
☜Plan to do a prototype ♥ you will anyway.☝ [Alan Graham]
☜This machineis not infinitely fast; it is only infinite over 2.☝ [Jim Brown]

See you all at Sydney?
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Someof David Ziemann☂s photographs from Dallas   se
Ken Iverson

 2=Carl Moore, 3=Bob Bernecky, 4=Jim Brown and 5=Cory Skutt
♥apologtes to I and 6
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Ed Cherling helped byFohn Carpenter Gitté Christensen
☜Lets put APLtop ofthe heap☝

 
Bob Bernecky, EE. MeDonnell, Bob Smith and Ken Iversonat the

ISOmeeting beforeAPL 87
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Phil Smith demonstrating computer control

byneural link

 Neville Holmes and a booking for APL88from
Paul Chapman
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Skip Cave andJim Brownat oneof the 1-APLbenefit concerts
they organised

 
John Myracongratulating EE. McDonnell on winning the SIGAPL

outstanding achievement award
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The Education Vector
by Norman Thomson

Bythetime this columnappearsthe coursefor teachers in Winchesterwill have taken place
andJ hope more enthusiasts will be helpingto fuel the APL fires. When teachers comment
that one of the things which is required to further the progress of APL in education is a
newsletter or journal to communicate APL matters,it is satisfying to be ableto tell them
that Vector can supply the need and is now in its fourth year of successful publication.
Furthermore issue 4.3 (two numbers ahead) is to concentrate on education.
The readers of this magazinefall broadly into three categories: those who use APL as a
routine tool in their workplace, those whose business it is to market APL and related
products, and those in whom APLstirs up an urge to communicate whateverit is ofbeauty,
ingenuity or delight that brought abouttheirfirst glorious APL rapture. Attherisk ofusing
overtly emotive words these might be styled the APLartisans, salesmen and idealists
respectively. Or to make a musical analogy, the categories correspond to professional
musicians, impresarios and connoisseurs (dilletanti?) ♥ and this may perhaps improve the
emotive balance! Ofcourse these categories are not mutually exclusive, and readers will nodoubtbe able to identify people in their acquaintance whofall into at least two of them.St.Paul made the point that the soundness of an organisation is related to the balance of
attributes andskills of its members,and thisis noless true of the British APL Associationthan of the early church.
Now the purpose of this discussion is to make the point that so far it is the first twocategories ofmembership which have madethe runningin our Association,largely because
the cost ofAPL systemshasruled out the possibility of ☜idealist APL.☝gaining more than a
slender foothold. With the advent of-APL however, this barrier has been broken,and theriches which have excited and stimulated people fortunate enough to have easy access toAPLare now available to a muchlarger potential audience. Howwill this audience react tothe bounty? One measurewill be the volumeofcontributionsto these pages, and the hopeis that the Education Vector will becomenotjust a few lines of comment,but a valuable
meansofexchanging hints, experiences, ideas, algorithmsand so on.
Tofinish on a practical and specific note, Professor Alan Hawkesreports from Swanseathatthe APL workspaces which are usedin the Statistical Computing course now contain helpfiles for the course-specific functions. Typing help ☁histogram☂ produces suitable studentassistance on how to use the histogram function. Then, whenitis timeto exercisestatisticalunderstanding, self-marking functionsare called which as well as generating a degree ofrandomnessin the questions, leave a record in file. The teacher can thusassess whichparts of the course caused most trouble and are worth trying to improve or extend (andwhich could be shortened without causing too much extra difficulty). It isn☂t that thiscouldn☂t be done in any other computing language ♥ but can you think ofany in whichitwould bea realistic possibility?
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Caption Competition ♥ usual rules
Entries by 30 August please.
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Book Review
APL et GDDM;travail en plein ecran

B Legrand
reviewed by Adrian Smith

Introduction
Thefirstthing to say aboutthis bookis that it is in French!! The secondthingisthatit really
doesn☂t matter; the cartoons and the APLare readable in any language, and the Frenchbits
would cause few problemsto even the mostrusty of O-level scholars. Consequently I shall
forget the language barrier entirely, and
concentrate on the content and presentation
of the material.
Basically, it takes you through GDDM-style
screen handling ☁from the bottom up☂. For
some reason, IBM makeit terribly hard for
you to do this yourself. It is not that the
AP126 interface is intrinsically hard to use;
ratherthat the relevant documentationis split
over several different manuals, many of
which (e.g. the ☁bible☂ of the GDDM
Programmer☂s Guide} ignore APL
altogether. As I remember it, it took me
several days to track down and cross-refer-
ence the necessary documentation, before I
could even begin to follow the trail which M.
Legrand has opened up with his book.
Under the most appropriate heading ☁Mise en
Garde☂, the author comparesthe action ofthe
IBM routine SETCURSOR with his own
☁hand-built☂ function:
«☜.... voici la liste de fonctions qui sontindis-
pensables au positionnement du curseur par
cette technique:
SETCURSOR ASFCUR BOX
ERRSTOP GDDNTO GDDM
GDDMANALYZE MESSAGE
QREPLACE XBLANKS
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Bien entendu, certaines de ces fonctions ne sont appelés qu☂en cas d☂incident, mais ce sont
quand mémeplus de 75 instructions qui sont ainsi nécessaires au fonctionnement de
SETCURSOR.
A titre de comparison, notre fonction ECURSn☂a quedeux instructions,et la totalité de
notrejeu d☂utilitaires compte 100 instructions seglement.
Toutesles autres instructions representent un surcoutinutile☝
] Jove thatfinal phrase ☜un surcoutinutile☝. What☂s moreI really don☂t believe you could
translate it, and J rather hope nooneis daft enoughto try!!
Whoshould read this Book?
To befair, you probably do needat least.a
smattering of French. However having seen
the mess that the translator made of M.
Legrand☂s previous book I wouldstick firmly
by my view that no translation is infinitely
superiorto a bad one.
Basically, if you wantto write clean efficient
full-screen applications, you should take a
deep breath, DROP 1 FSDESIGN and -
invest a few pounds of your company☂s
moneyin this book. It won☂t by any means
take you all the way, butit will at least show
you whereto start, and the cartoonswill keep
you amusedalong the way:

 

Libération d☂une page.
The topics covered begin with basic GDDMconcepts, working from the page, up through
formats, and then to fields within each format. Simple functions are used throughoutto
illustrate the concepts, and M. Legrandis very thoroughin his treatment of such detail as
the position offield attributes. Healso points out mostof thepitfalls, such as the so-called
☁numeric input☂field type; this rejects the APL minus, but accepts any old rubbishlike ☁2 .
3. .4☂ as valid. He rightly rejectsit as useless.
Reservations
So far so good, but there have to be some reservations. My main worryis thata little
knowledge is a dangerous thing. The functionsin this book will get you going with a good
basic understanding of GDDM;theyare notthe basis of a fully fledged application
developmentsystem. Onthe other hand the IBM supplied routines are an absolute disaster
area and almost anything would be an improvement. M. Legrand suggests that you use the
IBM routinesfor screen design (whereefficiency doesn☂t matter) and progressively replace
the screen-handling routines with your own code.
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Youcan start with the basics (such as his exampleofsetting the cursor) and the savings in
CPUshould be morethan enoughto spur you on. It sounds reasonable enough, butif you
have more than a few dozen workspacesto look after you have set yourself some nasty
upgrade problems. You may also find yourself at the end of the book with a half-baked
system and a nasty question mark hanging over your maintenance commitment.
Finally, there is no mentionatall ofgraphics. Most IBM sites will surely have PGF running
alongside GDDM,andtheinterface from APL is again straightforward, andfits in well
with M. Legrand☂s approach. ] seem to remember quoting my PIECHARTfunction in a
previous Vector; I think it was 4 lines, ofwhich thefirst two were comments!
Summary
For sometime,I have been puzzledbythe☁accepted fact☂ that GDDMis notan efficient way
ofhandling the screen from APL applications.I had never even looked at the IBM routines,
beyond the most cursory glance at the code. M. Legrand has cleared things up
considerably; it is not APL-GDDMthatis inefficient ~ it is the way the IBM routines go
three times round the housesto getthere!

(es

 
COMMENT FONCTIONNE GDDM

Ifyou are serious about using APLin☁real☂ systems, you need someonein yourorganisation
whowill get right downto the nitty-gritty ofGDDMat the lowest level. M. Legrand☂s book
is the start that person needs;if he needs to go further heis (as indeed I was) on his own.
Never mind; ☁APL et GDDM☂will have morethanpaidforitself by then.
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Hardware Review:
The XT-286, ForteGraph, and the IBM Enhanced Keyboard

by Adrian Smith

Background
Sometimeago,I hatched a dream ofa ☁one-per-desk☂ APL workstation; something whichwould allow me to do mainframe APL (with full 32 line graphics) as well as APL*PLUS/PC(in colour at a decentresolution). The right hardware for the job has gradually becomeavailable, in the Enhancedcolourdisplay, and the FORTEGRAPH(alias DCA) piggybackfor IRMA. A brieftrialofthis in our dear old twin floppy PC convinced me,so offwenttheequipmentrequest, and some daysago a heap of junk duly appeared on mydesk.
XT-286: First Impressions
Thefirst thing to note is that this machineisn☂t terribly PC compatible. It won☂t runBorland☂s Superkey, and things like the Turbo Pascalinstallation lock up (both these arefine on the AT and a widevariety of other kit, such as the TI-3100). It does however, run
APLwith no problems!
The secondthingis thatit is rather fast. OK the hard diskis from the XT,not the AT,butwefloppy hacksfind anything impressive so no quibbles there. Anyway, APL doesn☂t usethe disks a great deal once you have loaded up.Basically it benchmarksa shadefaster thana standard AT.
The Enhanced Keyboard
Treally don☂t think I am goingtolike this. In fact ] am on the lookoutfor some muggins withan old-style AT keyboard who would like an ☁upgrade☂!It has a dedicated cursor pad, and12 function keys along the top of the keyboard. <Control> has moved down by thespacebar, and the backslash key is back down between <Z> and<shift> (or is it??). The <*>hasslopedoff to the extremeright, andthereis one extra key(topleft) with the back-quoteon it. Sounds acceptable enough, and for a touch-typing secretary it probably is. . .however:
1, Most current software assumesit is easy to get at <shift-FN> and at <Ctr-xxx>. These

become two handed☁hunt andpeck☂.
2. MS Word treats the backslash as a dead key. This makesit impossible to accessfiles onsub-directories!
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3. In APL the mappingsareprettywell all over the place. Again the backslash is dead, but
at least you can redefinethingsto getit back on that new key top left. Howeverthere is
worse . . . by default the numeric pad moves the cursor (fair enough) but the
☁dedicated☂ cursor keys produce numbers!! At onepoint! managed to poke Num Lock
to get everything giving numbers. . . it varies depending on APL/Text/Union. ?☂m
afraid I havn☂ttested all the possible permutations.

In short, from an APL developmentpointof view, this keyboard is a lemon. You should
definitely avoid it until a reasonable baseofsoftware (APL included) explicitly supportsit.
In other wordsvote with yourfeetin favour of something which runsthe current software
base acceptably, and don☂t accept the word ofyour hardware people whentheytell you that
the new layout is the best thing since grip-top socks.
ForteGraph
Youwill probably haveto lookforthis under the DCA ☁IrmaGraph☂ jabel; mine says IRMA
in the documentation and Forte on the board! It is quite expensive, and does require the
enhanceddisplay, butit really does do the job. Whatyou getis an IBM 3179-G look-alike
(32-line graphics donelocally) with 3279-like keyboard mapping. Asa mainframeterminal
it is very fast (actually rather faster than the 3179-G) and the resolution is acceptable
(although not quite as goodasthe real thing).
T have been using it as my day-to-day mainframe workstation for a couple of weeks now,
andcanreportonly the followinglist of minor problems:
Hit has the occasional lapse when attached to 3174 control units. I don☂t pretend to

understand the details, but every so often it locked up when you left your finger on
<delete>. The problem has since gone away.

m= the supplied keyboard mappingis from the US 3279 to the US PC. This causes endless
hours of fun, as the APL symbolsfollow their non-APL associates (e.g. ☁GoTo☂ stays
with the curly bracket and ends upto the left of the ☁1☂ on the top row!!)

mone or two characters occasionally acquire random embellishments, such as extra tails
or overbars. A power-off rebootusually puts thingsright.

= APLgets to the keyboard before IRMA,so you can☂t use <Shift-shift> to toggle from
PC APL to VS APL and back.I have given up running IRMA residentfor this reason.

The keyboard mapping is only a minor nuisance, as you can use a supplied utility to put
pretty well any key anywhere. Theonly limitationis that you are stuck with the APL-to-
nonAPLassociations; for exampleI duplicated <shift-K> on the lower-case PC quote. This
is very nice when you have APL on, butrathera pain whenit is off! This apart, some of the
nice things you can doare:
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= Pf-1 up to Pf-10 can be put on Fl to F10. Unfortunately you can☂t do Pf-11 and 12, as
Forte refuses to hear of F1] and F12 on the enhanced keyboard! I put them on<shift-
FI/F2>.

. 晳 You can set PgUp and PgDn to double Pf-7/8, and End to double Pf-3. TSO hackswill
see the point!

m晳 ~My AP-126editor uses Pf-9 for ☁End andsave☂; I doubled this on <Ctrl-E> so I can use
my APL*PLUS/PCreflexes on the mainframe.

I have also moved the square brackets to the PC keys where theyare, leaving the shifted
curly onesfor theleft and right arrows.I flirted briefly with ☁Q☂ on shift ☁90☂, but myreflexes
gotthe better of me, and they are back where they were!
Of course once you are in APL*PLUS/PC you can put anything anywhere, so whatever you
settle on for your mainframe layout you can quickly match on the PC.Ifyou wantto save
yourself the trouble of getting the basics right, send me a formatted floppy, and you can
have copies of the ☁☜GRAPH.DAT?for Forte and INIO for APL*PLUS/PC.
Summary
The XT-286 is a bit of a wolf in sheep☂s clothing; once having disposed of the enhanced
keyboard I quite gotto like it. ForteGraph has doneall I expected ofit, and apart from some
very minornigglesit provides a fully functional APL workstation for mainframeor PC use.
Theall-upcost (including software) was a shade under £5,000.
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Hardware Review
Hercules-Plus Monochrome Graphics Card

by Adrian Smith
Introduction
The Hercules Graphics card has beenthe defacto standard in monochromePCgraphics for
as long as anyone can remember.It exploits the excellent resolution ofthe monochrome PC
display and allows applications to access individualpixels, rather than justthe entire 14 x 9
charactercell.
Ofcourse these days you can get cloned versionsofpractically everything, and ☁Hercules
compatible☂ cards are well under £100 in the computing magazines. Perhapsit is with this
in mind that the Hercules Plus card was developed; it offers everything thatthe old card
had, with onevery significant addition RAMFONT.Justwhatis a RAMFONT,and why
is it significant? I wasn☂t quitesure, until I'd pluggedin the beast and turnedthe powerback
on:things cleared up quite quickly after that!
Installation
This wasstraightforward in the extreme. The card was well-packaged, and the instructions
very clear. Basically if you just had a single monochromescreen, and were running the
printer off the mono adaptor, you could simply swap the cards, Ifyou wantedtoinstall the
proprietory print driver to get graphics screen copies, you needed an extra line in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT,but that wasall thereis to it.
The software comes on two (unprotected) disks, and has built-in drivers for Lotus-123, MS
WORD,and Framework. Again, you can copy the relevant bits to your working disks. If
you take the sameattitude to PC software as Ido,you will treat the instructionsas a refuge
of last resort; your first action will be to wy something like ☁RAMFONT
MEDIEVAL.FNT☂just to see what happens.
Theeffectis rapid andstartling; type DIR andyouget a disk directory in the most gorgeous
medievalscript you could imagine. Type APL and your workspaces take on the aspect of
the Book ofKells . . . except ofcourseforall those damned symbols!! My three-year old was
quite upset when Rho turnedinto a square-root, and Jota into a passable imitation of a
gallows. As you might expect, the Hercules corporation had catered for practically every
taste in the book, except APL. Bother.
Getting to Know RAMFONT
Ofcourse the ultimate cop-out would have been to plug in the APL ROM; faced with the
prospectof re-inventing the entire APL symbolset from scratch,I very nearly gave in and
did just that. However, one could makea start somewhere,andthere isn☂t muchto an Lota
after all! A quick dip in the manuallaid bare the secrets ofFONTMAN,anda fewtrials in
DOSsuggested SANSERIFasthe best placetostart, so off we went.
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FONTMANhasa lot in common with the GDDM Image SymbolEditor, but is rather
easierto use. Basically you can page through the characters with ☁+☂ and ~☂, and use F5 and
F6to turn pixels on and off on a 14 by 8 grid. There are various obscure commandsfor
shifting things up and down, and copying symbols from one character to another. The
syntax of these makes EDLIN looksensible; fortunately you don☂t need them very often.
A nice featureis the option of replacing the ☁Help☂ menuwitha displayofthe entire ASCII
set (as redefined)life-size. I found this essential while 1 was getting somefeel for theappearanceofthe characters I was designing;thealternative of backing off and peering atthe screen through half-closed eyes is muchless satisfactory!
Tota and Times were easy meat; Rho turned outto bea bit of a pig, and kept me going for
close on half-an-hour. I began to suspect that the manual had not been understating the
truth when it claimed ☜Designing legible and attractive characters from a matrix of
rectangulardotsis a skill that will take time and patience to master.☝ Andso to bed.
Thefollowing morning, I was back at mypost, hacking out APL on an ATfitted with the
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor. Of course ] was awarethatthis too had a soft characterset,and the thought began to form that APLCHAR.COM must somewhere define thecharacters. Why not drag it into APL and doa bit of reverse engineering? Sure enoughit
turns outthata bit ofbase-2 encoding ona 256 by 14 reshapeofthe 44 dropofsaidfile yields
a 256 by 14 by8 bit array defining the entire character set, APL symbols included.
These are not quite appropriate for Hercules use, as you really need a 14 by9 grid for the
mono adaptor. Howeverthey are very much better than nothing, and with a couple of
hours☂ work ] can now claim to have a very decent looking Sanserif APL font whichis a
pleasure to use. By the timeyouread this, I should have lodged a copy with the SoftwareExchange; I mightalso send a copy to Hercules, in the hope that they mightincludeit in
future releases.
Where Next?
Microsoft Word haslong beena favourite piece ofsoftware; however even on a fast PC/AT
it is very slow whenscrolling text in graphics mode. So muchso that I never use the
WYSIWYGoption,preferring to run in standard text mode at a reasonable speed. Now I
can get theitalic bits in italic, the bold bits in bold, and the APL bits in APL,all on the
screen at the sametime,andall at the same speedas standardtext! In fact myplain old PC
is about 50% faster than our office AT, whichis gratifying, to say theleast.
From an APLpointofview, thereare lots ofpotential applications wherea soft character set
could bea real bonus. For sometime,I have been working ona factory information system,
which uses ☁plant mimics☂ to help in the display of data. By re-defining bits of [JAV as
valves, taps, and so on, you can do the wholethingin text mode, and consequently get iton
the screen in a tiny fraction of the time it would take in graphics. Animation suddenly
becomesa real possibility; so far my efforts have beenrestrictedto the use ofthe cursor keys
to control a 4-character mouse (actually 8, for left and right movement), which can be
manoeuvredarounda simple mazein search ofa variety of cheeses!
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Summary
Leaving aside the unfortunate omission of an APL font,it is hardto fault anything about
this card, It even seemsto speed up ordinary screen handlinga tinybit; I☂m sure that Jota-
9999 goes past faster than it did before. RAMFONTis a major step forward, in thatit
finally frees us from chip-swopping, and lets us run APL and (say) Word on the same
machine without:(a) funny APL symbols,or (b) paragraph markers which come outas U☂s.
We can even stop subjecting DOSto 5-pointedstars!
Tosum up...

.

ifyou have a monochrome PC and £200 to spend (or that you can con your
employerinto spending) the Hercules Plus card represents excellent value for money.

 

Prize Draw Results
by Christine McCree

Everyone whoreplied with a completed questionnaire and supplied their name
and address was enteredinto a prize draw.

The winnerofthe firstprize was:
J. Ranta of the Confederation of Finnish Industries.

The winnerofthe secondprize was:
G. W. Woodof the London Life Association Ltd.

The winnerofthe third prize was:
D. Williams of Imperial Tobacco Ltd.

If you wona prize and have notreceivedit yet please contact the Treasurer ♥
there may be somedifficulty which you can helpto solve.    
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APL Product Guide
Compiled by Cathy Dargue

VECTOR☂sexclusive APL Product Guide aimsto providereaders with useful information
about sources ofAPL hardware,software and services. Wewelcome any commentsreaders
mayhaveonits usefulness and any suggestions for improvements.
We do depend onthealacrity of suppliers to keep us informed abouttheir productsso that
we can update the Guide for each issue ofVECTOR.Any suppliers who are not included in
the Guide should contact me to get their free entry ♥ see address below.
Wereservethe rightto edit material supplied for reasons of spaceor to ensure a fair market
coverage.
Thelistings are not restricted to UK companiesand international suppliers are welcome to
take advantageofthese pages. Where no UKdistributor has yet been appointed, the vendor
should indicate whether this is imminent or whether approaches for representation by
existing companies are welcomed.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following groups:

Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
APL Timesharing Services
APLInterpreters
APL Visual Display Units
APLcharacterset printers
APL-based packages
APL Consultancy
APLTraining Courses
Otherservices
Vendor addresses%

ot
ot

ob
Ob

Oo
O
t

Every effort has been madeto avoid errors in these listings but no responsibility can be
taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.

Note:☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂
All contributions to the APL Product Guide should besentto:

Cathy Dargue
60 Downhall Ley
Buntingford
Herts SG9 9TL
&0707-325161 ext 2418
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Analogic The APLMachine $60,000+ AP500 array processor, 4 Mb data memory, 80 Mb disk drive,
Oyadic Dyalog APL Coprocessor 3,500+ 32-bitcoprocessar board for IBM PC. NS32000 cpu with FPP,up

to4Mb RAM,16Mbvirtual memory. Software includes Unix V.2,
Dyalog APL,graphics support, DOSinterface. Provides multi-userUnixDOS environment.

(BM6150 15,000+ Multi-user Dyalog APLsystem with Fast 32-bit RISC processor,
FPP, uptoSMb RAM,210MbDisk, 16 users. Interface to SQL,
graphics and APL support forstandard IBM peripherals.

Altos 3068 25,000+ Multi-user Dyalog APLsystem with MC68020 cpu & MC68881 FPP.
Also features a LAN which supports IBM PCs as Dyalog APL
terminals.

Sun3 15,000+ Multi-user Dyafog APLsystems which can be configured asa
network ofworkstations andora traditionaltIme-sharing cpu.With its.
25MHZ68020 cpu,the Sun 3/200isthe fastestAPL microcomputer
onthe market.

Gen,Software Myriade poa Tl computer +APL&APLoperating system
Inner Product IBMPC 2,000 IBM PCssuppliedforturkeyapplications

6,000
MB.T. MBTSeries 10 poa UNIX/68010 based multi-userAPLsystem

TORCH poa 68000/Z80 multiprocessor
MetaTechnics - poa Details on applleation- IBM PC compatible
MicroAPL Aurora 20,000+ Multi-user APL computerusing 68020 CPU.Std.configuration

2Mb RAM,16 RS232 ports,68 Mbhard disc,720Kdiskette
SPECTRUM 7,000+ Expandable multi-userAPL computerusing Motorola 68000.

Std. configuration 1 Mb RAM,12/36 Mbdisc,12 ports.
Atari 10408T 799 ☁1Mb Mono/ColourSystem,includes 1 Mb disc drive & mains

-999 transformerbuiltinto Console.
 

APL TIMESHARING SERVICES
 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Boeing Mainstream APL poa Enhanced IBM VS APL (CMS)
Mercia APL'PLUS poa STSC's Mainframe Service~ MAILBOXetc.
LP. Sharp SHARP APL poa International Network application systems and public databases,
Uniware APL"PLUS call STSC'smainframe service
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICESE DETAILS
APLSoftware Oyalog APL 1,000- See Dyadic Systems entry

8,000
Cocking/Drury APLPLUS/PC Rel 6 475 STSC's full featured APL for IBM PC, PC/AT and compatibles

Upgrade 5to6 120 Extension from rel5 which incorporates 64K object support,
Upgrade 2,3,4t06 220 Extension upgradestorelease 6.
Run-time poa Closed version of APL"PLUS/PCwhich prevents user exposure

to APL.
APL*PLUS UNX poa STSC's 2nd generation APLfor IBM PC/AT, DEC, AT&T

andother Unix computers.
APL"PLUSVMS poa integrated 2nd generation APLfor DEC mics under VMS

Dyadic Dyalog APL 795 2ndgen. APLfor UNIX systems, e.g. IBM 6150, Sun, Vax, NCR,
= 10,000 HP9000,AT&T,Altos, Apalla, Whitechapel, Sperry, etc,

Gen. Software APL'MYRIADE poa RunsonTexas InstrumentsTI9S0 range,
JBM UKProduct Sales IBMPC APL poa Event-handling & APs forfull-screen /O disks, diskettes,

asynch. comms.
Inner Product VIZ:APL 250 8-bit Zilog 2-80 CP/M

~350
APL"PLUS/PC. 600 Seeunder Cocking & Drury

M.B.T. Dyalog APL poa See Dyadic Systems entry
MBTAPL poa Enhanced Dyalog APLfor MBThardware.
VIZ:APL poa__ Customized forTORCH hardware

Mercia. APL*PLUS/PC Rel6- 450 STSC'sfull-feature APLfor IBM PC,and compatibles,
No 64K objectsizelimit.

Upgrades 2,3.& 4-6 225
Upgrades 5to6 130
APL'PLUS/UNIX poa Interpreterfor UNIX systems: WICAT, CADMUS, CALLAN,

FORTUNE92:16,HP, 900/500, OLIVETTI 3B2, SUNetc.
APL'PLUS/MAC poa APLforthe Macintosh. Big workspaces, big objects, mouse,

icons etc
MetaTechnics APL'PLUS Rel 475 Discount on quantity.
MicroAPL. APL.68000 1,000+ Fullimplementation with componentfiles, errortrapping etc.for

SPECTAUM, HP300, SUN, NCRetc.
QL/APL(keyword) 87 Fullkeyword APLfor QLwith manyextrafeatures.
QL/APL(APL chars} 87 VSAPL compatible APL for QL with manyextra features,
APL.68000 tor Appia Macintosh 257 «(6
APL.68000 forCommodoreAmiga 200 & FullAPLinterpreterswith support forwindows, mouse,graphics etc,
APL.68000 tor Atari ST 170 +
APL.68000 fortont-Po 995
APL'PLUS/PC~REL6 450

Portable PortAPL $195 IBMPCSoftware$275 Mackintosh
$2,995 DECVAX

LP. Sharp Sharp APLPCX 2575 ForiBMXT/AT
1,000+ ForIBM mainframesSharp APLIPG 325 ForlBMPCorPGIXT
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Uniware APL*PLUS/PC 495
Release 6 call
Release 5 update call
Release 4 update call
Release 3 update call
Run-Time call
APL*PLUS/UNX call
PortaAPL 280

2,995

STSC'sfullfeature APLfor
IBM PC/XTIAT, Compaq,Olivetti
Extension upgrade from release 5
Extension upgradefrom release 4
Extension upgradefrom release 3
Closed version of APL*PLUS/PCwhich prevents user exposure
foAPL
STSC'sfull feature APL for UNIX based computers.
PORTABLE SOFTWARE'sAPLforAPPLE MACINTOSH.
PORTABLE SOFTWARE's APLforthe DEC VAX.
 

APL VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Dyadic Lynwoodj300 1,560 Monochrome ANSI 3.64 APL vdu,15-inch high quality screen, Tek

graphics, local macra keys.
Lynwood}500 2,295 ColourANSI3.64 APLvdu,15-Inch high quality screen,Tek

graphics, local macro keys.
iBM3163 731 Low-cost Monochrome APLvdu. Supports downloaded Dyalog APL

font.
IBM 3164 1,093 Low-cost ColourAPL vdu. Supports downloaded Dyalog APLfont.

Farell Tandberg TDV 2221 995 Ergonomic design APLterminal, §0-19200 baud, 15" anti-reflex
screen, low profile keyboard

Tandberg TOV 2271 1,195 Combined APL/ANSIergonomicterminal as above.
Gen.Software Mellordata 400 Second-hand

Elite 30454
MBI, various Contact MBT fordetails
MetaTechnics IBMEGA compatible 299 Emutates EGA& Hercules, Half Card
MicroAPL InsightVDT-4 795 Inexpensive APL VDU

Insight GDT-1 1,450 With monochromegraphics
Concept 201 1,295 APLVDUwith 8page memory
Concept 2016 1,650 Graphics VOU

Shandell HDS2010 1,215 ANSI3.64 DEC VT52/100/220 compatible.15☝ tlt/swivel screen,
low profile keyboard 8 page memory, windows, viewports, 80/432
columns, {ull overstrike, 2 or3. comms, ports, 55 PF keys,
NVMstorage.

HDS2010G/GX 1495+  Asabove plus Tektronix 4014, Retrographics VT640/00640 and
Visual $00 compatible. 1024 x 390 or1024 x 780 resolution,

Tektronix 41148 13,500+ 19°D.V.S.T. Graphics: 3120x4096 cisplayable; Intelligent: up to
BOOK memory; APL keyboard(option 4E)

4125 21,550+ 19*2D colour graphics; Workstation (1280 x 1024);{ntelligent:upto
800K memory; APL keyboard (mod AP)

4128 26,822+ As4125plus3D wireframe
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Datatrade Datasouth DS180+ 1,295 180 cps matrix printer with 4K buffer, 9x 7 dotmatrix and APLoption.

Datasouth DS220 1,695 Letter quality; graphics capability, APLoption (both available with
IBM Twinexor Coax interface).

Dyadic {BM 4201 Proprinter poa. 100, 200, 40(nlq) cps, matrix printer, with graphics. Supports
downloaded Dyalog APL font.

Toshiba P351 poa 24 pin high-quality matrix printer 160 cpsletter quality, 192 cps draft.
Inner Product Epson FX80 500 Softchar. set, 160 cps, 80. column

Anadex 9620 1,150 200cps., 132 col., tactorfeed
Siemens PTB3 620 18D cps., 80 cot., silent
TGCStarwriter 1,180 4Qeps., letter quality

MBF. Facit 4565 poa 4Qcpsletter-quality
Facit 4510/11/12 poa Matrix printers

MetaTechnics. Quen-data 295 Low-cost APL Daisy-wheelprinter
MicroAPL Datasouth DS180+ 1,295 See Datatrade entry

Philips GP300 1,924 Matrix printerwithlatter & draft quality and APL.
Qume Letterpro20 549 APL/ASCIlDaisy-wheel printer

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES® DETAILS
APLO385 FSM 385. PC: 5 Screen development

DRAW385 Screen design
DB 385 Mainframe: 125 Relational W.S.
GEN 385 Utilities

APLSoftware Ltd Mainframe
AFM/AP 11,035 Interprocess Software forVWICMS & MVS/TSO.
~Keyed Access 2,650 ComponentFile Management System (VSAPLAPL2)}
Interactive Link 1,825
~Mail Exchange 2,650CALUAP 4,030 Non-APLprogram execution (VSAPLIAPL2}
APLPRINT 2,205 Output to high speedlineprinteror328x devices (VSAPL/APL2)
ENHANCED FORMAT 2,205 Extends Formatoperator to full "Quad-FMT☝ status (VSAPL/APL2)
ISP TH Inputand Output Stack Processorsfor manipulating terminal tO
OsP 2,205 with facilities for Error Trapping (VSAPL)
DISPLAY CAPTURE poa Allows terminaloutput to be collected and held forretrieval byanAPLtunction (APL2)
UCF poa User Communication Facility for datatransferbetweenusers (APL2)
ROS poa Relation DataBase System
PANEL poa Fullscreen managementsystem
PFS. poa Program Fite System♥APL Systems development aid
IPLS poa Project Management System
REGGPAK poa Regression Analysis PackageMicrocomputer
POWERTOOLS 295 Assembler written replacementfunction for commonly used CPU-

consuming APLfunctions, includes a Forms Processor.
Microcomputer
REGGPAK poa Regression Analysis Package
ADS 990 Relational Database System
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Beta-plan BETA-FONT poa Multiple font PC character generator. Dealers required fornon-
Scandinavian countries.

Boeing IMPETUS poa HierarchicalPlanning System
Butel Merlin 5,000 Mainframe APL spreadsheet runs under VM/CMS,TSO, VSPC.

Merlin/PC poa Version forAPL"PLUS/PC-
Cocking/Drury For VSAPL

STSC's SHAREFILE & 30,000 Componentfiles, quad-functions & nested arrays for IBMVSAPL
enhancementsto VSAPL underVWCMS& MYS/TSO-SHAREFILE only 15,000
ENHANCEMENTSonly 17,000
COMPILER 3,000 First APLcompiler. Available with APL"PLUS enhancements and

Sharefile underVWCMS & MYS/TSO
FILEPRINT 8,000 PrintAPLeomponentfiles
FILESORT 8,000 SortAPL componentfiles
FILECONVERT 8,000 Converlnon-APLfiles to APLfiles
FILEMANAGER, 8,000 Extends APLprimitives to database management
TOOLS + UTILITIES 8,000 APLSoftware developmenttools
DATAPORT poa Powerful information Centrespreadsheetincorporating data

exchange between APLand FOCUS,IFPS, SAS, APL/DI, ADRSII,
LOTUS123, VISICALC, MULTIPLAN,DIF files

ForAPL2
SHAREFILE/AP 18,000 STSC's sharefile for APL2
FMT poa Fullfeatured FMTforAPL2
WSDOC 5,000
FILEMANAGER 8,000
Microcomputer
STATGRAPHICSRel2 595 PowerfulStatistics and graphics on IBM PC's, PC/AT's and

compatibles
Release 2update 165 Updatefrom release1 torelease 2
APL'PLUS PCTools

VOL1 325 Incl.327x IRMA support, RAM disk, fullscreen data entry,
menuinput, report generation, games.

VOL2 125 Inclfile documentor, screen editor, exception handler.
APL'PLUS PC Fin & 350 Financial& statisticalroutines
Stat. Library
SPREADSHEETMANAGER 196 APL-based spreadsheetfor APL"PLUS/PC.Cell arithmetic;

transfers to ASCII, LOTUS
APL Debugger 96 Debugging tool for APL"PLUS PC.
UNITAB 250 Spreadsheetfor APL*PLUS PC

Eas PROTOPAK Packagesforprototypingmanagementinformation systems ♥
consisting of: PC& mainframe
RMS Modules Relationaf databases.
AMS 250+ Multi-dimensional arrays
RAMS Combined RMS& AMS.
BMS Dynamicfinancial modelling & forecasting
FMS Full-screen handler for APL"PLUSYPC.(AP 124-based)
CMS Communications package.
sos poa Schedutedordering and stock control.

FASTCODE FASTCODE, MONITOR $239 Assemblerwritten monitorforAPLapplications in APL"PLUS/PC.
Gen. Software PROPS. §0+ Spreadsheet system for Product and/or Project Planning.
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H.M.W. INPUT poa Matrix manipulation package for data entry& report generationPRINTPAK poa Blockprinting for VWCMS
VIEWPAK poa AP124Protocol emulatorfor IBM/PC

Holtech CASH 9,500 Accounting package hotel management system on MicroAPL
-10,000 SPECTRUM & SAGE CPUs.

Inner Product Viewcom 150 Control Viewdatafrom APL
APLGBASEI 150 Interface APLwith dBase II
APUGBASEII 150 Interface APL with dBASE Ill
APULOTUS 150 InterfaceAPL with LotusAPLIWORDSTAR 150 InterfaceAPL with Wordstar
APL/MULTIPLAN 150 Interface APL with spreadsheet
CEMAS 3,500 EEC monetary and agrimonetary analysis.

MBI. RHOMBUS poa _Integrated Office System
HASLEMERE poa Hotel Accounting System

Mercia STATGRAPHICS 2-1 585 Integrated stat. graphic system for PCs.
Upgradeto Release 2-1 175
EXECU'STAT 995 EasytouseStatistics for management.APL'PLUStools

VOL1 225 IBMPC Utilities:IRMA3270 comms,full screen, RAM Disk report
generator

VOL2 125 Fite documentation, screenediting. Exception handling.
FINANCIALAND 325 Financialand Statistical analysisSTATISTICALLIB.
APLSpreadsheet 195 APLspreadsheetlinks to popular spreadsheetsoftware.Manager
EXECUCALC 4,000 Mainframe Spreadsheetwith VisiCalc and Lotus1-2-3 functionality

requiresVSAPLunderTSO or VM.
EXECUPLOT 3,200 Mainframe Graphics display system with VisiPlot functionality

tequires VSAPL underTSO or VM and GDDM.
MICROSPAN 250 ComprehensiveAPLtutor
LOGOL poa Logistics management system for PC, Forecasting,Inventory

Control, Scheduling, Distribution,etc
MetaTechnics MetaScreen 98 Fullscreen handlerforAPL☂PLUSVPC,based on VSAPLAP124MetaPack 495 Comprehensiveutllities package for APL☜PLUS/PC.Includes

MetaScreen, MetaWS, Browse,Toolbox, Numeric Editor,APL-IEEE488 99 Controls (EEE488/GPIB Busfrom APL"PLUS/PC.PLOT/PC 99 2D &3D Graphics package.Includesinteractive diagram Editors,Browse 99 Scrolling of DOSfiles, large APLvariables.ADAPTADLS poa

♥_-

Production & purchasingscheduling for process manufacturing,ADAPTAMSP. poa Job-shop loading & scheduling for multi-stage production,
MicroAPL MicroTASK, 250 Product developmentaids

MicroFILE 250 ☁Fileutilities and database
MicroPLOT 250 Graphics for HPplotters ete
MicroLINK 250 General device communications
MictoEDIT 250 Fullscreen APLeditor
MicroFORM 250 Fullscreenforms design
MicroSPAN 250 Comprehensive APLtutor
MicroGRID- poa Ethemet& other networking
APLCALC 400 APLspreadsheetsystem
MicroPLOT/PC 250 ForAPL*PLUS/PCproduct
MicroSPAN/PC. 250 ForAPL"PLUS/PCproduct
PCTOOLS Volt 285
STATGRAPHICS Rel1 495
STATGRAPHICS Rel2 535
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Parailax ExecuCale $5,000 Maintrame-based electronic spreadsheetforVWCMS & MVS/TSO
with Finks to micro products,

ExecuPlot $5,000 Mainframe-based colour graphics with microlinks.
LP. Sharp ACT poa =Actuarial system

APS poa Financial Modelling
BOXJENKINS. poa ☁Forecasting technique
CONSOL poa Financiat Consolidation
COURSE poa APLInstruction
EASY poa Econometric Modelling
FASTNET poa Project Management
GLOBAL LIMITS poa Exposure management forbanks
MABRA poa Record maintenance/reporting
MAGIC. poa Time series analysis/reporting
MAGICSTORE poa N-dimensional database system
MAILBOX poa Electronic Mait
MICROCOM poa =Mainframeto microlink
SAGA poa General graphics, most devices
SIFT poa Forecasting system
SNAP poa Project managementSUPERPLOT poa ♥_Businessgraphics
VIEWPOINT poa 4GL-♥Into centreproduct
XTABS poa SurveyAnalysis

Sugar Mill Stat? $129.95 Statistical toolbox, menu driven
Uniware Mainframe

STSC's ENHANCEMENTS. 10,715 Quad-functions & nested arraysfor IBM VSAPL under VM/CMS and
MVS/TSO

STSC's SHAREFILE 10,715 Componentfiles for IBM VSAPLunder V/CMSand MVSITSO and
for IBM APL2

PROGRAMMERTOOLS & 5715
UTILITIES
FILEPRINT 5715
FILESORT $715
FILECONVERT 6715
FILEMANAGER (EMMA) 5,716 STSC's database package.
APL"PLUS COMPILER 21,430 First APLcompiler. Complements APL☝PLUS enhancements and

Sharefite under VM/CMS and MVS/TSO.
EXECUCALC 3,995 Mainframe spreadsheetcompatible with VISICALC and part of

LOTUS1-2-under VSAPL(VM orTSO).
Microcomputer
STATGRAPHICS 725 Statistics & Graphics for PCs.
STATGRAPHICS FCA 140 Anadd-on module to STATGRAPHICS:Factorial Correspondence

Analysis,
APL☁PLUS/PCTOOLSVOLt 825 Incl. 327 x RMA support, RAM disk,full screen data entry, menu

input, report generation, games.
VOL2 125 Incl. File documentor, screeneditor, exception handling.

SPREADSHEETMNGR 250 APLspreadsheetwith built-in ASCII, LOTUS and SYMPHONY
interfaces.

APL'PLUS/PCFIN.& 350 Collection of financial and statisticalutilities.
STAT.LIBRARYPOCKETAPL 140 Smallerversionof APL"PLUS/PC.
UNIASM 275

♥

Collectionof assemblerroutinesforAPL'PLUS/PC users.
UNITAB晳 240 APL*PLUS/PCspreadsheet-like dataentry and validation system,
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The APL DEBUGGER晳 105 Firstreleased APL*PLUS/PC debugger.
OVERLAYS 250 Fast assembler routines to handle overlays in APL'PLUS/PC,
RBRIDGE 380 Interface between APL"PLUSV/PC & R:BASE5000.
DMA 380 Aversion of EMMA (APLdatabase manager)forAPL"PLUS/PC

users,
APL2C 295 Interface betweenAPL"PLUS/PC and DATALIGHTC language.
ADAPTA/DLS 33,333 Production & purchasing schedulingfar process manufacturing.

APL CONSULTANCY(prices quoted are per dayunless otherwise marked)
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APLConsultancy Consukancy poa Project management,financial applications,relational databases.

Difficult problems solved.
Management consultancy.
Links tonon-APLsystems.
From censuftantlevel to managing consultant.
Documentation a speciality.

APLSoftware
Technology Consultancy poa Technical & business systems,micros, networking &

communications a speciality,
Boeing Consultancy poa
Camacho Consultancy poa Specialising in programming & manual writing.
Chapman Consultancy 150-300 24-hour programmer: APL, C,assembler, graphics; PC,mini,

mainirame, network.
Cocking/Drury Consultancy 120-160 Juniorconsuttant

140-200 Consultant
186-300 Seniorconsultant
275-400 Managing consultant

Delphi Consultancy poa Specialisingin management reporting systems and APL on
microcomputers.

Dyadic Consultancy poa APLsystem design, consultancy, programming & training for
Dyalog APL, VSAPL, APL"PLUS,IPSA APLetc.

Eas Consultancy 150 ☁System prototyping: all typesof information system.
250

FASTCODE Consultancy poa. Specialise in improving performanceofAPLapplications on
micros & mainframes.

Gen. Software Consultancy 100+
H.W. Consultancy 100-250 Systemdesign consultancy, programming.
InnerProduct Consullancy 200 On-site mlcro-mainframe APL, PC/DOS&Assembler
Uoyd Savage Consullancy poa Cecision support, particularly specialisingin Sales & Marketingsystems.
M.B.T. Consultancy poa
Mercia Consultancy poa APL'PLUS & VSAPLconsultancy.
MetaTechnics Consultancy po ManagementInformation & Production. Engineering

APL-C/Assambler custom programming
MicroAPL Consultancy poa Technical & applications consultancy.
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MTL Consultancy poa Specialise in Maintenance and developmentofexisting APL systems
Parallax Consultancy $750 Introductory APL, APLfor End-user& AdvancedTopics in APL
QBOn-Line Consultancy 200 Specialisingin Banking,Financial & Planning Systems.
Rochester Group Consultancy poa Specialise in MIS using SharpAPL
LP. Sharp Consultancy poa Consultancy & support service world-wide.
Peter Cyriax Systems Consultancy 100-150 JuniorConsuitant

120-200 Consultant
160-300 Senior Consultant

Uniware Consultancy calt duniorto managing consultancy in APL.

OTHER PRODUCTS
 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APLPeople Employment Agency poa Permanentemployees placed atall levels. Contractors supplied for

shortlong-term projects, supervised.
Mercia ALLCARD 495+ Memory managementunit, allowing 952K under DOS ~ extra d12K

APL'PLUS/PC workspace,
MULTI-APL 195+  Multi-task/Multi-user/NetworkAPL"PLUS/PC with file locking,etc.

LP. Sharp ProductivityTools poa Utilities for systems,operations, administration & analysts;
auxiliary processors, comms software, intemational network.

Databases poa Financial, aviation, energy and socioeconomic,
 

VENDOR ADDRESSES
 

COMPANY CONTACT ADDRESS & TELEPHONENo.
Analogic Corporation Denise Favorat & Centennial Drive, Centennial Industral Park, Peabody, Mass. U.S.A.01961

☁617-246-0300
APL385 Adrian Smith Brook House,Gilling East, York, 2 04393-385
APL Consulting Jil'Moss 17 Barton Sveet, Bath, Avon BA1 1HO #0225 62602
APLPeople Vaterie Lusmore 17 Barton Sweet, Bath, Avon. @0225-62602
APLSoftware Ltd Philip Goacher 27 Downs Way, Epsom,Surrey KT18 SLUa09727-21282
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APL in Practice, Rose/STSC 40.00
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RECENT MEETINGS
This section of VECTORis intended to document the seminars delivered at recent
meetings ofthe Association, particularly for the benefit ofthose members based away from
London whooften findit hard to find the timeto attend. It also covers other selected events
whicharelikely to be of interest to the wider APL community.
We are dependenton the willingness of speakers to provide us with a written version of
their talk, and we would remind them that☜a picture☂s worth a thousand words☝. Copies of
slides and transparencies will enhancetheirarticles.
The Activities Officer (see inside back cover) will respond enthusiastically to offers from
individuals who wishto contribute seminars and supporting papers.
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Introductory Notes
by Adrian Smith

Three meetings are covered in this section of VECTOR.Thefirst is really nothing to do
with APL, but seeing as ] was there I thought that I might as well write it up! Jt was the
Yorkshire and Humberside OR Group☂s special national event on successful applications of
Expert Systems.
The second is a bona-fide BAA meeting, on the subject of Quality Control in APL
applications. The talks were by Chris Campen,of the other BAA (the British Airports
Authority), and by Linda Kindred ofWellcome. A summary ofChris☂s paperis followed by
my own notes on Linda☂s talk, and Anthony Camacho☂s on the panel discussion which
followed.
Finally we have some notes on the March meeting on Graphics, together with Dave
Preedy☂s paper on ☁Graphics in the Boardroom☂ (See General Papers). This covereda lot of
fascinating ground (Bach Canons in APL on Amigas!) with enough technical hitches to
keepall the speakers on theirtoes!!

Successful Expert Systems
RoyalStation Hotel, York

February 17th 1987
Introduction
This was a most stimulating and enjoyable day, in spite of the fact that APL wasn☂t
mentioned once!As youwill see,it gives us APLer☂s a good deal ofhope,in spite ofthat sad
omission. In particular it was a notable featureofthe day that the industrialists was singing
the praisesof☁shells☂ and ☁environments☂ whereas the academics were pouring cold water,
and sounding some very cogent warnings.
Myoverall impression wasthatit is fine to go out and buy Crystal, XI-Plus, or whatever as
a wayofgetting started. Before long you will either hit the limits ofwhatthe shell designer
thoughtof, or will end up with 90% ofyourrules essentially fudging round the constraints
imposed.In the long term, whatyoureally needis a plug-in ☁inference engine☂ whichwill fit
naturally into your existing software, be it database, spreadsheet, or APL model.
Enoughofpersonalprejudice . . . here is what the speakers actually said!
Expert Systems in British Gas
Tony Haws
Tony began by summarizingthecurrentposition in British Gas. Hefelt that the key areas
to watch were:strategy for implementation;effective knowledge acquisition; interfaces to
existing systems; the choiceofdelivery vehicle. On the first point, he noted that all but one
of his 6 examples were drawn from a single enthusiastic expert (3 of these had since joined
the ES group). They were nowtechnically and financially successful, but had yet to achieve
☁commercial☂ success in the senseof influencing the core of the company operations.
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Henow described six successful systems in detail:
m= ENRICH.In the entire NW region,there were but 2 experts on noisy central heating

systems!! Sometimesit took 6 monthsfor a customerto get attention, and the experts
were usually reluctantto be called out to such☂trivial☂ matters. The system started offon
ICL Advisorat local depots. Atleast this cut it down to 2-3 visits by thefitter. Now Nth
Thamesare re-doingit on Crystal on hand-held micros for on-site use.

m Herbicide Advisor. This time only one expert, who got pregnant! Now a national
system for dealing with nasties in the ponds round gasometers.

m TheStretford Process (coal gasification). All these are sold abroad . . . they often go
wrong and the phonecalls cost the users lots of money! Now sold with the expert
diagnosis as part of the package. (ESP Advisor on IBM compatibles.)

= CORPS. Corrosion prediction in drill wells and pipes. Does a day☂s work in half an
hour (See VECTOR1.3 for a paper on PATTIE... . Ed)

@ QUAD.ICL havea 4GL called Querymaster; casualusersfind it hard to frame queries,
so Quad helps them.

= Physical Risk Analysis. Developed as part ofcontingency planning to identify the risks
to computers (and subsequently to moregeneralinstallations) from fire,flood,terrorist
attack etc. None of the dozen or so experts could co-ordinate or structure their
expertise; the ES approach got them together.

In all about 20 similar systems are under way,all of the same general type. Two classesin
particular look hopeful:
m ☁Real☂ ES, involvinghigh levels ofskill in a small and well bounded domains. ENRICH

is the archetype.
m= Simple, but more general, such asthe risk analysis system. The savings multiply up

rapidly when you apply the same system in manyplaces.
In both types,the design is evolutionary, and will help the expert himself to generate more
knowledge.
How to deliver? Softwareis the key!! Shells are really for beginners, the experts graduate to
☁environments☂; typically purpose built Lisp machines costing $15,000 upwards. Ofcourse
you can develop on one machine (compilation really hammersthe system) and implement
on another.
Knowledge acquisition . . . in many of the examples, the expert wrote the system himself
(often in his spare time). This is not a long-term option, and apart from very basic Market
Research techniquesthereis little experience here. Some pitfalls to watch for: rare events
which the expert forgets; things which ☁everyone knows☂; missing links in the logic.
Selling the ideas in the organisation . . . and convincing others to spend the money. Next
week they are holding a seminar for 80-odd senior managers with demos of manyof the
above. With luck it should give an entry into the commercialheartofthe business wherethe
real moneyis. .
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Experience of Expert Systems in ICI
Brian Hobson
A total of over 40 systems are in progress or in use, ranging through: technical sales;
engineering design; diagnosis; business planning; operator guidance. They areall written
using ☁ISI Savoir☂ in which ICI have a 50%stake. After some early failures, they have
achieved real commercial success from 1984 onwards. Sometypical systems were:
m= Wheat Counsellor. This dates back to 1984, and has changedlittle since. It uses ICI☂s

private viewdata network to access current data on wheatprices, local weather, soil
conditions etc. The farmer is then quizzed abouthis ☁field☂ and is informed of the
disease risks and a fungicide is suggested (not always ICI☂s!!) Some indication ofcost-
benefitis also given. It wasinitially successful, but has rather stagnatedas farmers have
moved to Amstrads.It is also limited to wheat (some 1200 rules); barley, oats and so on
must be includedifit is to attain ☁critical mass☂.

m =6SYSLAG(lagging on pipes). Here the expert spenthis last two years before retirement
learning the shell and getting the knowledgeinto the system. Because thereis a lot of
maths involved, over 50% of the codeis actually in Pascal exits, rather than Savoir
itself. The inferenceis all done using Bayesian probabilities; in many cases the mathsis
dubious(e.g. wherethe optionsare highly correlated) but with suitable fudging ofprior
probabilities it appears to give the right answers! It is used 15 ♥ 20 times per month,
took 6 ♥ 9 monthsto develop (mostly free), and runs in 150K on an IBM PC.

@ Coater Plant Diagnosis. Latex coating on plastic flying by at 60mph! One expert, who
fancied Saturday mornings in bed, supported by the plant management, who were
awareof the drop in productivity whenever ☁Walter☂ wasn☂t around. Whynotwrite a
handbook? TheESis better for training, forces the operators to explore more options,
and keeps a log for the next shift to see. This one took 3 man-monthsto do, and has
definitely increasedplant efficiency.

m Operator guidance. This schedules paint manufacture in a plant which needs running
☁gently☂ and with some thought. 30 tons of ☁White with a hint of Black☂ could be a
problem! Here the knowledge acquisition was a problem, as the various experts
shoutedat one anotheracross the conferencetable. At least the ES is consistent!Itis
attached to ICI☂s ☁Auditor☂ plant monitoring package to getits data; eventually they
hopeto feed back directly into the plant control systems.

In summary ☁Small is Beautiful☂in all the really successful cases. Wheat counsellor was an
early breakthrough, but has stagnatedasit cannot achieve wide enough coverageofa large
domain. Ofthe 42 systemsin progress, 5 have paid off, 10 are deemed to be successes, 5 are
dead ducks, and the rest must wait andsee.
Criteria for Successful Expert Systems
Bob O'Keefe (University ofKent)
This was a talk with a difference! Bob very briefly outlined a system for screening graduate
applicants in a major accountancyfirm. Not surprisingly the details were confidential . . .
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the criteria for screening 2,000 applicants for 200 jobs are not likely to become public
knowledge. Instead Bob concentrated on the reasons for success, and gave us his
(deliberately controversial) list of the most commonreasonsforfailure.
First the reasons for success:

A willing and enthusiastic ☁knowledge Czar☂ with a very definite ☁I am right☂ attitude.
His considerable inputoftime was worth morethan the cost of consultancy, hardware
andsoftware puttogether.
Flexible software. ESP Advisorlets you outinto Prolog when the going gets tough. The
system could not have been done quickly andcost-effectively if they had been ☁locked.
in☂ to a shell. They needed ☁a programmingtool, not an imposed paradigm☂. Typical
symptomsofthe latter are systems with 3,000 rules; 2,900ofthese are probably getting
round theshell!
A simple approachto uncertainty. Bayesian inferencereallyis an absolute nightmare!
They used simple ☁what☂s A worth against B☂ comparisonsto establish a set ofweights;
these were then simply combinedto give an overall score. .
Validation. This took more effort (60% of the total time) than knowledgeacquisition
and building. Random batches of 20 ♥ 30 applicants were run through the system;
whentheseall checked OK,they looked for the real extreme cases and pushedit to the
edge of past experience.
Userinterface. It takes a lot of care to get the questionsin a sensible order! Users are
bothered by some ☁Y/N☂, some☁Enter number(1 ~ 3)☂ and so on; everything wasset up
as a menuoptionto avoid this inconsistency.
The needsofthe user camefirst. It is quicker and simplerto use the system than to do
it by hand. It guides them through the task ♥ maybethis should have been put ina
handbook 20 years ago; these daysit is easier to putit inan ES.
the impact on the organisation were built in. The system gives a better and more
consistent recruitment policy, and the reponsibility can be taken lower down the
structure.

Someelements which haveleadto failure in other systems:
m the ☁consultative mode☂. The system asksall the questions, and doesall the reasoning.

Yousit there and say ☜Y☂, or ☁0.35☂ and so on. Attempts to use ES in financial planning
have been a disaster for this reason ... here the use of ☁critique mode☂ works much
better. The expert hasa first go at a plan and the system criticises it. Of course many
shells embed ☁consult mode☂in theshell structure!
Imposed methodsof handling uncertainty. We just don☂t know how to dothis, and
should stop pretending that Bayes and Fuzzylogic are anysortofa solution.
Shells. [fyou have a hammer,yousee every problem as a nail. Ifyou have a Backward-
chaining Bayesian Inference Engine...

.

. In the US they are moving back to ES
environments(e.g. CittBank Kave spent $10M on Lisp machines) rather than using
shells.
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m晳 Poor validation. ☁It never got implemented, but it☂s a useful training tool☂. This
translates as ☁we couldn☂t check its answers☂. If you haven☂t got documented case
studies, or an independentexpert, you are in big trouble.

In general, ES are moving fast towards being ☁bottom line☂ benefits, rather than just nice
toys. Hither someone is making better decisions, or lots more people are making good
decisions. Thisis all well and good, but has anyonea clue as to how we should measure the
results quantitatively? The DSS people havebeen tryingfor years; will the ES fraternity doanybetter?!

Quality Control in Application Development
20th February 1987 at the Royal Over-Seas League

Introduction
This was oneofthe mostinteresting and valuable meetings I can rememberfora long time.Theideaofgettinga ☁view from the outside☂ wasa brave one, and (in myview at least) cameoff very well indeed.
Chris Campengaveushis view, from the position of Information Systems Policy Managerat the British Airports Authority. Linda Kindred followed up with the perspective ofsomeone whose job it is to maintain (rather than create) systems in a wide range oflanguages.
A Formal Approach to Implementation
Chris Campen (British Airports Authority)
Summarised by Anthony Camacho
Chris defined the quality of an information system asfitnessfor its purpose. To design fit
system large jobs are divided into many small tasks. Quality control includes standards and
reviews of work in stages. Each small task must have well defined objectives and targets.
There should be regular monitoring. Work must be checked by people controlled by
different managers. Theusers should check thatspecifications are met when each milestone
is passed. Anyone affected by the work or with an interest in it should be allowed to
participate.
The planningis thus the key and includes everything; the membershipof the teams, the
allocation of other resources, the standards, the frequency of various checks and reviews,
the fallback and safety proceduresto protect the business.
Quality control cannot be imposed because to succeed the whole team hasto believein it.Whenimposed everyone goes throughthe motionsand the quality control work addsto the
load without giving a commensurate benefit.
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Thebig problem is how to changetheattitudesofthestaffso that they welcomesuchthings
as walkthroughs by independentassessors. The right attitude will work with inferior
standards whereasno standardscan save a project whenthestaff have the wrongattitude.
QCin the Systems Development Cycle
Linda Kindred (OR/Appl Support at Wellcome Foundation)
Thestrategy at Wellcome has been to separate ☁maintenance and firefighting☂ out from
systems development, and to keep a body of expert programmers and analysts in the
☁applications support☂ department. Around18 people are responsible for some 80 systems,
comprising 2,500 programs. Of these 300-400 are APL based.
Linda has the absolute right to refuse to any system which fails her standards of quality
control; in the past this has meant bouncing systemsat the implementation stage, but the
emphasis is now on imposing strict standards of quality throught the developmentcycle.
Just whatis the developmentcycle? In the beginningthereis the Budget. This used to be
based onlast year☂s usage;it is now based on agreed business requirements for the coming
year. Priorities are thrashed outwith the users as necessary. From then on...
m all work is project based. The project manager is the user. Project management

techniques(networking etc) are provided by MS where required.
晳@ one or twolevels of working party are set up, again chaired by the users. MS and

Internal Audit would normallysit on these, and they would meet monthlyto review the
network. Each ☁activity☂ would always have an ☁owner☂.

w there would be ☁termsofreference☂ to outline the scope,risks and limitations of the
project.

® costs are approvedstage by stage. There is no attempt to quantify total project costs at
the beginning; the staged approval gives you the chanceofkilling projects after (say) an
outline design phase.

晳 no fixed implementation date is set. Instead everyone must sign off the system
(including Production Support who could force a re-write on the groundsofresource
usage). .

m the Post-implementation review (say 6 monthslater). What went wrong (and why)?
☁What wentwell (and why)?

Applications support weretraditionally only involved atthe final stages. Howeverin recent
years there role has broadened (especially on major projects):
@ they are represented on the working parties, with the particular role of checking the

interfaces.
m they provide an inspection service to the analysts, programmers andprojectleader.
@ theyarethe ☁custodian☂ of the standards. These areall held on line on PROFS,and are

usedto log the benefits ofpast experience as well as being a rule-book for development.
m= they have the QA responsibility. Clearly they are committed to this, becauseit is very

muchin the interests of the maintenance programmers.Call-outs used to average 2 per
week; now I per monthis typical.
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m if you have quality from the beginningit is free. Systems are no longer bounced at
implementation.

So whatare their standards, and where do the benefits come from?
m= Applications Support won☂t take on any system which ☁ABENDS☂ to 5 times per

month,or takes a day☂s maintenance per month.
m the split between development and maintenance(at the budgeting stage) makesit quite

clear to managementjust wherethecosts are coming from. It makes it mucheasier for
the developmentphase to hit budget!

m晳 changesandfixes are kept in a system log. In the long term this is used as evidence for
re-writes.

The basic long-term aim is to ensurestability in the supported systems, andto free resource
for urgent changesrather than basic maintenance.
Questions from the floor... .
Whatis an Abend in an APL system? When the workspace goes down andit takes you half
a dayto re-create the problem!

_ What about systems on PCs? This has hidden itself under the carpet, but managersare
beginningto realise what they have got themselvesinto.
Who would be a typical ☁user☂ on the working party? Definitely the senior guy, often a
divisional manager.
What motivates the project teams to follow the QA standards? Theywill finish on time,
within cost. You always get those who don☂t;their annual review reflects it, and they don☂t
get the plumsnexttime around! (Some have even been known to get☁special projects☂.)
Is there a development team for APL? Lotsofit was done in OR;this has been cleaned up
and taken over. Some smal! APL developments have beenpickedup recently as confidence
in APL maintainability has begunto increase.
Panel Discussion
Dave Parker(in the chair), Les Hollingbery, Adrian Smith, MauriceJordan, Linda Kindred
DP In the Electricity Council they use Delta to standardize conventional program

development, with an in-housefront-end. This leads to a commonstyle ofcode
across all applications, and he has followed this with his APL methods.
Basically this means standards for function, variable and label names, and a
base of commonutilities, :

AS At the 1985 OR conference, there was an excellenttalk from Nissan-UK, where
it was emphasisedthat there are no quality controlinspectors in Japan! Quality
is built in, not inspected in! At Rowntrees we think we now have a APL
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community who have been trained from the beginning in ☁the right way☂ of
doing things; no-one would ever thinkof using sharedvariables, or usingfiles
other than through cover functions.
Change control: for big systems there is a forma! procedure for scheduling
changes(e.g. to ensure 2 related changes go in separately). Each workspace has
a text variable called RELEASE where programmers leave a log of what was
changed and why.
For mainframe APLit doesn☂t matterall that muchifit stops . . . usually no-one
else is hurt, and you canoften fix it ☁on thefly☂. PCs are a different matter, and
delivered systems must be much more robust.
Les supports Information Centres at Rank Xerox. APL systems were very
much ad hoc, but have now settled down andstabilised. They are looking at
LOGOSfrom IPSAas a way of getting control over development and change.
Xerox usea ☁total quality☂ approach where everyoneis there own inspector. He
recommended Myers book for general advice, and a ☁belt and braces☂ approach
for critical systems(i.e. self checking software).
Quality certainly matters on things like the reservation system (a 3-hour down
time could lose the MD his job!); in APL they encouragethe useoftools and
common utilities, but not all systems conform. They suffered from an
☁explosion☂ into APL (0-30 APLers overnight) andthe undisciplined approach
this led to. MJ is personally responsible for some 2,500 functions; few of these
give him trouble, and heis trying to understand whatthe differencesare.
Do you use passwordsand locked functionsto protect code?
In the old days SAVEwasourfile system. Thisis still OK for personal systems,
but now wetry to separate the code(typically on projectlibraries) from the data
(on files on the user☂s own ID). We try to avoid knowing other people☂s
passwordsfor routine maintenance!
They do muchthe same; he owns the workspace and the user ownsthe data.
Bewarethe input stack!! At least with APL2 you can turnit off; it is not a safe
substitute fora file system.
How do APL systems compare onreliability?
Historically, APL has caused moretrouble
When an APL program goes down,I have a lot less paperwork!
You sometimes discover a fault yearsafter the system was implemented(e.g. a
missing quote in an error message). However the real problems are caused
whenthe system gives wrong answers, but doesn☂t crash!
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A big APL system wentinto parallel running after 6 man-years; most of the
discrepancies were faults in the original system (unnoticed for years).
A random-numbergenerator wasonceleft in a sales commission routinefor 6
monthsbefore anyonespotted it!
Doesthis conflict with the idea of fast development?
Things that should have taken a day☂s thought and 2 day☂s work often took
weeks whenrushedinto!
Sit on your handsfor half an hour! Don☂t let the user (whoeverheis) rush you
into designing at the keyboard! Let the computerfind the SYNTAX ERRORS
byall means;it is up to you to find the DESIGN ERRORSatyour desk.
Thereis always the danger that APLwill encourage you to tackle things which
are beyond you.
APL maydo thingsfast, but what kind of documentation should you do?
Evenif you documentthefunctions,it is hard to document the methodology.
Wherepossible get the user to doit for you.
Most of the ☁user guide☂ should be on the screen. Similarly the system
documentation should be in the WS;e.g. an active data-dictionary which logs
the types and descriptions ofvariables as well as driving the editing functions.
First write the manual; second write empty (commented) functions; third fill in
the code.
It is surprisingly easy to read other people☂s code. Good APLis really just the
specification expressed in a mathematicalnotation.
Often it is hard to comment adequately in English; quite often you slip into
APL,particularly when describing function arguments.
Good commentsare hard to do;often they look alright until you try to use them!
APL doesn☂t let you do good layout. Compared to Pascal or PL/I it is a
typographic disaster area! You can only comment on separatelines; you can☂t
indent; you can☂t leave blank lines or spaces in the middleoflines. Try reading
someoneelse☂s Pascalif all these visual cues are taken out!
Perhaps the most valuable documentation is a collection of sample inputs and
outputsfor functions.
Use meaningful names,not daft standardslike ☁L1:☂ for labels.
Often the choice of local namestells me who last changed the function.
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Announcement
Linda closed the meetingbytelling us about a group called the QA Forum which meets
quarterly to discuss issues related to QC in systems development.
It is an independent body,and costs £300 pa, with a fee of £85 per meeting attended. Themembersare able to get specific topics on to the agenda, and workshops are held to helpwith particular problem areas. Thecollected papers from each meetingarecirculated toall
members, who are generally people involved in day to day QA work,

Graphics
20th March 1987 at the Royal Over-Seas League

Introduction
Moral the First: never under any circumstances rely on Barco projectors for your
presentation!Failures oftechnology apart, this was a very successful day. My notes on PeteDonneily☂s talk are followed by some of my impressions on the APL.68000 GDDMprocessor (demo by David Eastwood) and WIMPS on the Amiga (demo by Richard
Nabavi). Finally, some all-too-briefiimpressionsofa fascinating series of videos by Keith
Waters on the animation offacial expressions.
CGI Graphics
Pete Donnelly (Dyadic Systems)
No-onecould disagree about the need for a graphics standard; uptoa couple of yyearsagoGKS (UK/Germany) ruled unchallenged; ☁Computer Graphics Interface☂ is the newer
American version (shades ofNIH!).
Its main advantageis thatit will handle bit-mappeddisplays, and that (beingAmerican)it
is rapidly swamping the opposition. Dyalog are building a CGIinterface for workstations
such as the Sun, Apollo, RT-6150 andso on. This will handle pretty well any device, and
doesall the usual things:
晳 polylines, markers andfilled areas.
@ text (cursor, graphics and high-quality word processing) mixed in a single display.
= multiple pages, and block copyofpixels (handy for windows!),
Pete was just nicely getting into his stride, showing us how to run more than one APL
session from the sameterminal, when disaster struck the Video projector, and hehastily
swoppedoutin favour of... ..
GDDM / AP126 on APL.68000
David Eastwood (MicroAPL Ltd)
1t was nowa caseofsplitting into manageable groups, and forminga series ofloose scrums
aroundtheavailable screens! The quality ofmy notes degenerates badly at this point .
sorry!
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GDDM-68000is a straight emulation of GDDM 3.0 and AP126.Itis written in 68000
Assembler, and looked very responsive on MicroAPL☂s Aurora. It takes around 50K off
yourfree memory (nota lot, considering whatit does), and as far as I could seeit really does
lookjust like GDDM. M.Legrand would be proud of them (see reviews!).
WIMPSand Bach Canonson the Amiga
Richard Nabavi (MicroAPL Ltd)
Ohwhatfun this was! There are two streamsat the low end of the market:
1. PC look-alikes ) 286 0 386
2. 68000-based (Mac, Atari, Amiga) with possible PC DOS windowsifyou want Lotus.
These latter come with all sorts of fancy features, generally known as WIMPS (Windows,
Icons, Mice ... }; how do you implement APLto take advantage ofWIMPS ...
晳  touse mice and windowsto help the programmer?
m tomakeit easy to develop WIMPishapplications?
The Amiga implementation is a fully multi-tasking APL which can generate and use
windowsvery easily. Pull-down menusand miceare handledas a naturalpart ofapplication
design. You can cut and paste from the built-in terminal emulator into your local APL
session, or from that session into the function editor.
With 8Mbyte of memoryto go at, you can set backgroundtasks running andstilt get very
acceptable response at your primary APLsession. Functionsare provided to handle the
(virtually HiFi) 4-channel sound and speech synthesis (SAY PHONETIC☁Hello, | am an
Amiga☂). The high pointofa fascinating demo was a demonstration ofthe Bach Crab Canon
(a theme which harmonizes with itself when reversed); surely Bach anticipated the
existenceofthe ☁reverse☂ function by some 200 years when hewrotethis useful piece of test
data!
3D Facial Animation: The Expressive Capability of Computers
Keith Waters (Middlesex Polytechnic)
I really can☂t do justice to this one; you just have to see the videos to get a proper grasp
of what Keith wasdriving at. The particular problem he wasattacking was the difficulty
ofachievingrealistic ☁lip-synch☂ in animations such as the ITV series ☁Spitting Image☂.
Someofthe important characteristics of the face relevant to animation are:
@ 14 bones and 100 muscles.
m the positioning and spacing of 20 key elements.
晳 ☁micro expressions☂lasting 1/40th ofa secondorless, which are missed by 24 frames per

sec animation.
m the morerealistic the face, the morecritical your viewers!
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Theclassic approach to the problem is to take 3D photographsofa face (on which a
polygonal pattern has been drawn), and digitize these with a wire-frame diagram The
problem with this is the enormous amountof data neededforthe ☁in betweening☂ between
snapshots; the computer run times for even very brief animations were quite massive.
Keith had started downthis track, but was nowexploring a quitedifferefit approactLusing
a dynamic ☁muscle model☂ tobuild expressions analytically rathér than from a:vastWatabage
of stored positions The animations done with this ☁were quite fascinating, bytensing just
two mitisclésin the chéeks (and computing the. effects on the alfectéd.factal suyface) He
generated:a remarkably convincing smile. Because aointerpolation was heeded (the Step
size. could be as:fine as he liked) the smile genuinely ☁flickered☂*in just she☂way a real smile
ca.
tn short I really-think Keith is on to something. Whetherit ig relévant to APLsystethsthis
sideof the millenium is another question; ] suspectitis, in the Kind of☁right byin? way. that
Phil Smith was showing us at APL-86. Thank God the☁eqhupraent workedfor this one!!
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Info Center/1
an IBM licensed program that helps business professionals

perform their daily tasks quickly and productively
Info Center/1 provides an integrated,
multifunction information center environ-
ment compatible with predecessor pro-
ducts such as ADRS I] and APLDI II. A
full-screen interface, with prompts and
extensive help facility, provides easy
access to the following powerful general
business functions, as well as providing
the full power of APL:
Query System

The Query System provides a simple,
effective way to interactively access,
analyze, manipulate, and report informa-
tion stored in files of up to several
hundred megabytes.
Reporting System

Provides an organization with a single,
comprehensive system for generating and
maintaining reports. Standard calcu-
lations can be defined and stored for
future use. Calculations can be made
with predefined functions and with APL.

Data Entry and Validation
This tool allows information center per-
sonnelto tailor panels for users to display,
update, and enter data in column format.

Financial Planning System

The Financial Planning System provides a
set of 60 modeling routines that work with
the Reporting System and address peri-
odic data. Some examples are:

Financial analyses and plans
Statistical analyses and projections
Whatif analyses and modeling
Project evaluations and risk analyses.

Business Graphics

The Business Graphics facility is a partic-
ularly powerful yet flexible tool for inter-
actively producing the following types of ~
charts: line graphs, surface charts,
histograms, pie charts, scatter plots, bar
charts, stacked bar charts.

 

Technical Data

 
Info Center/1 is an IBM Licensed Program, Program Number 5668-897.
The program runs under CMS and TSO together with the following IBM programsortheir equivalents:
APL2 or VS APL, Application Prototype Environment, GDDM (Graphical Data Display Manager).
Someexamples of terminals supported are: IBM 3277, 3279, 3270 PC/G and GX.  
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Graphics in the Boardroom
(or ☜You can take a horse to water. . .☝☝)

by David Preedy
Development Director, Metapraxis Ltd.

Summary
For manyyearsit has been an acceptedfactof I.T. that directors are computer-illiterate and
that any attempt to provide computerfacilities for them is doomedtofailure.
This talk looks at someofthe reasons whythis may havebeen truein the past and examines
someofthe issues underlying one approach whichis finding widespread acceptance.
1. Introduction.
This paper examines someofthe underlying issuesthat have been foundto becritical in the
implementation of information systems to support Board directorsof large organisations.
Such systems are now becoming used more commonly and are normally described as
Corporate Control Systems. This paper describes manyofthe issues addressed in the
developmentofresolve ♥ oneofthe trend-settersin thisfield.
2. History of computer systemsfor directors.
Until thelast few years, there was hardly a companythat provided any form ofInformation
Technologyfor its Board directors ♥ apart from the telephone and a pocket calculator.It
was accepted that mainframe systems should be introducedto automateclerical tasks such
as sales ordering and working out the payroll. Then some audaciousandfrightfully bright
youngthings started using time-sharing bureaux to build ☜models☝ and incurlarge bills.
Morerecently all the secretaries threw awaytheir type-writers and were converted to word-
processing;sales of☜Tippex☝ tumbled and the company hadto buy another shredder. Now
the finance departmentisfull of analysts, hot from Business School, beavering away over
spreadsheets namedafterfast cars.
The investmentin ☜high-technology☝ had by-passed the Board ♥ the people whosurely
ought to have most to gain from successful applications. The shop-floor has been
revolutionised by robots and CAM systems, the ranks of clerks have been replaced by on-
line transaction systems, even the good old telephonehasgonedigital and now lets you do
all those useful thingslike pick up the nearest handset to answera call. But the Boardroom
and the Directors☂offices wereleft unchanged.
To befair, there were a few exceptions ♥ pioneering companies whose Chief Executive had
insisted that his systems people should build him a system ♥ but they numbered no more
than abouta dozen,several in the U.S.A. and a handfulin the U.K. Notable examples were
at B.P. and at Imperial Group,thelatter system being described in VECTORVol1, No2.
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Moreover the numberofactive systems wasactually declining. The problem wasthat they
tendedto be basedintrinsically around the requirementsofone individual ♥ the keen Chief
Executive. No other senior directors had the commitmentto give the development team a
significantbriefing on their own needsoron their experiences ofusing the system. As soon
as the Chief Executiveleft, the productwasleft without a championandthesystem fell into
dis-repair. Soonerorlater its demise wasinevitable.
3. Reasonsfor lack ofinterest.
Several factors combined to cause the distinct inactivity in Director-level information
systems. Thefollowing are someof the moresignificant:

Cost
Those systems that were developed in the late-Seventies or early-Eighties were
notably expensive. Typical costs ranged from oneto ten million pounds to support
one or a small handful of users. Shared hardware led to unacceptably variable
response times so that entire systems had to be dedicated, or other users
unceremoniously excluded from access during Executive meetings ~ even though
the system mightnotbe used eventually that day.
Remoteness of D.P.
Typically the Data Processing departmentdidnot(andstill does nov) have close links
with the Board.Its line of reportingis frequently via the Finance Director whois the
one Director mostlikely to understand andbesatisfied with the status quo interms of
routine reporting ♥ ifonly becauseit is underhis control. Toa large extent, D.P. has
only itself to blame; its past forays into managementreporting tended to provide
untidy line-printer output in block capitals on the wrong-sized paper with sprocket
holes downtheside and coveredin strange green lines. The D.P. objective tended to
be to computerise the existing system,rather thanto try to make moreeffective use of
the information and providereports as a by-product. It is surely not coincidentalthat
most Chief Executive systems were produced by O.R. (rather than mainstream
D.P.) departments (and their wack-record in contact at Board level has generally
been rather poor).
Inflexibility of D.P. approach
The conventional D.P. development approach turns out to be remarkably
unsuitable for these systems. Directors do not have the time to spend briefing
Systems Analysts on their ☜needs☝, evenif they know what those needsare. Rather
they are looking for an evolutionary approach, driven by a team who can respond
rapidly to feedback and who have the business acumen to initiate relevant new
developments. Aboveall, they are impatient for results; after all the commercial
environment won☂t wait while the detailed system specifications are drawn up!
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Lackof suitable developmentstaff
Following on from the previous point, few firmshavestaffwith the suitable blend of
technical experience andfinancial expertise needed to develop a successful system
with minimal direction from above.
Techno-phobia
The typical director may well be in his fifties with no personal experience of
computing. Even his children will have left school before the advent of the home
computer. His experience of technology is probably limited to the telephone, the
bank☂s cash machineandtheinfra-red controller for his video-recorder. Not only are
the directorslikely to be the least computer-experienced user group;they are the one
group who can vote with their feet. If they decide that a system is unacceptable,
there☂s no bossto tell them they haveto useit.

4, Critical factors
As with any system, there are a wide range of issues which have to be considered in
developing a Corporate Control System. Thefollowing are somethat have been foundto be
pre-requisites for successful implementations.

Relevance
It goes without saying that the system must address the key issues facing the Board
and thatthe facilities offered mustreflect the styles ofuse of Directors. The problem
facing the developeris how to identify these from the necessarily limited access to the
smail numberofusers.It turns outthat an in-house team faces an almost insuperable
task and most organisations decide to involve one ofthe small numberof external
consultants who havedirect experience ofworking at this level.
Ease of use
The entire system has to be designedto provide easeofuse.It is unrealistic to expect
a director to have the timeor the inclination to read through a weighty reference
manual. Considerable research has been carried out into many behaviouralissues
affecting use of systems; even the presence of a full keyboard can introduce
associations with secretarial functions which may cause problems. These ergonomic °
factors are exacerbated by the importance of using the system during meetings
(without technical support) and the prestige value of using the system to show
journalists and financial analysts how well the companyis managed. The Chairman☂s
office is not only his work-place;it is also a show-pieceofthe entire organisation.
Otherissuesaffect ease-of-use; in particular directors wantto be offered choices that
are related to their business concerns rather than technical issues. It is important
whether they look at a short-term or a long-term trend; they don☂t havethetime to
specify what colour they want each line displayed in, nor generally whether they
wanta line-plot or a histogram. A good Corporate Control System should make such
decisions for them in a consistent manner.
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Availability
Howevergooda screen-based system maybe, paper-based outputis also essential to
form the basis of one-off as well as routine reports. This is frequently the starting-
point, but more ambitious users rapidly install colour graphics terminals in
directors☂ offices for individual analysis of corporate performance. The next moveis
often to introduce large monitors for group discussions,or, betterstill, to provide
video-projection facilities in the Boardroom. Now that portable microcomputersare
available, manydirectorslike to be ableto take their corporate database around with
them,either onvisits to subsidiaries or for work at home.
Support
Oneofthecritical factors in successful Corporate Control implementations has been
the quality ofuser supportoffered andtheskills required ofthe support team.Ideally
support should be centred on a ☜system manager☝ who hasoverall responsibility for
the system. Normally this individual is chosen for his financial rather than his
technical expertise, although he obviously needs occasional recourse to computer
experts. Thepivotal natureofthis role arises from the fact that the directors wantto
havea single pointofreference for any queries they may have and these queries may
relate to hardware problems, software issues, discrepancies or inconsistencies in the
data provided or the accounting treatment of some of the figures, or genuine
difficulties in the business being examined.
Adaptability
Oneof the key considerations is the retention of adaptability. Corporate Control
applicationsare necessarily evolutionary; the limiting factor on system development
tendsto be the directors☂ requirementson the system, rather than technical obstacles
or mereinertia. This has been a major consideration in the choice of APL as the
developmentlanguagefor several Corporate Control Systems.

5. Directors☂ Information Project Stages
Theevolutionary nature andthe expectationsofthe user-base haveled to the refinementof
the recommended stages during thecreation of a Directors☂ Information System.
The Design Phase aimsto create a prototype system, providing theinitial stab at the full
corporate structure, but concentrating data coverage on a chosen partof the organisation.
Theaim is to give directors a working, though deliberately limited, too! so that they can
evaluate the efficacy of adopting this new approachat an early stage. Technical issues are
addressed to ensure that they do not present insurmountable obstacles to subsequentfull
implementation. The prototype is normally used to producespecial report packs focussing
on issues of genuineinterest and to support executive committee meetings.
Thenextstepis to proceed with the Implementation Phase. This extends the data coverage
to the full corporate structure andintegrates the Corporate Control System with any data
sources so that the monthly updating process becomesa routine operation, Thereis also
extensive training both for directors and for the system manager.
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Thethird stage is the Review Phase. After a few months experienceofuse,it is possible to
evaluate feedback on how the system is being used in practice. The monthly Board report
may need to be redesigned to reflect the changing managementstyle brought about by
using the system. Experience frequently suggests revisionsto the information covered by
the system, and there may have been changesto the underlying corporatestructure. In any
case thestyle of use will vary according to the timein the company☂s financial calendar ♥
whetherthe main themeis reviewing next year☂s budgets, evaluating the strategic plan or
concentrating on the routine monthly reporting.
6. Design issues.
In terms of the detailed system design, there are a host of factors that need to be
incorporated to ensure acceptance.

Accessto data
The Corporate Control System rapidly becomesthe master system for the provision
ofcorporate managementaccounting andreporting information.It is essential that it
becomes anintegral part of the reporting process with electronic links wherever
possible to allow automatic updating of data. Attention must be paid to ensure that
data are timely andaccurate.
Consistency
Tt is essential that the data madeavailable to directors in their office is wholly
consistent with the figures presented in reports. It normally becomesdesirable to
produce as manyreports as possible directly from the Corporate Control System.
Corporate structure
The system must reflect the management☂s own view of their organisation. This
structure has to form an integral part of the system and provides oneof the key
methods of data selection. The structure is, of course, fluid, and the system has to
provide an easy meanstoreviseit, allowing for restructuring as well as handling the
acquisition anddisposalof subsidiaries.
Timeliness
The updatingof the system hasto be fully integrated with the routine management
reporting process. System management hasto be asclosely regulated and time-
tabled as the accounts departmentso that the update to a director☂s system coincides
with his receipt of the Board report pack.
Graphics
Aboveall, directors are looking to understand the messages underlying their
corporate information,not just to know the numbers, A majorrole of the Corporate
Control System is communication, with the Finance Director,say, explainingto his
colleaguesthelikely impact ofproblemsin a part ofthe Group. Thecase for graphics
has been madeelsewhere, andit sufficesto say thateffective graphics form thecore of
any successful Corporate Control System.
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Design
Graphics on their own are insufficient to ensure a successful implementation.
Considerationsof ease-of-use (discussed above)lead to the ☜chart-book☝ approach,
wherea rangeofcarefully-designed chart formatsare provided with an integral link
to the underlying corporate database.

Theissueofgraphics design is a vast and complex area touchingonissuesofcreativity and
☜feel☝ as well as objective factors. Manyofthe design criteria were described in a previous
article (see reference 1) and readers are recommended to follow up Ehrenberg☂s article
(reference 2) and the book by Tufte (reference 3). In this paper I propose to mention only
thosefactors that have proved to be most important.
Firstly the charts should be relevant; they must convey the important messages underlying
the data, Manya timeI have heard a director look ata chart and say ☜Well, you can☂t argue
with that!☝ Because the principles of effective corporate control are independent of the
organisation, it has been found empirically that a reasonably standard range of chart
formats can apply.It is perfectly reasonable, and in many cases advantageous,to use the
same formatto presentsales turnoverfiguresasis used for sales volume,or cash flow. Most
importantis the immediate and automatic accessto the correct data.
Secondly the information mustbe accessible. It must be physically accessible in the sense
thatit is available in the Director☂s office and for group discussion at committee and Board
meetings, and on a portable system for use at home or on businessvisits. It must also be
psychologically accessible; anybody at the meeting should feel comfortable using the
system to supporttheirpointofview in discussion. This requires more thanthetraditional
view of ☜user-friendliness☝; equally importantis a sense of confidencethat the underlying
data are correct and that the form ofpresentation will be relevant. Similarly, the language
used should be that of business not technical jargon, whether of computingorstatistical
origin.
Thirdly the system must be consistent. Apart from data consistency which goes without
saying, the formsof presentation must be consistent. Graphics already bring benefits in
termsof rapid assimilation of key messages; these benefits becomeevengreaterif the user
doesnothaveto learn how to interpret each chart. Hencethe attraction of the ☜chart-book☝
approach, allowing the user to select his combination of chart format and data series.
Moreoverthere should be consistency between chart formats ♥ consistency in choices of
colours and line-types and in the generalstyle of presentation. For instance in RESOLVE
the colour green is reserved for Budget data; wherever a director sees a green bar in a
histogram, or a green line, he doesn☂t needto refer to the chart legend to find out thatit
refers to Budgets.
Finally the presentations should be attractive. This may sound trivial issue, but
frequently these types of system are shown to outsiders, either financial analysts or
journalists. And, anyway, the directors have a difficult enough job running their
businesses; what right have we to maketheirlives harder by presenting them with anything
less than the best? They may simply decide they☂d rather not use the system at all.
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7. Conclusions.
The developmentof a system such as RESOLVE has required a wide range ofskills, in
particular an attention to detail and an ability to balance the technical possibilities (and
temptations!) against the realities ofrunning a large organisation. ] am sure that there must
be others who have hadto face similar issues, no doubt in different application contexts,
and ] am keento establish a forum where they can be discussed. Anyinterested parties are
invited to contribute to the debate, either by contacting myself directly or through
contributions to VECTOR.
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The Charlton Chase Package
by Paul Barnetson

Introduction
The package was written to help control the ☜Charlton Chase☝, an annual event organised
by West Sussex County Council Youth Office. The eventconsists of teams of four young
people (15-19 years) walking from checkpoint to checkpoint, back and forward across the
South Downs, overnightand in the middle of winter. The weather is usually bad and the
event demands map reading and night walking skill of the highest quality from the
participants.
In previous years, the event was controlled manually with the obvious results that the HQ
staff were never sureif a team waslate at a checkpoint; arithmetical errors were made in
calculating results; final results were not available until a fortnightafter the event finished
etc.
In 1987 a computer was used for thefirst time. This was a great success. The organisers
decided alwaysto useit in future. It automatically provided warning information on teams
that werelate at a checkpoint during the night, teams were given their printed result
immediately on their return, interim results were available while teams were returning;
final results were available immediately the last team wasin, etc.
The package was written in PC APL to run on an IBM PC.
An Offer
I have been advised by IBM that the package belongsto meas | wroteit in my owntime.It
was written and run ♥ with IBM☂s permission ♥ on equipment belonging to IBM.
Whilst retaining ownership and copyright of the program, I am happy to makeit freely
available to any youth or other charitable organisation who wouldlike to use it. An IBM PC
or equivalent machine, running PC APL will be required. If other organisations or
individuals wish to purchase therightto use the program I will be happy to negotiate with
them.
The Package
Inputstarts by recording the teamsasthey register. This can either be donebefore the event
or early in the evening of the event. Teams then acquire the status ☁Entered☂ and are
allocated a team number.
When the teamsarrive for the eventthis is recorded,their status is changed to ☁Arrived☂ and
theyare allocated a route.
When the teams have had their kit checked, they are started on their route. Their status is
changedto ☁Walking☂ and the program sets up the necessary variables to record the teams☂
times andpoints.
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During the night as the radio messages comein from checkpoints, each team☂s arrival and
departuretimesare entered into the computer for each checkpoint. The timefor eachleg of
the walkis calculated as each arrival timeis entered.
Ifa team retires during the nightthis is also recorded andits status is changed to ☁Retired☂.
Whena walking team returnsits status is changed to ☁Finished☂ and the return time andthe
points it won at checkpoints and the optional orienteering pointsare all recorded.
When a retired team is brought backits status is changed to ☁Back☂ and the return time and
the points gained are all recorded.
Thereare facilities for entering and updating the namesof the checkpoint staff and the
locationsofthe supportvehicles.
Checking
All possible checks are done. For example a team can☂t arriveifit was not entered, norstart
walking if it has not arrived. It can☂t finish if it was not walking nor canit be reported back
if it was notretired.
Zero and negative leg times are rejected as are negative periods at checkpoints.
Teamscan only walk through checkpointson their allocated route andifa team is reported
as going through a checkpoint before we hear that it has gone through a previous
checkpoint (perhaps becauseofradio breakdown), a warning messageis given. So when a
team is reported as going through a checkpoint notonlyis the previousleg timecalculated
buta check is madeto seeif the following leg time should also be calculated.
Reports
Thereports described below areall available on screen or on paper.
A complete list of all teams that have entered or those of any particular status, sorted
alphabetically or by team numberor by orderofarrival within route.
A team reportlisting team details, times through checkpoints, leg times, a message(if it is
walking andlate) sayingit is late for the next checkpoint and full details of all points gained
if the team is finished or back). This was given to each team onits return and was very
popular.
A checkpoint reportlisting the teams due through the checkpoint onall routes containing
the checkpoint and the actual timesforall teamsas so far reported.
A route reportlisting the abovedetailsfor all checkpoints on a route with detailsfor each leg
on the route. These include the expected time, the panic time(if a team exceedsthisitis
reportedlate} and the minimum, maximum andaverageofthe actual timesso far reported.
A late reportlisting all teams thatare thenlate.
Otherreportslist staff at any checkpointorthe location of any supportvehicle.
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Results
There are two sorts of result:
Interim Oncethefirst team returnedinterim results were produced at regularintervals,

and placed teamsin order withintheir categories(finished,retired and back and
still walking). These were posted on a notice board and were very popular with
the participants.

Final Whenall the teamswereeitherfinished or back thefinal reportlistedall finished
teamsandall the retired teams each in order according to the numberofpoints
they had gained. Theability to dothis at once whenall teams were back wasalso
very popular.

Conclusions
Several suggestionsfor improvements were madebystaff during the nightandthesewill be
incorporated for the 1988 event.
For example the newstatusof☁Scratched☂ and (unfortunately) ☁Disqualified☂ will haveto be
added. Thelayoutsofthe various reports will be changed and one or two newoneswill be
added. Finally there was the old and unresolved discussion on what is the right order for
sorting numbersandletters.
I was told that the use of the computer was an ☜unqualified success☝ and thatit will
definitely be asked for again next year.
Further Information
Whilstretaining ownership and copyrightofthe package, I am happy to makeit available to
any youthorothercharitable organisation that feels it could useit, For more information on
this and a moretechnical description of the package, contact me, Paul Barnetson, at my
homeaddress: 22 Ferndale Road, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 4QJ
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Bell☂s Inequality
by Sylvia Camacho

Intellectual communication with my daughter, Alison, becamedifficult some years ago
whenI realized that mathematical expressions which I would describe as ☁smeared all over
the page☂ held some meaningfor her but nonefor me. Mydegreeis in philosophy: sheis just
starting her final year in physics ♥ although she did give a passing nod ofrecognition to
philosophyas one of the side-showsin herfirst year. This explains how ] came to browse
amongthe philosophyand physics shelves in the bookshops ofLondon, Oxford and Bristol
and so added to my obsession with APL another with the philosophical problemsofphysics
in general and quantum physicsin particular. So, for those among VECTORreaders who
enjoy philosophicalin-fighting, here is an accountof one of the books I found and how I
cameto use APLto helpin thinking aboutthe problem it expounds.
I knew I was hooked after reading ☁Quantum Reality☂. Nick Herbert is a professional
physicist writing a popular accountofhow physicists cameto☁losetheir grip on reality☂. He
conveys the essence of the problem withoutresort to mathematics and followsit with a
robust account of the various bizarre and incompatible models proposed by eminent
physicists to give substance to the mathematical formalism on whichtheyall were and are
agreed. Perhaps I warm to Nick Herbert because he is not awed by Von Neumann☂s
analysis; even goingso far as to suggesta similarity with a cartoon showing a mathematician
before a blackboard on which thereis ☁the usual incomprehensible symbols but near the
end there is a gap in which he☂s written, ☜And then a miracle occurs☝. The math then
resumes and proceedstoits logical conclusion. The mathematicianscolleagueis pointing to
the gap andsaying, ☜I think you should be more explicit here in Step 2☝.☂
Nick Herbertrelates how hefinished his forma! education,☁Blissfully ignorant concerning
the real issues surrounding the quantum reality question☂ until in 1970 he was shown a
paper by John Bell expounding a theorem of which hesays, ☁Bell☂s theorem is easy to
understand but hard to believe. This theorem saysthat reality must be non-local.☜Non-
local☝ means,......... , that the atom☂s measured attributes are determined not just by
events happeningat the actual measurementsite but by eventsarbitrarily distant, including
events outside the light cone ♥ that is events so far away that to reach the measurementsite
their influence musttravel faster than light.☂ What is more, says Herbert, this theorem is
expressed in simple arithmetic and, even more confounding, the test for non-locality
suggested by it has been madeandis confirmed by the experiments.
So I came to the chapter that expounds Bell☂s theorem andtried (andfailed) to understand
its significance. What I needed was a model in which I could pointto the exact place at
which☁the miracle occurs☂. I set the model up and then re-opened communication with my
daughter by meansofthe letter reproduced below together with the simulatedresults ofthe
tests of reality that Bell had proposed♥ is it classical (Newtonian) or quantum (non-local)?
As you will see, the APL I used to set up the modelis very simple being used simply as a tool
of thought.
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Boxing Day 1986
Dear Alison, About 18 months ago ♥ I believe on the occasion of the British APL
Association AGM inthe Spring of 1985 - I boughtseveral booksin Dillon☂s whichfall into
the category of popularisations of the concepts of quantum physics. In particular they
analyse the difficulty thatarises in the interpretation of the experimental evidence (& the
mathematical underpinning) of models of quantum systems based on particles as opposed
to models based on waves. I found that the book by a physicist, Nick Herbert, called
☁Quantum Reality☂ was the clearest explanation ofthe difficulty. He explains that he wrote
the book to bring to a wider public the findings of some comparatively recent experiments
by Alain Aspect. These experiments were performed because a paper by thetheoretical
physicist, J.S. Bell, suggested how the hypothesis ofnon-localeffects might be tested. This
is a developmentofthe ☁thought experiments☂ which Einstein proposed among others when
the unexpected and, to Einstein, unnacceptable consequences of the mathematical
formalism of quantum effects wasrealised.
The thought experiments are concerned with measurements of the characteristics of pairs
ofparticles which can be generated in whatis called a ☁phase-entangled☂state. According to
Nick Herbert this meansthat these particles can be considered to be twins ♥ identicalin all
their characteristics. Two beamsofthese particles can be directed at meters which can be
any distance apart and anydistance from the particle source. The particle characteristic
which is measuredis polarity and each meter can measure one of two conditions, ☁up☂ and
☁down☂. However, the meter can measure polarity in several planes. Bell suggested that
polarity should be measured at -30, 0 & 30 degrees and that comparisons be made between
theresults at the meters with bothset at 0, one at 0 with the otherat -30 or 30 andlastly with
oneset to -30 and theotherto 30 degrees.
Itis well established that beams can be produced whichare completely ☁unpolarized☂ ♥ that
is, the proportion of ☁up☂ to ☁down☂is always 50:50. Using such beams andsetting both
meters to the same plane, quantum theory predicts that the match between the meter
readingswill be perfect. Thatis to say an ☁up☂on thefirst meterwill always correspond with
an ☁up☂ on the second and likewise ☁down☂ with ☁down☂ although the sequence of up and
down appearsto be unpatterned(i.e. random).
However,if one meter is set to 0 and the otherto -30 (or 30) the perfect matchis lost and the
measured mismatch is 25%. From this one would expect that the mismatch when one meter
is set to -30 and the otherto 30 will not exceed 50%. Bell pointed out that this ☁classical☂
expectation is not met by quantum systems, for when the metersareset to -30 and 30 the
quantum prediction is that the mismatch will be 75%. Alain Aspect confirmed this
prediction by setting up an experiment to perform these measurements.
How are weto interpret these results? It appears that the characteristics of the particles
changeas the metersare reset. This might be accepted and some☁classical☂ interpretation
sought if it could be assumed that there is some means of communication between the
meters such that setting them to -30 and 30 changesthe environmentforthe particles in a
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way which changestheir measured characteristics. The puzzleis that the distance between
the meters can be arranged so thattheeffect of changing the setting of a meter must be
transmitted faster than the speedoflight to accountfor the observed results.
I have set up an APL modelof this experiment which can be run in ☁classical☂ or in
☁quantum☂ mode. The model generates particle beams by creating a sequence of random
numbers chosen from the set 0 0 13 4677. The binary equivalent of these numbers
represents the three characteristics of the particle which may be measured -- thatis to say
whetherit will be ☁up☂(0) or ☁down☂(1} at -30 0 30 degrees. Thus particle represented bythe
number6 (1 1 0) will give down at -30 andat 0 but up at 30 degrees. Similarly, a particle of
number 7 (1 1 1) will give down atall settings while a particle ofnumber 0 will give upatall
settings, and so on.
The modelprintsa set ofresults forall the possible settings of the two meters. The number
of particles (random sequences ofnumbersas described) between changes ofmetersettings
can be chosen,as can the typeof☁reality☂ ♥ classical or quantum. The modelprints for each
meterthe proportion ofup to down measurements andthe ☁mismatch☂ratio between meter
A and meterB. Ifsetto ☁classical☂ the results are as expected ♥ the mismatch atthe -30 30
setting approximatesto 0.5.
To simulate the quantum behaviour the model hasa slightdifference in coding when the
metersareset to -30 30 (or 30 -30). In these cases the random sequencefor the second meter
is reset before display such thathalf (chosen at random)ofall particles of number 0 (00 0)
is reset to number 1] (0 0 1) andhalf (chosen at random)ofall particles of number 7 (1 1 1)
are reset to number 6 (1 1 0). This smail change is all that is necessary to produce the
quantum reality mismatch ratio of 0.75 andis the place where, as Nick Herbert would put
it, ☁the miracle occurs☂.
The fact that this resetting is done to all the numbers in the -30 30 and 30 -30 sequences
represents the faster than light communication between the meters. To model the results
which would be expectedif the -30 30 setting were a significant change in the environment
butthatthe effect could only be transmittedat the speedoflight, the second meter sequence
would be reset as described but after some delay. Therefore I have a third, modified, table
ofresults which I have headed ☁M-QUANTUM☂.The delay is represented in the model by
excluding the first T particles from the ☁quantum resetting algorithm☂ andthis tends to
reduce the mismatch ratio. The amountof the reduction depends ontheratio ofT to the
total numberofparticles S in the sequence. If S is 100 and T is 50 the mismatchratio
reduction will be 0.25 times T divide $ whichisa reduction of0.125. If, however, T is small
in relation to S the mismatch will be muchless noticeable.
Let us imagine the model is run with this ☁propagation time☂ adjustment. We have to
consider what the effect would be if the first meter were now reset to measure the same
characteristic as the second meter(say bothset to 30 degrees). The change would have a
propagation time which would be represented by continuing to reset T particles for the
second meteras though during this ☁time☂ the -30 30 settingsstill pertained and this would
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spoil the perfect match expected when both meters are set to measure the same
characteristic. As before, thesize of the blemish will depend ontheratio ofT to § and will
be a mismatch of 0.125 for T=50 and $= 100. I have not simulated this as my model does
not allow the settings to be changed whileit is running.
☁What I do not yet know is whether Alain Aspect☂s experiments are suchas to exclude these
possibilities offinding a ☁modified☂ quantumeffect. I doubt myability yet to understand the
paper in which it is described ♥ but I☂m working onit!

 

love, -
Sylvia
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BACK NUMBERSOF VECTOR
Back numbers ofVECTORare available from the BCS.Ifyou don☂t have them all,
now is the time fo complete your collection. Apart from the technical contents,every issue inchides book and product reviews,letters, news and a competition.Send in your order before they run out. These will one day be unobtainable
collectors☂ items, like the early issues of Quote Quad.
The prices inclusive ofpostage and packing are asfollows:

Prices in PoundsStertingUK Surface Airmailine, Europe) (outside Europe)3.75 5.75Single issues 3Volume | 1014.00 22.00Volume2 1014.00 22.00
Please send sterling cheques or money orders (payable to The British APLAssociation) to the Treasurer:

Met Chapman,12 Garden Street, Stafford ST17 4BT.
Don☂t forgetto include your name and address and to be clear which VECTORs
you want.   
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HOTBRAY
ee[11),
57 Acre Lane - London SW2 5TN
ANALYST / PROGRAMMER (APL)

THE JOB
- Reporting directly to the General Manager, to take
complete charge of our multi-user micro system
using APL. Main duties will include:
Analysis and further development of current system.
To research requirements and make proposals for the
replacement of existing hardware.
To liaise with major car and truck manufacturers
to ensure system compatibility.
System backup and maintenance.

THE COMPANY
- A highly profitable, long established Trading
House exporting automotive products worldwide.
The products and the marketplace are very
competitive and the company has to operate with
sophisticated systems support.

QUALIFICATIONS
- APL knowledge with preferably experience in multi-
user micro systems. A desire to work in a
commercial environment.

THE REWARDS
- A highly negotiable salary + bonus.

For further details and an application form please
contact Richard Hall, telephone 01 737 0044 or send
your C.V. to the above address.
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The British APL Association Survey of Members
Analysis by Christine McCree and Dick Bowman

Opinion by Dick Bowman
It☂s importantthat the BAA committee have somefeeling for who are our members and for
what the membership wants, because what we dream up in the seclusion of committee
meetings can represent the ideas of a non-typical section of the membership.
So we thought we'd ask the membership a few questions (people whosend back replies are
anothernon-typical section ♥ ifwhat wefind doesn☂t reflect your views and you didn☂t reply
to the questionnaire you know who to blame); we did something similar a few years ago to
try and see what we could do about meetings, this time wecast the net wider.
Theresults are presented in percentage termsasfar as possible, notall adding up to 100%
for the customary reasons, and we also show the total number of responses for each
question.
Commentsontheresults are Dick Bowman☂s alone. Toget the analysis printed as soon as
we could meantthat there wasn☂t timefor a committee consensusto be gathered. In essence
the committee wouldlike to run the Association the way the members want, but sometimes
it is difficult to choose between alternativeideas. I hope these commentswill give you some
better idea of what I believe we need to do. At the time of writing this there has been no
committee discussion of the results ♥ butit should be in progress by the timethis appears.
This is your Association and if you want things to happen your way ♥ participate (in
whatever way you can).
GeneralInformation

☁What type ofBAA Memberare you?
Total Replies 88
Individual UKmembers 63%
Individual overseas members 22%
UK corporate N%
Other (US corporate) 2%

(Student) 2%
(Europeancorporate) 1%

Fairly obviously the British APL Association isn☂t just British; we have a significantforeign
membership andfor this to continue weneedto offer a blend ofservices whichsatisfies all.
Interestingly we have noreplies from Sustaining Members.
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When did youjoin?
Total replies 82
Before 1984 32%
1984 22%
1985 22%
1986 20%
1987 5%

Nogreat surprise here.
What other APL interest groups do you belong to?
Totalreplies 23
SIGAPL 52%
SWAPL . 13%
NY/SIGAPL 9%
Others (] reply each) 26%

Other groups named included New England, FinnAPL, Swiss, Quebec, APLBUG and
QL/APL.Interestingly only around 25% ofour respondents belongto any other group.

Whatprofessional bodies do you belongto?
Total replies 82
British Computer Society 20%
(Statistics combined) 17%
ACM 12%
(Actuaries combined) 10%
(Accountants combined) 10%
(Operations Research combined) 10%
(Mathematics combined) 6%
IEEE 5%
(Economics combined) 5%
(Other computing combined) 4%
(Mechanical Engineering) 2%

We combined bodies which represented similar interests; multiple memberships were
common. Wouldn☂tit be nice to have these percentages symmetrical (20% ofBCS members
also joining BAA)? Clearly we see a tendency for APLersto be involved with disciplines
outside of computing.
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What implementations ofAPL do you use?
Total replies 160
STSC APL*PLUS/PC 28%
VSAPL 19%
STSC APL*PLUS/mainframe 10%
APL2 9%
APL.68000 9%
Sharp APL/mainframe 7%
Dyalog 7%
IBM APL/PC 3%
None 3%
VIZ::APL 3%
Sharp APL/PC 2%
Other(1 reply each) 3%

(STSC/UNIX,PortaAPL, CDC,Siemens)
Access to multiple APLs was commonandit☂s nice to see that we can attract members who
have no APL.I personally was surprised bythe level reached by APL*PLUS/PC;arethese
people brought into APL by the PC andthe product, or are they longstanding APLers
using the PC alongside a mainframe implementation or even deserting other APLs
completely. We make noclaimsfor this being any form of market share survey ♥ outraged
vendors please note; but the BAA would be more than happyto receive and publish a
comprehensive APL marketstudy.

Whatareas do you work in?
Total replies 153
ManagementInformation Systems 32%
Finance 24%
Scientific/Engineering 21%
Education 7%
Others 16%

Again, multiple responses were common,and the spreadis good; wecanfeel assured that
APLis able to cross application boundaries (OK, weall knew it - now we have some
evidence). We got 15 ☁other☂ areas.

How manypeoplearethere in your company using APL?
Totalreplies 85
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None 4%
1 25%
24 24%
5-10 15%
Morethan 10 33%

We even got a multiple response here. The saddleeffectisn☂t surprising, what☂s gratifying
is just what a high proportion of respondentsfell into the highest category. Maybe we
should also have asked for an exact number♥ just whatis the highest numberin any one
organisation?

Are they all BAA members?
Total replies 84
Yes 37%
No 63%

Clearly we have some wayto go before BAA membership is seenas an essentialpartofbeing
an APLuser; rememberalsothat this survey couldn☂t contact places where the BAA has no
member.

Is the use of APLin your companyincreasing/decreasing/static?
Total replies 83
Increasing 33%
Decreasing 12%
Static 55%

This looks pretty good.
If the use is decreasing, what is replacing APL?
Total replies 22
4GLs 32%
Lotus 27%
Symphony 18%
Other 23%

☁Other☂ included Cobol and RPG! Note the low response level ♥ we appear to face no
☁universal APL killer☂ and I wonder whether weneedto get too upset about the nature of
someofthe workgoing elsewhere (wasit that good a match for APL originally?).
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Do you use APLat home/work?
Total replies 112
Home 32%
Work 68%

Introducing our new membership category ~ domestic members! Perhaps I should charge
twice the individual member rate until you show methereceipt for your home APL
interpreter. My congratulationsalso to the person who uses APL2☁at home☂. One thing
that☂s missingin this analysis is any attemptto correlate replies between questions♥itought
to be donereally, and volunteers are welcomed.
Vector Quantity Quality

Total More Same Less Total Int. Dull
Technicalarticles 76 69% 39% 0% 69 «88% 12%
Application articles 77 57% 38% 5% 65 83% 17%
BAA meetingreports 7 8% 70% 21% 61 59% 41% (b)
Vendor news 74 8% 77% 15% 62 65% 35% (c)
Product guide 75 16% 69% 15% 62 65% 35% (d)
Software reviews 75 48% 51% 1% 58 90% 10%
Hardware reviews 75 40% 52% 8% 62 81% 19%
Booklist 70 17% 73% 10% 64 66% =♥34% (e)
Bookreviews 70 29% 61% 10% 62 82% 18% (ff)
Public Domain Software 65 62% 32% 6% 52 83% =17% (g)
Competitions 72 15% 58% 26% 60 67% 33% (h)
a) Nice to see Vector going down well, the general tone of responseindicating thatit well

satisfies the technical APLer.
b) Clearly a problem area. What☂s happening with meeting reports is that speakers are

relying on othersto pass on their words in writing; what is supposed to happenis that
speakers supply their ownarticle to Vector ~ speaking at a meeting is analogous to
presentation of a paper. As a speaker you should not be happy leaving it to someoneelse
to represent what you haveto say to the much wider audienceofVector readers?

c) Vendorsplease note.
d) How do we makea productguide interesting ♥ suggestions?
e) What would make the booklist more interesting? Economic reality tells us that the

BAA☂s USPin this area is making publications available which aren☂t available via
normal commercial avenues. More booksbased around APL would seem welcome.

f) We can only review what☂s published.
g) Clearly PDSL is going downwell, even onthelittle information you havesofar.
h) Competitionsare also a problem area ♥ they take a lot of effort to devise and even more

to judge.
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Suggestions
Wereceived manyand they☂re being looked into; why not puta bit more flesh around your
ideas and/or suggest authors (why not yourself)?

How manypeople read your copy of Vector?
Total replies 89
1 56%
2 19%
3-5 13%
Morethan 5 11%

Caught you; this was a trap question.It☂s a little disturbing that nearly half the copies of
Vector get read by more than oneperson, because that meansthat there are lots of people
outthere getting the benefits for free. The only thing thatlets us publish is our income and
the freeloaders don☂t give us any; ifyou☂re lending out your copyofVector you☂re damaging
your own interests becauseit stops us from growing and improvingourservice. What I☂m
happy aboutis a loan that turnsinto a membership, butif you pass your copy around the
same people timeafter time perhapsit would beinteresting to see what would happenifyou
stopped. Ed: Many of us on the committee hold the other view. Please show Vector to more
people, notless. If100 people read each copy ofVector I would be delighted ♥ we'dfind it easier
to recruit more members and sell more advertisements (which contribute a majorpart ofthe cost of
producing Vector). Lending out Vector,farfrom damaging the BAA,does us good, you good and
the future ofAPL good. Ignore Dick Bowmanon this please.
BAA Technical Meetings Quantity Quality

Total More Same Less Total Int. Dull
Technical information 32. 50% 50% 0% 24 92% 8%
Applications 32 50% 44% 6% 24 83% 17%
Software information 40 60% 38% 3% 20 80% 20%
Hardware information 30 33% 50% 17% 21 62% 38%
Paneldiscussions 29 10% 59% 31% 21 43% 57%
Workshops 28 32% 61% 7% 22, 77% 23%
Talks 27° 19% 70% 11% 20 70% 30%
Quantity of response about meetings was much lower because many of our respondents
couldn☂t attend. Clearly we need to improvethe meetings♥ the ratings are in generalfar too
low. Panels are particularly bad ♥ the problem here is that we've resorted to a panel
discussion when ideasgot a bit thin; in theory they should work (get a few people with
strong viewpoints to argue), in practice they☂ve tended to havetoolittle preparation put into
them. Workshops you can☂t fake ♥ to be any good everybody knowsthat they needa lot of
work. Talks could also be better prepared, presented and written up in Vector.
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What weneed hereis participation again ♥ lots ofyou gave us ideas and we☂d like to see you
take them a step further; the platform☂s there if you wantto useit. If you think things are
dull then surely you could do better.

Do you attend the BAA technical meetings?
Total replies 83
Regularly 14%
Sometimes 33%
Never 53%

Meetings are a minority activity, but valuable to those who can attend and should get with
material for Vector Ed: and allow members direct access to committee members.

Ifyou don☂t attend many meetings, why?
Totalreplies 75
Location 48%
Too busy/pressure ofwork 31%
Notinterested 7%
Inconvenienttiming 7%
Notrelevant 4%
Poorpublicity 4%

Given the geographic spread of our membership this isn☂t very surprising. At least the
meeting topics seem relevant.
Would you attend more meetingsifwe changed the time?

Totalreplies 59
Yes 29%
No 11%
Evenings 14
Weekends 1
Mornings 1
Different day 2

Perhaps we should try the occasional evening meeting.
Would you prefer meetings to be held in a different location?
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Yes 27%
No 73%
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The bare numbers suggest we could try somewhereelse, your suggestions make it more
difficult. | am happy to arrange meetings in San Jose, France, Helsinki, Frankfurt, Texas,
New York and Luxembourgprovidedthat all expensesare met by the audience; closer to
home we☂ve had meetings in places like Birmingham and | believe we did something in
Manchesteralso. The problem is how many(or few) memberswe canfind within travelling
distance of a venue ♥ if you want to set somethingup let us know and we'll help if we can
(we☂re interested in supporting local groups).
Suggestions
Therewereplenty. If you werereally keen on yoursplease take it up with the committee by
describing it to them in more detail.
Other Areas of BAAActivity

Which existing BAA servicesare of value to you?
Total Value None

Vector 80 100% 0%
Technical meetings 66 59% 41%
Public Domain Software 61 80% 20%
Other Il

The main☁other☂ suggestion was contact with other APL users. We need to improve the
value attachedto technical meetingsparticularly ♥ as I said above,it☂s a seed from which
much more of what we do grows.

How would you allocate the annual budget?
Min Max Avg

Vector 10% 100% 41%
Other publications 0% 30% 4%
Regular meetings 0% 30% 12%
Special events 0% 35% 8%
Education 0% 50% 12%
Bare-faced propaganda 0% 50% 8%
Projects 0% 20% 6%
Other 0% 25% 1%
Administration 0% 25% 8%
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The ☁actual☂ figures are based on 1986/7 budgetestimates(as they were allocated to different
categories ] have donea reallocation as well as I can). The balance between Vector and
meetingsis different and I hopethat whatyou☂ve seen above explains somethingofwhy this
happens. Overall the resemblance between the average and what weactually doisn☂t atall
bad.

if the BAA were to drop one ofthese topics, which?
Total replies 48
Vector 0%
Other publications 19%
Regular meetings 6%
Special events 8%
Education 6%
Bare-faced propaganda 44%
Projects 13%
Other 0%
Administration 4%

Notthat we have any plansto drop anything . . . Interestingly two things which haven☂t
really come to fruition are prime candidates for being dropped (other publications and
projects) ♥ how do you know whatthey'll manifest themselves as. Something else we☂ve
done very little of is straightforward propaganda. Interesting though that propaganda was
the single biggest positive suggestion in the next question. Ed: perhaps describing it as
☜Barefaced☝ encouraged people to disapprove of it and if the questionnaire had offered
☜Intelligent promotion ofAPL☝there would have been a different response. It is important that
the BAA should decide whether we are happy just to serve the needs of the APL user or
whether we should spendeffort on spreading the word? How do weget the message ofAPL
across to a wider audience? We (neither the BAA nor APL as a whole) aren☂t going to grow
by being introspective.
Suggestions/comments
Againlots of them, which we☂ll be following up

The BAA committee is grateful to everyone who took the time andtrouble to send us a
reply;it☂s given us lot to think about.I hope thatthis analysis will provoke you to further
positive action in making the BAA betterorganisation.

See page 36for Prize Draw results
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I.P.Sharp Associates

APL ANALYST PROGRAMMERSc£10-18,000

IP Sharp Associates (IPSA) is an_ international
computer services company with 50 offices in more
than 20 countries. IPSA offers advanced APLproducts
within an integrated application development
environment and, with over 500staff, IPSA can justly
lay claim to be the world☂s largest APL development
team. APL is the basis for all IPSA application
software which covers generic information centre
products andutilities as well as specialised financial
applications, IPSA pushes APLto the very limits.
Following on from Reuters☂ acquisition of IPSA, our
London office is undergoing a major expansion. We
need APL analyst programmers at a number oflevels
to work on a variety of large applications, mainly
related to international trading operations.
The successful candidates are likely to be graduates
with a year or more APL experience, preferably in a
financial environment. In return IPSA offer the
opportunity to broaden your APL experience,to learn
about the world of finance and provide real career
progression within APL development or by moving
into project management or account development.
Please write or phone to Martin Turner, Managing
Consultant at IP Sharp Associates, European
Headquarters, Heron House, 1 Dean Farrar St.,
London SW1H ODX.Tel 01-222 7033.
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TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimedprincipally at those of our readers who already knowAPL,It will contain itemsto interest people with differing degrees of fluency in APL.
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Tree Processing Algorithms
by Anne D Wilson

Incredulity
One occasionally comes across a methodofsolving a problem thatis so simple that one☂s
first reaction is that of incredulity. However,if one pursues the subject the explanationis
usually obvious; the datais held in a form thatis ideally suited to the questions being asked
of it. For example if I wantto find which Wilsons have a telephoneI look up a telephone
directory, notan electoral roll; butthe electoral roll would be betterif ] was looking forall
the Robsonsin a particular road.
I have written several programsin PL/I and Basic to process data describing trees; there the
use oflinked lists yielded reasonable algorithms. But when using tree data in APLit was
necessary to find another method of storing the data, one that would use the vector
processing capabilities of APL. WhenI stored the data in the way described below as
☜traipze order☝, both storing the data initially and processing it brought forth the
incredulity mentioned above.
The processes performed on the data include finding the size of a ☜subtree☝, copying
subtrees, removing subtrees, cutting and pasting subtrees, finding the ancestors of a
☜node☝and finding which nodesareonthe samelevel. Onlyoneofthese requires more than
three APL statements.
WhyTrees
Trees used in computing comein two forms. Thisarticle is not about binary trees; they are
simpler to process than non-binary trees and are widely used when studyingefficiency in
storing and accessing data. The trees underdiscussion here are non-binary ones; they are
used to represent program code, description of programsand systems, and real world data.
Theyare used in hierarchical decomposition, thatis starting with something large and
subdividing it, then subdividing it again, and again. ...... ; this is how most people
manageto address large problems without being lost in a welter offacts.
Anyreader familiar with the programming methodologies of Warnier or Jackson will be
accustomedto describing programsand data in tree format. With industrial processes
where materials are composed of other materials, which in turn are composedofothers,
trees are a natural wayofdescribing the components.It is possible for a recursive situation
to arise when a material containsitself, for example waste paper and waste glass are
recycled; compositionsof this type can be highly complex. Questions may be asked about
the derivation of materials, the components which are ☜elementary☝ (that is have no
components themselves), and the quantities of these; tree processing programsare used to
provide these answers.
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Nomenclature
Mostpeople are familiar with the terminology used to describetrees, it is a mixture of
biological, genealogical and mathematical terms.

Node ♥shownasa boxin diagrams
Branches ♥lines joining nodes
Terminal node ♥node with no children
Root node ♥theoriginal node, one and only onealwaysexists
Selecting node ♥ choosesoneofits children
Trerated node ♥is repeated

 

   
 

 
 

       

 

          
 
 

Ancestor ♥as ina family tree
Child ♥as ina family tree
Parent ♥as ina family tree
Subtree ♥partofa tree considered on its own,

it behaves like a complete tree
Subroot ♥the root ofa subtree

A

I I I I
B c D

I I I I 1
♥ F Go H 1

tS
J kr L       
 

A Typical Tree
Traversing Trees
Traversing is the word used to describe a logical method ofpicking some,orall the nodes of
the tree, in a predetermined order. The three methodsthat are used in mytree processing
programs are:

level by level
bubble up
traipze order.

Levelby level picks outall the nodes on the samelevel, e.g. E-F-G-H-] are at level 3. This
method oftraversalis used for printing tree diagrams. Level numbersare transitory,in that
the removalor addition ofa nodeaffects the level numbersofall nodesin its subtree, so that
nodesoriginally on the samelevel do not necessarily remain so. It picks out a subsetof the
nodes.
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Bubble upstarts with a node and picksoutits ancestors, e.g. K-I-C-A and F-B-A.This is
used whenthederivation ofa nodeis required. It picks out a subsetof the nodes.
Traipze orderpicksall the nodes. Each nodeisfirst picked before the nodesin its subtree
and beforeits brother nodes on theright; if it has a non empty subtreeit is picked again
immediately after the nodes onits subtree,e.g. A-B-E-F-]-(F)-G-(B)-C-H-I-K-L-(])}{C)-
D-(A). This is the order used when moving chronologically through program code, or
sequentially through data ona file. It muststart with the root node (becausethe subtree of
the rootis the entire tree).
Input and Storage of Data
In my APLsystem I havestored the data in traipze order, with repeated nodesstored once
only, Withoutanylossofgenerality the data may be consideredto be a vector ofkeysfor the
purposeofthe following discussion. In addition a second vector of LEVEL NUMBERSis
kept. As mentioned above the level numbers are transitory, however they can easily be
updated, cf the COPY and CUT and PASTEfunctions given below. The repetition of
nodes, such as F and is not required because their existence is implied by the level
numbers, see ☜size of a subroot☝.
Theinputofdata in traipze orderis very simple. It is assumedthatfor every nodethereis
a record containing its children; this may be null, Twopairs of vectors are set up:

IDI ♥ data read but notyet processed
LEVI ♥ level numbers for data held in IDI
IDX ♥data store
LEVX - level numbersfor data held in IDX

Storage algorithm
1. Set IDX, LEVX as empty vectors2. IDL = root node (A)
3, Levi = 14, Move first element from ID] to end of IDX5. Move first element from LEVI to end of LEVX (value L)
6. Read data for the element just moved, if empty go to 97. Store the data at start of IDL8. Add an equal number of elements to start of LEVI, value ((+1)9. 14 IDI is non empty go to 4.

* IDL LEVI IDX LEVX
A 1BoD 222 A 1EFGCD 33322 AB 12
Fecob 3322 ABE 123
Iocob 4322 ABEF 12336 op 322 ABEFS 12334
co 22 ABEFJG 123343
HID 332 ABEFIJIGC 12334321D 32 ABEFJGCH 12334323K LD 442 ABEFJGCHI t23343233
LoD 42 ABEFIGCHIK 12339432334
D 2 ABEFJGCHIKLU 12334323344

ABEFIGCHIKLBD 123343233442
Building up the Data on Input
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Alternate Definitions
The simplicity of the functions required to perform the tree processing is explained by the
alternate definitions given below,these interpret the functions in termsof the orderof the
nodesandtheirlevel values.
Level by level ♥ all nodes in the tree with the samelevel number.
Size of a subtree ♥ all the nodes whose level numberis greater than thatof the subroot, and
follow the subroot until terminated by a brotheror uncle of the subroot, whoselevel will
either be equal or greater than thatofthe subroot.
Ancestors of a node ♥ the last occurrenceofeach level numberfor the nodes which precede
that particular node.
CUToff a subtree ♥ removeall reference to the nodes belonging to that subtree, as defined
under☁size of a subtree☂.
COPYa subtree to a new node ♥ take the nodes☁cut off as described above and insert them
after the new node,so that they are addedasthefirst part ofits subtree.
CUT and PASTEa subtree ♥ a combination of CUT and COPY,leaving the original
subtree unaltered.
Sometimes the subrootis treated as part of the subtree; this depends on the actual problem
being solved. The difference can be seen in the functions CUT,whereitis left, and COPY
whereit is moved with thethe subtree.

Pict
SIZE*+SUBTREEASIZE N

(1] LOOK ONLY AT THE LEVEL OF RECORDS APTER THE SUBROOT.2] « TAKE ACL THOSE UNTIL LEVEL IS EQUAL TO (BROTHER)C3] # LESSTHAN (UNCLE)THATOFTuk☂SUBROOT.Cal on
  
 

[5] SL2B++ /ASLEVACHI<NSLEVY
v

ANC+ANCESTORS ¥

 

Q](2)[3]
tuJ[5](6)(7Ca]

FIND THE INDEX VALUE OF ALL NODES WHICH ARE ANCESTORS OF THE NODEWITH INDEX VALUE W(INCLUDING TPSELF}.♥   

 

{9] ANC+(X<714999,XeLALEVALO WW] 1/00?
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RO+LEVELABYALEVEL L
 

[1] a PICK QUT ALL RECORDS WITH THE LEVEL L.
(21 4 ♥
{3} RC«(LEVK=£)/.1toLEVxv

CUT N;SIZE

[1] 9 CUP OUT THE SUBTRES OP THE NODE WITH INDEX N, BUT LEAVE N IN.
[2] « FIRSTLY FIND Tae ST2EOFTHE SusTRES OF NODE WITH THDER
Ca) a

 

(4)  SIZE+SUBTREEASIZE N8] 'WEW IDS ARE☁, (W+IDX) , (NeSIZE)+IDX(6) 'WEW TEVELS ARE ¢, ¥(N4LEVX) , (N+ SIZE) 4LEVXv
M COPY ¥,ST2E

{1] a CObY THE SUBTREE OF THE NODE WITH INDEX VALUE N, INCLUDING ¥,
C2] a ☁60 THAT NTS THE FIRST CHILD OF THE NODE WITH INDEX VALUE M.
[3]  PIRSTLY FIND THE Stas☂ OF Tie SUBTREEOF NODE WiTa TwDBX W.
a ♥♥♥C4) ee

 

 
 

(8) SIZE+SUBTREEASIZE ¥
[6] a
[7] 'WEW IDS ARE", (M+IDX) ,TDX(W Ne 1S¥ZE1, (MVTDX)
tel a[9] « ADIUST THE LEVELS OF THE COPIED NODES.
(101 'WEW LEVELS ARE + G(MALEVX) , (LEVXCW M+ SIZE] +14 LEVACM]-LEVAUN] ) , (MALEVX)

v
M CUTAANDAPASTE N,LEVDIFF;NEWIND; NEWLEY;SIZE3X

 
 

 

(1) n COPY THE SUBTREE OF THE NODE WITH INDEX VALUE N, INCLUDING R
(2] a 80 TiaW TS THEFIRST CHILD OF THE NODE Wid INDEX VALUE 4.
ta) a CUP OUT THE SUBTREE OF THE NODE WITHINDEX ¥, INCLUDING WN.
Cu a FIRSTLY FINO THE SIZEOFTHE SUETREE OF NODE WITH TRDEX N.
{5} a AND CHECK THATIv IS wor PASTED INTO TPSELF,
[6] a a
(7) SIZE+SUBTREEASIZE W8) +{-HeNs SIZE) /L40ts) "CANNOT CUT AND THEN PASTE INTO THE VOID'
[10] +0 OT ♥
[11] £10: a W ITSELF IS 70 BE MOVED, SO ADD 1 10 ITS SUBTRER SI2t.
(127 a CALCULATE THE AMOUNT TO ALTER THE LEVEL NUMBERS.

 

(133 LEVDIFFei +LEVX(M]=LEVXCN]
C14] a
C18] a BUILD UP THE INDEX IN NEWIND, REFERRING TO THE OLD TREE.
16] NEWIND+ (\No1) (N+ SIZE)+ 1pLEVX
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(177 a[18] a FIND WHERE M OCCURS IN THE NEW INDEX.
(19) XeWEWINDAM
(20)(21) 8nm TusBRE N AND ITS SUBTREE AS MS FIRST CHILD.
(22) NEWINDe(X+NEWIND) ,(N N+ \SIZE) ,X4NEWIND[23] "WEN IDS ARE ', IDX(WEWIND]
C24](25) SIMILARILY BUILD UP THE NBW LEVEL NUMBERS, ADIVSTING FOR NS SUBTREE
(26) REWLEVeLEVELEWIRD][27] NEWLEV( X+ 1 1+STZEJ+NEWLEVL Xs 1+ STZE]+LEVDIFF
(28) ☁NEW LEVELS ARE ' , ¥NEWLEV

FIG2 FICSSIZE OF SUBTREE:♥ CUT SUBTREE:

 

 
 

New levels are 12334323344
remove subtree of F ♥

New ids are ABEFGCHIKLD
New levels are 12333233442

remove subtree of J -FIC3 New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLD
New levela are 12334323344

remove subtree of G -

of A- il remove subtree of A ~of B~ 4 New ids are Aof E- 0 New levels are 1of F-1 remove subtree of B ~of J- 0 New ids are ABCHIKLDere New levels are 12233442or H-O remove subtree of E -New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDof 1-2
Kk oOL-0D-0

 

level

 

Jevel ; = BD New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDlevel 3 - EFGHI New levels are 12334323344level 4 - JKL remove subtree of C -New ida are ABEFJGCDNew levels are 12334322
FIGS remove subtree of H -ANCESTORS:♥ New ids are ABEFJGCRIKLDeee New levels are 12334323344

of A-A remove subtree of I -of B~ BA New ids are ABEFJGCHIDof E - EBA New levels are f233432332
of F ~ FRA remove subtree of K ~of J - JFBA New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDof G ~ GBA New levele are 12334323344of G- CA remove subtree of L -of H- HCA New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDof tt Hea New levels are 12334323344oe eee remove subtree of D =ce D DA New ids are ABEFJGCRIKLD New levels are 12334323344
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copy

copy

copy

copy
copy

copy

copy

copy

copy

copy

copy

FICCUT AND P.
 

cut,
cut

cut

cut,

cut

 

from A to D-New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDABEFJGCHIKLD
New levels ate 1233432334423from B to L-New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLBEFJGD
New levels are 1233432334456
from E to K =New {ds are ABEFJGCHIKELD
New levels are 12334323from F to T=New ids are ABEFIJGCHIFJKLD
New levels are i 2334323From J to H =New ids are ABEFIGCHJIKLD
New levels are 12334323from G bo C ~New ids are ABEFJGCGHIKLD
New levels are 12334323
from C to G -New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLCHIKLD
New levels are 12334345from H to J =New ids are ABEFJHGCHIKLD
New levels are 12334532from I to F =New ids are ABEFIKLJGCRIKLD
New levels are 12334554from K to E -New ids are ABEKFJGCHIKLD
New levels are 12343432from L to B=New ids are ABLEFJGCHIKLDNew levels are 12333432from D to A -New ids are ADBEFJGCHIKLDNew levels are 12233432
7ASTE

 

 A and paste on DCannot cut and then paste intoB and paste on L -New ids are ACHIKLBEFJCDNew levels are 12334456E and paste on K -New ids are ABFJGCHIKELDNew levels are 12343233F and paste on I -New ids are ABEGCHIFJKLDNew levels are 12332334J and paste on H ~New ids are ABEFGCHJIKLDNew levels are 12333234G and paste on C -New ids are ABEFJCCHIKLDNew levels are 12334233C and paste on G -New ids are ABEFJGCHIKLDNew levels are 12334345

34

34

43

3g

the

67

45

54

34

56

void

62

42

42

42

42

62

4556

6762

3442

98

5455664

FIG? Continued
cut H and paste on J ♥

New ids ate ABEFJHCCIKLDNew levels are 12334cut I and paste on F -New ids are ABEFIKLIGCHDNew levels are 1 2334cut K and paste on E -New {ds are ABEKFJGCHILDNew levels are 12343cut L and paste on B -New ids are ABLEFJGCHIKDNew levels are 12333cut D and paste on A -New ids are ADBEFJGCHIKLNew levels are 1 2233
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Faster File Input In TSO
by Fohn Sullivan

Aftertalking to various people at the February BAA meetingit is obvious that the followingnotes need circulation to a wider audience. Oneofthe biggest problems with APLis thelarge amount of CPU timerequired to read a single record from a QSAM file into theworkspace through auxiliary processor 111. This papersets outto find a way of speedingthis process up andat the sametime makeuse of APL☂s array handlingfacilities.The standard methodoffile processing inFORTRAN, COBOLandthelike is as follows:
Read a single record
Processit
Repeatuntil endoffile

which worksfine because these languagesare scalar oriented in that they can only work ononevalueai a time andthey are compiledso that looping code can run very fast. In APL weprefer to save our values until we haveeither got all ofthefile into the workspaceor,if thefile is too big, as muchofit as possible to reduce the looping processto the minimum.Ifweuse AP111 as described in the APL2 System Services Reference manual we get:
Read a single record
Readanothersingle record

... etc until we can☂t get any moreinto the workspaceProcess what we☂ve got
Repeat until endoffile

whichstill contains a loop thatis executed oncefor each recordinthefile.
WhenI first wrote codelike this and ranit, I seemedto be waiting for ages for the functionto finish runningso I decidedto timeit. I discovered that in the following program the looptakes about 3 milliseconds to execute and any other processing included within this looptook muchless time thanthefile read operation.

VTESTSI3R
a Share variable R with APIL1

(n-1] fel
{nJ LABEL :X+R
[n41}  +(100021+1+1}/LABEL

When I tested this function on files with different logical record lengths I discoveredsomething that seemed strange to meat the time andis the key to whatfollows: it doesn☂tmatter how long therecordis; it always takes AP111 about 3 millisecondsto read it. (Thefirst test was of the average of 1000 reads which could have concealed wide variations, buttiming individual record read operations showed that the variations were minor ♥ 3millisecondsis reasonably constant).
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Having discoveredthat it takes just as long to read 10 bytesinto the workspaceasit does to
read 10K bytes, my next thought was ☁How do I read multiple recordsat a time into the
workspace?☂ The obvious wayis to makethelogical record length ofthe data thesize of the
space available for processing. Althoughthisis great in theory,it is impossible in practice
for various reasons, viz:
m In MVS,thelargest blocksize (and hencethelargest recordsize forfixed length records)

is 32600 bytes.
= You must have enough sharespaceallocatedto hold the record whenitis being read from

the file and passed to APL. This comes out of your available region size, effectively
reducingthesize of your active workspace.

= The ownerofthe data might objectto your reformatting ofhis/her dataset and the DP
departmentmightobject to your requestfor a couple of hundred megabytes to duplicate
a datasetin your desired format.

Wecan get around these problemsbyusing the Great British Compromise. If we override
the valuesin the dataset control block (DSCB)then we do not needto reformator copy the
data. However, we cannot changetheblock size so we might not read as muchdata ata time
as we could. We could consider various options:
m Specify the logical record length equalto the block size. Objections:

= with fixed length recordsthis will usually give a wrong-length record error on the
last block.

«= with variable length records you must make the LRECL4 bytes less than the
blocksize to allow for the block-length prefix.

= Ourfirst thoughtfor getting round these objections wasto specify the record format as
VB(varying-length records, blocked). This doesn☂t work withfixed length recordfiles
(you get an 0C4 abend) because the system is looking for a block-length prefix and of
course it doesn☂t find one.

m Thefinal chanceis to specify the record format as U (undefined). This works, for both
fixed and varying-length records, although you have to know the typeofrecordsin the
file in advance since processingis differentfor fixed length records and varying length
records. However you can write a generalised program or a set of programsto do the
work for you andifyour system has the APL DDIand APL DSI commandseverything
can be automated.

In orderto override the record format on the DSCByou use oneofthe following sequences
of commands via AP100:
In JCL you code//ddnane DD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR,DCB=RECFA=U
For TSO/E youcanissue the following command

ALLOC DD(ddname? DSCdsname) SHR REUSE RECFM(U)
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Otherwise for TSO you will have to use the following sequence
FREE 0D(ddname attrname)
ATTR attrname RECFM(U)ALLOC DoCddname) DS(dsname) SHR USINGCattrname)

If the dataset you are trying to read wasset up with blocksize 0 then youwill also have to
specify the blocksize. You can dothis evenif the blocksizeis not defined as zero, as long
as the new blocksize is greater than or equal to the old blocksize. This is because the
value you specify tells AP111 how much buffer space to use, and extra buffer space is
immaterial even though it is never used. Although TSQ/E should accept the keyword
combination SHR BLKSIZE(value) on the ALLOC command,in fact this does not
allow ALLOCto complete properly. Thus in TSO/E you code:

FREE DdCattrname)ATTR attrname BLKSIZE(32600) RECFM(U)
ALLOC OO(ddname) DS(dsname} SHR USINGCattrname)

If you haven☂t got TSO/E you use the same code as before, replacing the ATTR
commandwith the new one just shown, Note that we specify the maximum blocksize
that MVScan handle here; this meansthat our code will work for any dataset, although
we might have an awful lot of unused buffer space. Of course, if you have it, you could
use the APL DSI commandto determine the DSCB values and use those. APL DS]is
also useful for determining the record format as mentioned above,so that you can deal
with the data appropriately ♥ see later on for amplification ofthis.
Of course, once you have gotthe data into the workspaceit is up to you to processit in
whatever wayis appropriate for yourapplication.
It should be emphasisedthat this method of deceiving the system into believing that you
are readinga file with different attributes from those declared in the data control block
is not peculiar to APL butis a feature of the operating system. It is a feature that IBM
are notexactly over-generous with referencesto in their manuals. I have looked through
severalof them andI have only come upwith the following references, for those of you
who wantto develop this line of thought.
PL/I Optimising CompilerProgrammer☂s Guide, Chapter4 (Data Sets andFiles), pp 117-118
OSIVS2 MVSFCLpp 203-215 (The DD statement, DCB parameter)
Another Useful Idea
Try the following. You have a dataset with the LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=6400,
RECFM=FB.Allocate it in such a way as your program thinksit has LRECL=6400
(notdifficult; override the DCB parameters in a similar mannerto that shown above).
Then openthe dataset using AP210. What do you think you can do? . . That☂s right, you
can read individual blocks in random orderby specifying their relative record numbers
in the control variable, and , what☂s more, you can update them in place. Thisis
especially useful if your dataset is big (with a few hundred thousand records, for
example) and you have only one or two amendments to make. Of course if you know
you are going to wantto dothis you will pad out the last block of the dataset with blanks
to the full 6400 bytes, won☂t you (because you can☂t accessit if you don☂t).
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Text Inequalities Under Dictionary Ordering
anote by Robert Pullman

A domain errorresults if one tries to apply greater than or less than (with or without☁or
equals☂) to character data. As character data is often sorted in dictionary order it seems
legitimate to allow suchtests on character data. This is not to suggest that the primitives
should dothis directly. Such comparisons are boundto be application dependent.
When extended gradeis availableit is very easy to write defined functionsto do thesetests.
They mayuse the JAV sequenceorallow a collating sequenceas an argument.
The example extendsthe idea by making multiple comparisonsat one time (putting oneset
oflines into a matrix). To keep it simple I haveleft out code to force the same numberof
columnsin the matrix A and vector B.
C+A GP B
Ce, CAV BAG BCHCBC)T1910
Line[1] catenates the vector B onto the endofA,then grades the new matrix and puts the
result in C.
Line[2] compares the gradefor line B with the grade for each other line. As the grades are
numeric there is no problem with the comparison primitives. Theresult is boolean, with a
1 for each line ofA thatis greater than B. SinceB is catenated onto the end ofA lines ofa that
are equal to B will be sorted before B andso will give a zero in the result.
Hereis another example,this time for greater than or equalto.
O+A GE BC+BSAC+ (140) > 11
By catenating A onto B thelinesthat are equalin A will be gradedafter B andso will give the
required 1 in theresult.
This plan can easily be modified to allow a collating sequence other than [JAV or even to
replace the dyadic grade with a user defined function if the APL in use does not havethat
feature built-in.
Tt would notbe difficult to cater for scalars or vectors in either argument. Then character
arguments can be usedin expressions such as:
LESS THAN IS LIKE GE WITH «< INSTEAD OP >
☜ESS THAN OR EQUAL TO IS LIKE GT WITH < INSTEAD OF >
At(A LTB) HA
D+ ((A GE B)SA LE O}4A
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Extending IBM☂s Logic Algorithms in Dyalog
by Allan G. Prys Williams

Department of ManagementScience andStatistics
University of Wales, Swansea

Abstract
The algorithmsdeveloped by Brownet alfor use in APL2 can be converted to run in Dyalog
APL.Various minor improvementsare possible. A by-productofthis is a set offunctions to
convert nested arraysoflogical data into simple character vectors. These are developed to
provide waysoftesting logical data for consistency with notationalrules, correcting errors
in data entry, and recovering formal-logic versions ofAPL logic data.
1. Simple Substitutions
1.1 The Original Material
In their APL86 mutorial [1] James Brown and his colleagues give a very useful and
comprehensive account of the ways and means of embeddingartificial intelligence
algorithms into APL2. Their reference for the underlying theory is the book by Charniak
and McDermott[2] and I have indeed foundthata veryeffective wayof learning about Al
is to work through their APL functions and examplesfirst, and then read Charniak once
one can visualise, from the APL, whatis going on. However,since my own computeris an
RT running Dyalog APL,it was necessary to adapt the IBM functionsto fit. Not only are
thedialects different, but the published functions contain IBM proprietary []functions that
had to be circumvented.
Thusthefirst section ofthis paper contains an accountofthe minimaladaptations needed to
get the IBM system running under Dyalog,in the sense of doing what Brownetal say in
their tutorial that it should do. Therest ofthe work consists ofimprovements (perhaps) and
adaptations.
Throughout,I have had to assume somefamiliarity with the underlying ideas. Theoriginal
tutorial runs to somesixty pages, and I can☂t repeat more than a fraction ofit. I have,
however,tried to ensure that someone who knowsAI, butnotthe tutorial, will have a clear
idea of whatis going on.
1.2 Data Structures
The data structures used in Al work are nested character vectors of considerable
complexity. In IBM☂s terminology the highestlevel is the database, which is a vector of
clauses, each of which is taken to be asserted. A clause is a two elementvectoroflists of
predicates: ApByoce ¥f PyQyeee
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whichis interpreted as: ☜at least one ofA,B,... is rue ifall ofP,Q,... are true☝, or as ☜either
at least one of A,B... is true or at least one of P,Q... is false☝. These interpretations are
equivalentin classical logic. Brownet alprefer the second, which brings outthe rule that an
unconditional fact is coded by a clause with the empty character vector as the second
element (with statementsoffalsity going the other way round).
A predicateis a statementwhichis essentially indivisible, such as:

Socrates is a man
whichis madeupofa relation ☁is_ a_man☂ anda term ☁Socrates☂. The general form is:

relation term! term2 ....
where terms may be variable or fixed. Predicates are the building blocks of logic
statements. Thustheclauseasserting that☜all men are mortal☝is represented semi-formally
as:

alt Xs are mortal if atl Xs are aen
being the pair

<is_mortal X>,<isman X>
In APLall variables (the ☁X☂s inside predicates) get a ☁delta☂ in front of them,and☁is☂ and
☁are☂ disappear. Thus typical predicates are:
"man? ☁socrates☂☁mortal☂ ☁Ax?
while terms can be complex structures

☁wan☂ (*husband' 'xanthippe')
and clauses are always vectors of rank 2, for example:
('married☂ "Ax" ☜BY*D ('married☂ '8¥" ☁&x")
means ☜X is marriedto Y,ifY is married to X☝, whichis the kind ofassertion that often has
to be carefully spelled out in logical databases. ☁Married☂is a reflexive relationship, unlike
(say) 'is_husband_of*. You know this, but the machine hasto betold.
1.3 Inference Functions
There are two core functions in the approach to AI that is discussed here. They are
unification andresolution. Thejob ofunification is to compare two statements(usually half-
clauses) and say whether they are identical, or could be identical if someorall oftheir
variables took particular values.If so, the UNIFY function should return these values. For
instance

wan socrates
unifies with

man X
underthe substitution

Xesacrates
A more complex APL exampleis:
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xax f AX BY
vy

a &2 g az
xX UNIFY ¥1 Axetat  BYeC gt That > Aza tat

Resolution takes two clauses and uses unification to find their common ground,if any.
Thus (rememberingthat a simplefact is a clause with an empty second element)the clauses

man socrates if <NULL>
and

mortal X if man Xx
have the resolvant

mortal socrates if <NULL>
using the samesubstitution of☁socrates☂ for ☁X☂. To give an APL example,the sortofthing
that wereally wantis:

staon box tablesT3by az ay by ax ay on az Ax
ST2@ RESOLVE ST3by bor ay by table Ay axe☁table' 62+ ☁box!

However, there is no assurance, in the absenceofspecial precautions, that the resolvantis
not more obscurethan theoriginals.

ST3 RESDLVE ST3by Ax AY by ax ay on AX Ax on ax Bx BZe tare
Careful consideration will show that the result is in fact trivially true. The OBVIOUS
function in section 2.1 detects such nuisanceresults.
1.4 The Unification Algorithms

Vo 20x UNIFYA Y @ unify X with ¥12 ACCORPADALORPYID/EATL afail if bath clauses emptyta) X YEVAL DEPTH] (4 ¥) 0 4(X8Y)/GOODado substitutionscay X YrCLeavigx ¥ Aput atom first, if any[4 ACCOHRXDACORSYIAI晳XEYD)/FOIL  favoid infinite loops of ☁a☂ swop "b*C51 4014500 /BECUR aif not an atom apply to each; else:Cel X YeCtAEDYIOX ¥ Aput variable first, if anyC77 4C* A820 /EAL Aif no variable, items are differenta3 70% SEARCH Y)/FAI92 aX, ☁e¥' 6 4GOOD Ado substitution£103 RECUR: 9(~CPXOSPY? /EALL(11900 4CP=xXCUNTFYA UNTIL 07¥)/G00DC122) FAIL:4Z+0cia goop:2e1
vo Zex UNIFY Y;T;USUBSCi] aUnification main algorithm: 2 is 2-item vector{2] <0 or 1 foe failure or success> <the substitutians>

cay THOEX'A'ONL 2 6 2+xX UNIFYA Y¥
tar Tee☁A ONL & 6 440=PUSUBS+TI/ENDt52 UBUBSH(T+., °°), SCRIPT a T[6] END:Z*Z USUBS
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Except for a certain amountofcompression,these are the sameas in [1] apart from lines 8
and 1] of UNIFYAandlines 4 and 5 of UNIFY. Sameness is modulo direct ☁machine
translation☂ between APL2 and Dyalog in as much as the samefunctions sometimes have
different symbols, ofwhich by far the commonestin this particular workspaceis ☁disclose☂:
to in APL2 ; 3 in Dyalog.

Line 1] of UNIFYAis a speeded-upversion according to IBM☂s ownsuggestion. Line 8 is
the ☁occurs check☂ to avoid perverse substitutions. In the original, this uses the idiom
☁epsilon-underline monadic epsilon☂, neither element of which occurs in Dyalog. An
equivalent effect, using a different principle, is given by:

@ Z2+x SEARCH Y amadels APL2 ☁XEEY' for use in the UNIFYA function
C12 Ze? eSDEPTHI Y)SCX*SDEPTHI Y¥)

In line 9 of UNIFYA substitution is made by giving a value to a particular variable. This
value is stored as an instruction inside USUBS,so that the variable can be deletedat the
start of the next call to UNIFY. The IBM originaluses
USUBS+2 OTF clel'as* GNL 2
which is a proprietary function. The Dyalog XFER functions work very differently, so we
introduce

 

 

 

¥ ZeSCRIPT ASBL;BR;0;E f A is a CHARACTER variablecy BLE'C' O BRETT O DeTTT 6 ERtyc☂ ® set up working variablesC2208 @ is the material, BL, BR the brackets, @ quote mark, E enclosure£32 AC''SDECON A)/NULL @ 4C1==A)/VEC 0 2(0=5A7/SCAL > 4(2SPAI/REC 0 7ENC(43 REC:Z+BL,(2,/SCRIPT A),BR.¢ 30 6 Result is simple vector(52 2+BL,E,(SCRIPT2A),BR & 40 8 Gcalar is t-element vector(6) VEEr9(12PA~' ☁}/NEXT © Z#O,0A~' 1050," * 0 40 .@ Only one word per vectorC72 NEXTs3CO=PA)/NULL 6 ZBL☁, 'sQ,(A~' '),G,BR 0 20 8 Na trailing zerosCBI) NULL:2+9,0 0 40 a Null clause is empty vectorC92 SCALSZ+BL ss 'sQsA,G.BR o 30 0 Scalar is I-element vector (102) a Replaces APL@ ☁2 OTF A☝ for use in the UNIFY function
The DECONfunction cited in line 3 is intended to be an equivalent for IBM☂s monadic
epsilon,i.e. it destroys structure and just returns contents.

¥ ReEDECON X & Tries to remove all structure from Xcia A(1C|BX)/REG © Re,X ¢ 40 A Ravels simple objects
ca3 REC a((,0 Ky/'ReO CT! GO 40" 6 RHD,/DECON xX& Deals recursively with complex objects

 

SCRIPThasseveral intended side-effects, of which more in subsequentsections. Indeed,
mostofits elaborations are never used during unification, which only involves very simple
objects: usually ordinary vectors, sometimes vectors of depth 2. There is therefore no
penalty in terms of cpu time. However SCRIPT,though introducedoutofnecessity in the
first place and only extended later, proves to have an amazing rangeofuses.
The unification algorithmsarethecoreofthis sort of AI.It is surprising to what degree any
troubles at higher levels tend to refer back to unresolved problems in this group of
functions.
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1.5 The Resolution Algorithms
Theresolution algorithmsare a straightforward case ofmachinetranslation except for what
appears to be a misprint in IBM☂s RESOLVANT.Asit is given in [1], this does not seem to
pass on the substitutions as well as the resolvantitself. This omission has no effect on the
FORWARD goal- proving function, but it plays havoc with the PROLOGgroup of
functions. We therefore quote:

¥ ZeAR RESOLVANT BR;T{11 RUNIFY AR with BR, 2 is O or the implied resolution.(21 AA & B are global
t3) 2-0 AAssume failure[4] 4(37RAR UNIFY BR?30 areturn with O if mo UNIFYcst ZeCCCIDAY*CAR) , 128) (C22A), (29B)*CBRDtes ZeCEVAL DEPTHI 2)(29T)

oa Ze+A RESOLVE B12 2+, (12A) +. RESOLVANT (238)tea BAKA Bc37 2425. C13A) +, RESOLVANT(238)4) Zez~ov¥ Z+A RESOLVEGOAL Bise Zt, (£9) +. RESOLVANT (228)caa Z+2~0v
whereline 6 of RESOLVANTis theonly significant change.
1.6 Higher Levels
The front-end functions work moreorless on sight, after ☁machinetranslation☂, provided
that one hasfaith. For instance, the depth-first search algorithm

¥ 2+CGS DF DB;DB1;G1;ASUBS;GSUBS; SG; 7;GOAL ;NEW

 

c1 GOAL ASUBS+2tcGS A divide argumenttea SG+SPLITGOALIGOAL Aget simple goalsc31 43> PGS) / START14} GI GSUBS DBI+39cCGScs DBIC(GI-f>s\PDBIIei o BACK

 

 [6] START:GI+l © GSUBS+(PSG)P'O" © DBIeCPSGIFE afirst goal, initial subs
C72) NEXT: T+DEX'A☁ONL 2 © TesDEPTHI ASUBS GSUBS 

 

cay TrEVAL DEPTHI(DBI[GII205) # select next ruleco NEW+T RESOLVEGOAL EVAL DEPTHI GI2SGC103 4CO#PNEW)/RES a branch if something faundC412) NEXTDB:+((PDB)2(DBICGII+DBITGII+1)}/NEXT f& try next ruleC12] DBICGI3e1 A initialize index again£133 BACK:3(GF(GI+GI-1))/2+0 f back up to previous goal[16] GSUBSECGIJ+☁O' © 4NEXTDB A forget old subs, find another proof(153° RES:GSUBSI CGI ]+c@32NEW A record substitutionsC163 ☜3CO=P1 $ AGNEW) /NEXTG a branch if proved(172) T#(<VRENAMEANEW)C12)(ASUBS GSUBS)DF DB a do sub-goalC182 419T)/SGOK A branch sub-goal OK俉191  GSUBSICGIJ+'O' © +NEXTDB a forget old subs, find another proof£20) SGOK:GSUBS(CGI1+,/GSUBS(CGIJ.23T & record new substitutionscai Gl+el 6 4(G1SPSG)/NEXT & on to the next goal, if any[22] DOWE:Z+1 GSUBS(GI GSUBS DBI?
andits user-friendly front end
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UV Ze PROLOG R;5T
 

 

ci) a(7' SL) /START & LechC22) START: Ze1 6 4C9THCL ☁ODF R)/GOOD(33 420[4] GOOD: ☁VALUES: ☁123T) © 2¢+y*#20D70ts 4CaT#(L 0" ¢39T) DF Rd /GOOD
otherwise differ from their originals only in lines 14,15 (=19) and 20 of DF andin the
beginning ofline 1 of PROLOG.

G02jonn loves 4x AX is female+DATAajohn loves foodjane is femalejohn loves janeG02 PROLOG DATA2VALUES: Axe☁ jane!
1 SCRIPT GOBCrrcetjonn' ☁loves! '4x* 20'axX' tis☂ ☁female☂ 3)

}SCRIPT DATAGc¢,cCtjonn' ☁laves' 'food' 391)(C,c0' jane☂ ☁is☂ ☁female☂ 11'1)(OCC john? ☁loves! jane☂ ))'*>
Exhibit 1. Use af PROLOG.
Prolog logic progamming[3] assumes that all data can be represented by Horn clauses
(clauses with only one elementontheleft handside), in which case its system ofdepth-first
searching and backtracking is an extremely effective wayoftesting existence statements. In
exhibit 1, the goalis to test the assertion

there exists an X such that John loves X and X is female
and return with the correct answer ☁Jane☂. Prolog handles such statements by putting them
on theright handside of a clause. This is equivalent to:

<NULL> if John loves X and X is female
i.e.

not John loves X and X is female
butsince X is a free variable, this is equivalentto

tor all X not John loves X and X is female
so if a contradiction appears during the search we have

not for all X not John loves X and X is female
which is equivalentin classical logic to

there exists X such that John loves X and X is female
In other words, we add the negation ofthe thing that we want,look for a contradiction, and
report what causedit.
Thecleverpart of the Prolog approach is the ability to forgetfalse starts. In the example,
any resolution-based system will lock first of all onto X=food before getting into trouble
trying to show that ☜food is female☝. Prolog does too, but then discardsthefirst statement
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andstarts again, Furthermore, the PROLOGcover function allows the user to send the
machine back to find other examples, if any. The other method usedin [1] is forward
chaining. In this instance, we havealtered the wayit works, andsoit is discussed in the next
section.
2. Minor Improvements
2.1 Eliminating Tautologies
In the course of resolving clauses, a logic program will on occasion come up with a
statementthatis true, buttrivially so; thatis, a tautology.In particular,ifthe same assertion
appears on both sidesofa clause, then that clause is a tautology. Rememberthat a clause
holdsifany elementon theleft hand side followsfrom the right handside. Such a tautology
can be detected by:

¥ 2-OBVIDUS X A Checks to see if a predicate occurs both sides of xt11 ABEPKI/ZHO a Precaution: is X a clause?(a3 PULSY/ (C8 OR XO/240 @ Precaution: is X a fact (pos or neg)tar ZeV/ DCC BIAKD a Matches each of X{1] to each of x21
This function is used in the new versionofthe forward chaining function:

VY PZ+GOAL FORWARD DA;NEW;NEW2
ti P2+1 6 VCOUNT+L

A assume goal will be found. VCOUNT externaltai NEW+DB @ DB against itself first time[32 L190 俉CGOAL) ENEW)/0 a done if goal is foundt41 NEW2+NEW:.RESOLVE DB @ resolve everythingts3 DB+DB,NEW a add last set of resuits to DB(63 DBtUDE @ delete duplicates
C73 NEWHD 3,/,NEWE f& bring out new inferencescar NEW+UNEW ® delete duplicatesC92 NEWe(~OBVIOUS NEW) /NEW & attempt to eliminate tautologiesat10) NEW+*VRENAME NEW
ciri SCO=PNEWD/FAIL O ALI

A fail if nothing new, else redo resolution
C127) FAIL sP2+o

Lines 6 and 8 of FORWARD have beenaltered to use the Dyalog ☁unique☂ function. Line
9 is a pure addition to eliminate tautologies. Exhibit 2 showstheeffects ofomitting line 9 to
give FORWARDI. Thedisplay is achieved by altering the function to print out NEW at
each stage. FORWARDgenerates twoitemsin thefirst pass and four in the second,before
recognising that one of them is the thing it was asked to prove. FORWARD]generates
three itemsin the first pass and seven in the second,including an annoying wrap-round.
The extra itemsare offspring of the tautology allowed throughinthefirst pass.

rename variables

For completeness, we also show theeffect ofusing the PROLOGfunction, remembering to
reverse the goal first. PROLOG reports the individual values involved, whereas
FORWARD(except when, as here, it has been altered to print out the intermediate
working) simply reports that the goalis true. On the RT, PROLOGis morethan twice as
fast on this problem as the terse version of FORWARD. However FORWARDis much
more robust. PROLOGcan be thrown simply by permuting DATABASE.Possible
precautionsare discussed in the nextsection.
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VCOUNTcontrols the renaming ofvariables in line 10 ofFORWARD andline 17 of DF.
The fact that a variable X is mentioned in twodifferent clauses does not mean thatit will
take the same value in both. Renamingvariables ensures that no two machine-generated
clauses have the samevariables, and so no interference during substitution will occur. In
defining the initial database, this may need to be doneby hand.

60by box window+DATABASEby table windowon box tableby az ay by ax ay on |Z 4xGO FORWARD DATABASEby 82 window on 62 tableby box ay by table sY
by bex windowby AZ window on Ax table on 62 axby a2 AY by table AY on AZ boxby box Ava by AX AYZ an table AX1 GD FORWARDI DATABASEby 42 window on 62 tableby box ay by table AYby Ax ay by |x 8Y on Ax Ax on AX Bxby box windowby a2 window on 6X table on 82 4xby az ay by table ay on 42 boxby box Avg by ax aya on table axby table window on table table on table tableby a2 AY by Ax AY on BX Bx on BX Bx enby 8X4 BY by Ax AY4 pn BX4 AX on 4X4 6x4

a2 bxOn AXG  AX41 VCOUNT+1(@60) PROLOG DATABASEVALUES: BY+'window' AZ 'box' AN2+ table☂
t

Exnibit 2. Two variants of the FORWARD function.
2.2 Stabilising PROLOG
In section 2.1 we stated that PROLOGwasbetter than twiceasfast, on a test problem,as
FORWARD.Butit mayfail if we reorder the assertions in the database. To see why, we
trace line 2 of DF, whichlists the subgoal(s) at each stage. D is a vectorofall the orderings
of the variable DATABASEas usedin exhibit 2.

@ QTRACE ☁DF*
¢6GO) PROLOG fad +oFLa] by box windowDFL2I by AX window on box 4xtVALUES: AYtwindow' SZ+'box' Axle tablet

1
The system decides that in order to prove ☁by box window☂it must simultaneously prove the
next twoassertions: the two sub-goals. This it does, and returns the successful values.
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Butanother permutation has to be stopped by an interrupt.
¢6G0) PROLOG 39D

DFLe) by box windawbFta@1 by 8X2 window on box AxeDF ta) by Axa window on box 4x3DFt23 by a%4 window an box axa
The system finds the same subgoals(give or take renumbering)as before.It thenfinds them
again as subgoalsof thefirst subgoal, and goesinto an infinite branching process. Thefirst
sub-goalis, in full:

<NULL> if by X2 window
and the machinehasthe general rule

by ZY if by XY and on ZX
which,together with the current substitutions, gives

by box window if by X window and on box x
RESOLVElegitimately matches X2 with ☁box☂ and DFtries, yet again, to prove the right
hand side of the second expression. This is an explosive process. It will happen for any
ordering that presents the general formula before the fact

by table window if <NULL>
After thefinal substitution, the remaining checking is safe enough.
Onesafeguard is always to ensurethatall facts come before the generalrules. This is good
Prologstyle, butis not a complete protection. Another possibility is to alter line 17 of the
DFfunction to:
civ T+C(VRENAMEDNEW?T13>¢(ASUBS GSUBS)DF 16DB Rk cdo sub-goal

Thisshifts the database along one whentesting the subgoals (the only point at which it can
be touched), and again whentesting sub-subgoals, and so on.It seemsto be successful in
practice, as long as there is a route through the database and only oneline is causing the
trouble. Soonerorlater thatline will arrive at the end and never be reached. It fails if there
is no such routeat all. An example of an unreachable goalis ☁by(box, table)☂:

CONSTRUE NUMB~py(box, table)NUMB PROLOG DATABASEDFL23 by bax tadleoFt2) by 4X16 table an box &x1é
DFC2] by Axi? table on box Axi?
DFL22 by AxIB table on box Axia

This is using the improved version ofDF. With an unprovable assertion to betested, there
is no safe route through the database for the permutations to bring to the front.
FORWARDalsofails to halt (we use the chatty version that prints NEW at each stage):

CONUMB) FORWARD DATABASE
by 82 window on &2 tableby box AY by table ayby bow windowpy &Z windaw on 4X table on 2 AXby 82 AY by table 4Y on SZ boxpy box aya by 8x Aya on table 4x
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Again aninterruptis necessary. The very powerful nature of the general rule meansthat
intermediate rules can be generated ad infinitum. It seems more promising to attack
PROLOGagain,as the fault here is much morespecific.
Wefirst write a function that discoversif the variables have only been relabelled,so that at
least one of the new goals is in reality the sameastheoriginal.

UY 2ex FRAUD Y;7T aDetermines 1f X is the same as Y modula labellingcia 2-0 9 4(%=Y)/0 # O means fraud. Exit if identicalc2a TeQEX☁S☁DNL 2 6 Tex UNIFYA Y 9 a(T200/☁2e1 6 40°t31 on If X and Y da not unify, no fraud. Else look for substitutions
t4] Tey☁ O'DNL 2 6 aCORPTO/'Zet 6 40° & Precaution against null case
ts) Tea T 0 4¢4/'6°= 2 13/0 a Tf all substitutians are simple variablesta 21 8 then fraud, else pass it as having some content.
Wethenfeedit into the function RESOLVEGOAL:

¥ Z+A RESOLVEGOAL B
t11 Ze, (13A) +. RESOLVANT (228)
tel Z+Z~O 6 3t0=P2)/0 A Exit if empty, else check for fraudulent subs.
t3) Zr (A/(22B) FRAUD 222327)/Z7
This modifies the behaviour of DF and hencethat ofPROLOG:

(GO) PROLOG 32D
VALUES: AY+ window" A2>"bax* ax2e2+ table"

1 NUMB PROLOG DATABASEoO
There islittle value in also using the permutation suggestion for line 17 of DFasthis
reducesthe consistency of timing over permutations of the database. The negative result
takes roughly the same average time as the positive, but is even more consistent.
FORWARDshowstheleast variation in speed, but the average time is twice as long as
PROLOGfor the positive search. As we saw, the negative search never terminates.
FRAUDallows substitutions of the form ☁f(x)☂ for ☁x☂. We leave a potential for infinite
branching, becauseit is possible that a complex substitution into a simple rule may give a
useful instance.
2.3 Consistency of Notation

 

paar AX, tal)
ep ax qr pao qe Axes tat?Cec1 yevt° vyr aX RESOLVE YY
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DISPLAY Y YI

 

l - .re
pest b tel fab d
I I
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'
'
t
I
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Exhibit 3. Effect of Variations in Notation.
In exhibit 3, we have an example from [1], p.149 (Test 2). Using the ☁pure☂logic notation in
which single letters can stand for words and brackets are used to indicate application, so
that ☁p(a)☂ means☜the property ☁p☂ holds for the individual☁a☂, X standsfor:

ptvarx) or pla) or q if <HULL>
and Y, Y1, YY areall formulationsof:

rif pla)
so that X RESOLVEY gives the two immediate resolutions:
pta) or r or q if <HULL>;
using the substitution 'varxX = a' to match the
first term in X with theright handside ofY and
p(vark) or rp or q if <HULL>;
matchingthe second term in X likewise
The same confusion between a one-element vector anda scalar givesrise to the difference
between Y and Y1in exhibit 3. Both do the job andgetexactly the the same outcome, but
the APL cannot recognise that they are the same. Conversely,it is very hard to spot the
difference by eye. Ht is necessary to use the full DISPLAYfunction (risking advanced wrap-
roundif the clause is a long one) and then spota single characterdifferencein the result.
YY is another attempt to encode the sameclause, and followsthe rules in thatit has two
elements, thefirst containing the consequence andthe second the condition. Infact, YY is
just ☁disclose each of Y☂ (or of Y1). Unfortunately, it doesn☂t resolve with X, because the
system attempts to match the predicateonitsright hand side with the wholeoftheleft hand
side of X, instead of with any one individual predicate. The obvioussolution is to use
☁enclose-each☂ on YY to get the depth upto that ofX, but theresultofthis is Y, not the more
correct Yl. To ensure that every element, at every level, is a vectorit is necessary to use
☁ravel-jot-enclose-each☂.
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The problemswith the exact way in which statementsare to be codedinto APLbegin at the
lowestlevel. In Dyalog,at least, it is not possible to enclose a scalar, so that when wetry to
enter separate one-letter statements they tendto stick together.

☁equal☂ ☁a' ☁b'
equal ab

This can be overcomebyuse of IBM☂s ENCODEprinciple by putting an ☁a☂ on thefront of
everything. HoweverI find that this approach makes ordinary words unreadable.
The choice ofrule is governed by thefact that the standard format(thorn) operatorgives a
one-element vector when applied to a one-digit number.If the unification algorithm is to
recognise machine-generated values when they occurin rules, the SCRIPTfunction must
be adapted to match,theline dealing with scalars being:
ca) SCALIZ+BL,*,'»Q,A,0,BR 40 a Scalar is t-element vectar
An analogousrule using☁ravel-enclose☂ ensures that non-simple scalars are turnedinto one-
elementvectors.
In general, the system as developedsofar is fairly tolerant ofany consistent approachto the
APLrepresentation of statements. For instance, an individualuseris unlikely to use both
the forms Y and Y1, while the failure of YY is precisely because of failure to ensure
similarity of depth in objects of the same nature. However,I havea nasty feeling that real-
life systemswill be used by morethan oneperson, so that some form of consistency check
seemsessential. But in fact I have found thatthe onethat I propose belowis life-saving as a
diagnostic aid even in single-user conditions.
2.4 The CHECK Function
The essence of the approach is to make use of the fact that SCRIPT hasalready been
constructedto obeyall the rules of layout. So powerfully so, thatit automaticallyalters the
shape ofanything unorthodoxthatit meets, returning the samedata in an improvedlayout.
This motivates the simple-minded function:

v ZeCHECK Acia ZeARASCRIPT A

DISPLAY C

 
CHECK C
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DISPLAY «SCRIPT C   
red
faolpl otqi tootm*

1 !

!
!'
J
1

 

CHECK Y
CHECK Y1
YizeSCRIPT Y
CHECK YY1

Enhibit 4. Use of CHECK and SCAIPT.

As seen in exhibit 4, this enablesusto isolate dodgy layout. I have not madeit overwrite the
original. That would be to assumethat an inconsistency necessarily arose from an error in
shaping, which maynotbethe case. For instance, ☁execute-SCRIPT☝will only occasionally
rescue an attemptto entera single-elementvector without precautions. It worksin the case
of C in exhibit 4 because there is only one such object, but an attempt to use something of
the form
☜pio tq☂ tet
will never recover because SCRIPTwill refuse to split the resulting word ☁pqr☂. It might,
after all, be a real word in somebody☂s universe.
The main useof ☁execute-SCRIPT☂is to convert more complex objects into their proper
form. For instance,it will detect thatit is Y rather than Y1that is imperfect in exhibits 3 and
4, and then convert Y into YI withoutthe user having to worry aboutthe exactlocation of
the error. Conversely, SCRIPT was written, or evolved, mainly to do this secondjob, It is
possible that a much simpler function might be adequateforits original purposeas one of
the Unification algorithms.
There is no way in which CHECKcan spotthe error in YY. That is because the
inconsistency is with the coding ofX, and nota failure to meet some more generalprinciple.
If CHECKalso ☁knew☂that the object to be checked was a clause, then it mightbe able to
runa test on the depth ofthe object. However,in a propositional context (with no variables
or individuals involved) the depth ofeach half ofa clause can legitimately be 3, as in YY.It
is onlyif thereis at least one variable or individual mentioned somewherein the database
that it is certain that at least one half-clause must have a depth of at least 4. The null
statement, which makes up half of every factual statement, has, of course, much lower
depth. All of this makes a depth check very far from simple evento visualise.
Another ☁invisible☂ problem is the possibility of different standards for the empty
statement. Thelogic functions will accept many formulations: the empty character vector;
the enclosure ofit; a vector containingit. It will sometimesfail even to reject inconsistent
versions, although the form of the resolvant is then unpredictable. The null statement
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ought to be standardised as the empty character vector, which motivates the presencein
SCRIPT ofthefirst elementof
cai 0°) DECON AD/NULL @ 4(1=8A)/VEC 0 3(0=2Q)/SCAL 6 9(24PA)/REC 0 2ENCwhich branches to
ta) NULL: 2-+0,G 0 40
Line 6 of SCRIPT has a similar purpose:

6) VECSACEZ PATS ☜DO /NEXT © Z+Q,CA晳' '0,0,* * 8 40
It is difficult to spot the difference between the following two statements byeye alone, but
thefirst is probably a fatal error:

tAle function☂ ☁wordl word?'
function word! word2

tARe function☂ ☁wordl☂ 'word2'
function ward! word?

CHECK Al AP
ofCHECKdetects this because SCRIPT throwsout blankscharacters within vectors. A user
who needs embeddedblankscaneasily edit SCRIPT to allow them.
Monitoringofcpu timeindicatesthatall this elaboration doesnot add to the time needed to
do logic processing. The substitutions that are SCRIPTed by logic functions are very
simple vectors and most lines of SCRIPT are never accessed. SCRIPTing an entire
database is something that will only be doneinteractively and may involve a perceptible
delay. It is extensive recursion that is expensive in termsof time.
3. Recovering Logical Form
Even when an expression has been checked for formalconsistency,it often far from obvious
whatit actually says. The DISPLAYfunction is often needed, and takes up far too much of
the screen. Even then, it may not be clear whether the variables are quantified by ☁there
exists☂ or by☁forall☂. For instance, the expression

by(X,V) if Cby(Z,1) and on(Z,X))
really means

(for all X}(for all ¥)CbyCxX,¥) if (there exists Z)(by(2,¥) andon(Z,X}))
In other words, I can choose any X and Y thatI like, provided I can find some Z (by
searching and unification) thatfits into the right handside.
Formallogic uses the standard symbolsforfor all and there exists, but they are notavailable
in APL,being the letters A and E printed upside- down and reversed. Other symbols are
also used, for instance the variable on its own in brackets may meanfor all. However, the
easiest thing in APL is to use the intersection sign forfor all and the unionsign for there
exists. The connection is a standard one in modeltheory andin set theory, and should not be
in any way confusing. Thus
COX) GUY DinversetxsY)
reads

for all X, there exists Y such that 'inverse(X,¥)' is true
and meansthat any (arbitrary) object X has at least one inverse (which may or may not be
correct, depending on context;it is simply an assertion).
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As well as putting in these quantifiers, we also have to choose a standard form in which to
represent clauses. We apply thefollowingrules:facts are unadorned;negatives have a not
sign in front ofthem (thetilde); two-elementclausesare treated as implications rather than
as disjunctions of positive and negative elements. We try to minimise the number of
brackets, but notat the risk of ambiguity.
First of all, we treat those cases in which the type of expression ♥ database,clause,list,
predicate ♥ is taken to be known. Life becomes much harder once weask the machine to
workout the logical type for us.
3.1 Expressions of KnowKnowne
The underlying functions, whose use is shown in exhibit 5, are meantto be used inside a
CONSTRUEcover-function that will check the object for correctness and,if not told by a
parameter, make a guess at its type. The level-1 function for databases is very simple,
merely laying things outfor readability and getting rid of the ☁del☂s in the variables.

@ ReCONSTRUE{ RA A Logical form of database
ti Reg¢c'ey~. CONSTRUE RA
Thelevel-2 function, for clauses, is much more complicated, since it needs to discover,
without external prompting, what variables are present and then decide

CONSTRUES DATABASEby{table, window?onibox, table)(NZIEAY Cay (Zy YI © CUXr iby (Xs YI A on(2, 107CONSTRUE2 32DATABASE(NZI CNY (by (AZ, BY} & CULXICbyCAX, AY} A onl AZ, 8X97)☁A! CONSTRUES 22323DATABASE
Sby (AX, AY) A ontAZ, OX)CONSTRUE4 2232DATABASEby(az, ay?
Exhibit 5S. Use of CONSTRUE Sub-Functions
whether they belongto oneorother side, or to the whole. Mostof the work, however,
simply consists of editing brackets in and out as needed.

¥ ReCONSTRUE2 RA;T;V3LH3RHGF ALogical form of clause
a1] T VeDELDREDGE RA RFindg the variables on each side
cay LH RHe vA 'CONSTRUES RA AFind the logical form of each side
ca) FeTAv 6 RETTV © VeV*T 6 TeRAF is the universals on-bath sides
[4] av is the existentials on the right, T is left nand universals
ts3 RCOAPED/ Peay / CCC iM eR CS.12' 72 '? 'AFormat universals in F
ta) BCOXPTIZ' THD s/s (CCN, TSCLALT' 99 * ☁AFormat universals in T
{77 ACORPVIZ Vea(OTM VA LT.AT' FS 'AFormat existentials in V
tea 4URHE**)/fact © 44LH2☁☁)/neg ¢ 2imp ADetect type of clause
(9) fact: aCCOZPTOY晳V'ELHD/ *LHF1a714LH | aDelete unwanted brackets
(103 RFT,LH 6 70 @ add universal quantifiers?
C112) neg a(t A☁ ERHI/RHELSTLURH | aDelete unwanted brackets
[12] Re", VsRH O 30 aConstruct negative statement
CiSJ oampre(晳*Y°ELHD/'LHM1S7ESLH ' ADelete unwanted brackets
C143) a(晳ATERHD/'RHFLS☜LSRH | RDelete unwanted brackets
L132 aCOaPFO/'RHT LHy** © 1 '4V2RH 6 30'RIf no common variables
Lié] Res C's TalHy! & '>VyRH,'2' AConstruct full-blown implication
The auxiliary function DELDREDGEfor finding variables is discussed below. If the
expression☂s notation is wrong (especially the wrong null clause) CONSTRUE2 misfires,
but usually comes back with a comprehensible Prolog- like expression.
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Below this level, variables are treated simply as strings, without bothering about
quantification. The level-3 function,forlists of predicates, takes external prompting as to
what symbolshall separate the elementsofthelist.

v R+LA CONSTRUES RAA LA is separator, RA is List of predicates17 aCOmPpRAIZ☂ Rett☂ ' 6 30° aCatch the null stringic) RA+CONSTRUES RA 8 Get logical form of each predicate32 Ree, O79ba 7 ;RAVEL. LIC☂ 'sLA,* *2,°)* # Result will have brackets
Thefinal function deals with predicates. The standard form of a predicateis: relation,
terml, term2 etc., where any term may be of the form function, termI1, term12,... This
means that CONSTRUE4hasto be recursive. On the other hand, an expression at this level
may be a proposition, an assertion that does not have a sub-structure. In this case, a
☁predicate☂ may beofdepth 1 (andnot, in fact, a proper predicateatall).

Vv RECONSTRUES RA;TA Logical farm of predicatesei ACIBERADS'RERAN'' '' 0 401 Leave simple strings alonecay ReCONSTRUES RA a Construct component parts¢37 Te"239./,(T#H14R),01.110', 'R Get inside terms separated by commasted RecoRa Cty T, 2 a Put predicate in front, with brackets
Finally, we have the auxiliary functions from CONSTRUE2, the idea being that
DREDGE]dives down into the structure to look for variables and passes them back up to
DELDREDGE.

9 R*DELDREDGE A a Look for variables in aria Rett a Initialise list for variables
cal DREDGE! A a Search A. Variables are passed to Re371 Reurvc'* a Delete duplicates and header

% DREDGE1 A A Pass variables back to R in DREDGE
tid BCLIIBAS/ IR ACOARIAI/A O 40° A If A Simple & variable, keep it
tez DREDGE! A A If complex, look one stage lower
3.2 Guessing the Type

CONSTRUE RTEST!
ip ¥qYroesqe (ipaBRTEST14 CONSTRUE RTEST?CMO CAYO Thad Y pO TODD ¥ Gordy☜CUZ (DIZ, Thad) & qizid=BRTEST?
☜6 ax
S CONSTRUE X(MAX ENBY plan, lard v plex, TEAYID ¥ q(BY)DDCONSTRUE 23x(pCa, Tlayd par, TEAYII Qeayn?

CONSTRUE 33%CX, flar)CONSTRUE 222x
P
Exhibit 4 CONSTRUE in action.
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Jt ig much moredifficultto write a function that will recognise thetype ofassertion thatit is
dealing with. In fact,the result is long and imperfect. All we can guaranteeis that it works
onall the test itemsavailable,as in exhibit 6, butitis essentially a function that guesses. The
reader may recognise examples from [1] pp148-50.

  

¥ ReBLAICONSTRUE RA;L4P R Lagical version of APL datacad RAS aSCRIPT RA a Make certain that the notation is reasanablecay 4(220NC'LA*)/guess a If level not specified by LAC3] branch:a(LA=3)/'R+'* °* CONSTRUES RA © 40" 8 Level 3 needs left arg.cay Rea ☁CONSTRUE 's (1 OVLA},* RA☁ © 30 A Other levels as needed(3) Rough heuristics to estimate the type of objectted AY/*LACG 6 9 branch☂ aOnly predicates can nave deptn 1[72 Le 'A'EDECON RA 6 PeiG al predicate logic, P possibilities(a1 atv/(c' 2 RA/☁LASB 0 4 Dranch' aDnly clauses contain <null>tea AOY/'O°E RAD/*LARG 0 4 Dranch'  AOnly predicates cantain 3C102 aC (2Y782F RAIV(L44)>15RA)/ ☁PeP晳L'ANecessary conditions for databaseC112) a俉(24PRAIV(L+9)> [RRAI/'PHP晳R' ANecessary conditions far clauseC12] aC CL 4202 1ERAI/ PERS" aNecessary conditions fer list£132 LAeL/P @ 4Brancn aMake guess Upwards
If it is given a left argument, then all it does is run the appropriate sub-function on a
consistency-checked version of the object. The extra materialis its way ofguessing. It uses
the following principles:
i. Simple vectors only appearat the lowestlevel.
ti. The null assertion can only appearin a clause.
iii. A variable must be inside a predicate.
iv. A database must be of depth at least 5 (or if propositional) and each ofits elements

musthave exactly twoitems.
vy. Aclause must contain exactly two items andbeofdepthatleast 4 (or 3 ifpropositional).
vi. A list must be of depthatleast 3 (or 2 if propositional).
vii. Ifin doubt, assume maximal complexity.
We remark that this function shows the problem attachedto trying to use contrapositives,
argumentsofthe form:

(not clause) if (not of rank 2)
Of course, they could be addedto a logical database as positive implications, by turning
them round, but then wehave the problem of looking for a unique type for our object.
Prolog mightfind a possible value, but how to be surethatit is unique?

3.3 The Need for Consistency
Thelogical algorithms themselvesare very tolerant of variationsin notation. Forinstance,
exhibit 1 uses datalifted directly from [1] , section 4.5 at p.125, and it does exactly whatit☂s
supposed to. However, when we cometo construethebits, wefind:
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CONSTRUE DATA2johnQloves, food?jane(is, female)john(loves, jane)CONSTRUE G02☜CUAL johniloves, AX) A AX(is, female)
It is, of course, nice to find that CONSTRUEhasstill got the structure dead right, butitis
clear thatit is far less tolerant than PROLOGis. Equally, it would clearly be fatal to mix
DATA2with anything entered accordingto the standard notation. I suspect that in any
real-life situation with more than one user, or even with more than one development
programmer,fatal clashes in notation would be very common.It is remarkably hard to be
consistent even whenon your own, indeedthe functions in this section were developed in
exactly that situation just to find out what wasreally going on.
Theobviousthing to dois to develop a front-endfunction that will convert any sentencein
formallogic into its proper standard form in APL. Butthatis anotherstory. It will be far
from easy in the general case. Evento take in a simple contrapositive, it must recognise that
it will need careful handling and considerable adaptation.
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Appendix: The Remaining Functions.
¥ 2eEVAL R Aevaluate logic variables in Rcia 2-R Ainitialize resultcal AONB BRIO fexit if mot a logic variableC3) 3¢24QNC R/O fexit if no value in variablesCay 2+EVAL DEPTH14R Areplace variables with valuesv
% 2-SPLITBDAL GC13 8 G is a single possibly conjunctive goal, 2 a vector of simple goalsca) zecee''), cc 236v
Y ZeVRENAME Rc12 VCOUNTCVCOUNT+1 9 ZVRENAME1] DEPTH] R

v ZeVRENAMEL RC12 2rR 0 90'S '#9R)/0 © Ze, CHVCOUNT)
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Y ZetFN DEPTHIIBtii 3¢(O>8B) V1 CB) ) /rec
tel 2eFN BO 30(32 recsZ+FN DEPTH1 Bv

@ ZeLtF UNTIL THISIR;] aEACH THAT QUITS ON TRUE/FALSEta CORP PLIZLL Rbranch L not scalarcay LEC PROPL Rextend scalar leftC3] Lts+CoePPRy/Le Abranch R not scalar£43 ReCPLOPR Rextend scalar rightC52 Lerze1+0 finitialize result and counterC62) LRr4C12PRI/0 fexit when counter exceeds Length(73 PUTHISEZH( OT GLIFCOIYR))/0 fexit when result THIScad IeIe1 6 4~P aAcontinuev

 

APL SOFTWARE

 

A selection of currently available software:
* INTERPROCESS SYSTEM SOFTWARE includes
manysignificant enhancements to both VSAPL and
APL2 including AP124 for APL2 and the very efficient
☁AFM☂ sharedfile sub-system.

* PANEL Full Screen Manager
* PFS Program File System
* RDS Relational Database System
* POWERTOOLS/PCG
Full training and support available with all our software.

For a more comprehensive list or details contact Philip Goacher
on 03727 21282 at 27 Downs Way, Epsom, Surrey KT18 5LU.    
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Submitting Articles for Vector
byJonathan Barman and Anthony Camacho

The editors of Vector are all volunteers and carry out their work in their spare time.Everyoneis busy, and getting Vector out on time can be struggle whenthereislots of ☁real☂work to be done. Anyhelp in reducingtheload on the editors would be very welcome, andwill makethedifference betweengetting anarticle into the currentissue,or having to delayit.
When you sendan article to Vectorin typescript there may be a great deal to do to it beforeit is printed. It may beeditedfirst and thenit will have to be entered on a keyboard. Ifthereis APLinit that too may haveto be entered andtested before being printed out in cameraready form, Wetry to avoid any manualoperations on code: what is printed should be a
direct printout of what has just been working.
Thenthetexthasto be sentto be typeset and the APL photographed and strippedinto the
text in the appropriate positions.
Thisarticle is intended to makeit possible for authors who have access to a PC orclone to
send us material which needsaslittle attention as possible.
Thefirst thing you can dois to send usboth the typescript and the text ona PC disk. Thismakesthegreatest saving in oureffort. As there are hundredsofdifferent disk formats wehave standardised on the IBM PC format (as has the Public Domain Software Library).
The generalavailability of the IBM PC andclones, with APL*PLUSPC,makesit easy for
text to be swapped and manipulated in a standard way. Ifeveryone submitted articles in asuitable format, then typesetting can be carried out quite simply and ata substantially lowercost.
Our currenttypesetters have a PC clone which they canlink into their typesetting machine,
and it is the demands of the typesetting machine which forces the format ofthefiles.
Typesetting is quite different from normal typing:

晳 there are manydifferentfonts of varying sizes.
= each letter is variable in width and the space betweenletters is varied to justify aline. The left and right margins haveto bespecified, so that indented text can be

produced,as in this paragraph.
晳 there are manyadditional characters. Alas, notyetall the APL characters, but our

typesetters are adding a desktop publishing front end to their system, using a
Hercules Plus card (see separate article) and the APL set should soon be
achievable.

The font and size have to be specified in detail to the typesetting machine, but we have
simplified the process by specifying three fonts, a standard and twospecials for headings.
The standard font is assumed unless a contro! character appears at the beginning of a
paragraph;the specified fontis then in force for the wholeof that paragraph.
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Most word processing programscarry out linejustification by assuming every letter has the
same width, and adding additional spaces between words to get an even right margin.
Typists usually add an extra space or twoaftera full stop in order to improve the visual
appearanceof a letter and achieve indentedtext by padding out with spaces. Typesetting
machines treat each paragraph(i.e. up to the next carriage return/line feed) as soft putty,
squeezing it into the line width that has been previously specified, and stripping outall
spaces except one between each word.It is not hard to imagine the lethal effect on

a

file full
of indents, tabs andnicely spaced out andjustified text. The ability ofthe machineto indent
is in fact infinitely fine, but to simplify things we have specified a code that will producea
standard indent.
It can also producefixed space text, with an ☁OCR B☂font,so text needing this treatment,
such as listings, should be preceded by [OCR] and an [ocr]at the end to show where the
normalfont resumes.
Onesignificant problem with typesetting is the quote marks. Printed text has a different
open quote to a closing quote, both for singles and doubles, andit is important that the
correctonesare specified otherwisetheresult looks quite horrid. The way in which this has
been solvedis to use an ASCII single quote for a right quote, so this looks OK for the
possessive case (Vector☂s quotes), and the ASCII back quote (grave accent) is used for a
printed left quote. The ASCII double quote goes through as an open double quote, so a
different code is needed for ☁close doubles☂ and for this we use two singles (☂☂). Most
typescripts so far have had a typed single quote throughout, which can be converted by
assumingthatall single quotes precededby a space,or carriage return, or open bracket, are
open quotes, and the remainderareright quotes.
APLtextat presentis a nuisance. The only way in which it can be catered for is by using,
someancientterminal which produces beautiful APLcharacters,enlarging or reducing the
printout photographically to the right size and getting the typesetters to glue the
photographic print onto the page (where,of course, the right sized gap hasto beleft in the
text). Authors should supply APL copy on white paper ready for photographing. But, as we
say, we are working onit.
In the meanwhile, it is expensive anddifficult to include any APLina paragraphoftext. We
have had to do substantial editing to remove embedded APL. Please keep all your APL
separate. All APL examples should be in between blocksoftext.
There are a large number of word processing programs around, and no particular
difficulties have been encounteredso far with any of them. The main problemsare that in
copyingfiles from one disk formatto another wordwrapline ends (☁soft☂ carriage returns)
becomehard. Thatis itself no problem,as line ends are now ☁space, carriage return☂, and
these can bestripped out by the typesetters, unless of course you arein the habit of hitting
☁full stop, space bar, carriage return☂at your endsof paragraphs. . . . Worst ofall are the
file transfers that producecarriage returns with nospacesatline ends,so that everyline has
to be unpicked. Moral:it can save a lotofgrief if all wordwrapsare removed before they
leave you,so thatin effect each paragraphis one long skinny line.
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One benefit ofusing a word processoris getting the spelling right. It is amazing how many
mistakesslip throughthenet. Proofreadingis difficult and time consuming,andifthere are
manycorrections to make, checking the correctionsis a chore that is most unwelcome as we
are usually right up against the timelimit.
Textthat arrives on diskette goes throughatleast two editing processes. First we make sure
thatall the control codesare in the correct places, and makesurethatthetext fits the styleof Vector. All the articles received are then combined into a few files and sent to thetypesetters, with a printed copy of the text. The typesetters then changeall the control
characters into the actual controls needed for their typesetting machine; mostofthis is
automatic, but the tabs need special treatment. The proofs are sent back to us for
correction, and the typesetters then edit their files for any mistakes or changesthat are
required.
The control characters are as follows. They can be accessed in APL*PLUS PC by using the
[AVindices given (index origin 0), or by using the APL character.

Large Centered Bold Heading.
* D (AV 4 diamond)at beginning and endoftext.
Small bold heading.
*B (AV 2 not-equal overstruck by underbar) at beginning and endoftext.
Ttalics.
☜S$ (AV 19 del-tilde) at beginning and endoftext.

Centreditalics.
*X (AV 24 take) at beginning and endoftext.

Centred text.
{c] at end ofline to be centered, immediately before the carriage return/line feed. This can
be used in combination with other control codes.
Left/right justified text (rare).
{Ir] at the point wheretext is to be split and [j] at the end of the line. Can beused in
combination with other control codes.
Indented paragraph.
{iJ at beginning andend ofparagraphto be indented. Ifa paragraph numberis needed,then
put the [i] between the numberandthestart of the paragraph, but Vectorarticles do not
normally have numbered paragraphs.
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Tabs.
ASCIIsplit stile (AV 124). The actual amountto tabis set by the typesetters, who adjust it
to look well andsuitall the text in the columnsrequired. Ifyou must have absolutely precise
positioning, specify the OCRfont(see above), making sure there are no more than 90
characters perline.
If APL*PLUSPCis being used, then JEDITis best for producing the text which can be in
the form that looks good whenprinted.It is quite simple to changethe resulting vector into
the format neededby the typesetters, as follows:

Put APL diamondsaroundtitle and APLtakes around the by-line.
Put APL inequivalent (not-equal overstruck by underbar) around the small
bold headings.
Add{c} to the endoflines to be centered.
Pata [i] at the beginning andendofthe indented paragraphs.
If a table is included, replace the spaces with an ASCIIsplit stile.
Use the TEXTREPL function distributed in the ASMFNS workspace to
replace the double carriage returns between paragraphs to a dummy
character, replace all carriage returns with spaces, and replace the dummy
character with carriage return.
Use the DEB function distributed in the ASMFNSworkspace to removeall
surplus spaces.
Use TEXTREPLto replace space-quote with space-backquote and cr-quote
with cr-backquote. Do the equivalent for double quotes by replacing double
quotes in double-quote-space or double-quote-punctuation-mark by two
single quotes.
Use TEXTREPLtoreplace carriage returns with carriage return/line feed.
Visually check that the result looks ok.
Add an APLrightarrow to the endofthe vector, and write to file.

We have had lots of problems. The printed copy sent to the typesetters did not always
match the text on file, sometimes the file was correct, sometimesthe printed copy. The
typesetters have been able to point out all sorts ofspelling mistakes and grammatical errors,
in spite of the technical natureofthe articles. We have founderrorsin the originalscripts at
the proofreading stage, and worse, some blundersin the printed copy of Vector. Ideally,
whatyou typein yourarticle is what you get andifyou really wanta spelling mistake, then
so be it. However, the editors are not happy producinga journalwith spelling mistakes and
bad grammar,soa little editing offiles is inevitable. We hopethis article will reduce the
work to a minimum.
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BRITISH APL ASSOCIATION
Membership Application Form

Please read the membership informationin theinsidefront cover ofVECTORbefore completingthis
form. Use photocopiesof this form for multiple applications. The membership year runs from Ist
May - 30th April.
Name:  
 Department:

Organisation:
Address Line 1:
Address Line 2:
Address Line3:
Address Line 4:
Post or zip code:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country: 
Telephone Number: 
Membership category applied for(tick one): 87/88
Non-voting student membership (UK only) .....--. £5
UKprivate membership «2... 2-6 see eee eee £10
Overseas private membership .......--2-+00005 £18 $27
Airmail supplement (not needed for Europe) ...-...- £8 $12
Corporate membership .... 0.00000 eee eee £ 85
Corporate membership Overseas ......-------55 £140 $210
Sustaining membership)... 6. eee eee £360

For student applicants:
Nameofcourse:  
 Nameandtitle of supervisor:
 Signature of supervisor:

PAYMENT
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK sterling cheque or
postal order made payable to ☜The British APL Association☝. Corporate or sustaining member
applicants should contact the Treasurerin advanceifan invoiceis required. Please enclose a stamped
addressed envelopeif you require a receipt.
Send the completed form to the Treasurerat this address:
Mel Chapman,12 Garden Street, Stafford ST17 4BT, UK.
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The British APL Association is a Specialist Group of the British Computer Society. It is
administered by a Committee ofofficers who are elected by the vote of Association membersat
the Annual General Meeting. Working groups are also established in areas such as activity
planning and journal production. Offers of assistance and involvement with any Association

The British APL Association

matters are welcomedandshouldbe addressedin thefirst instance to the Secretary.

1987/88 Committee
Chairman: Dick Bowman CEGB,85 Park Street,

01-634 7639 London SE1.
Secretary: Graham Parkhouse Dept. ofMech Eng,

0483-57128] (ext 2379) University of Surrey,Guildford, GU25XH.
Treasurer: Mel Chapman 12 Garden Street,0785-53511 Stafford, ST17 4BT
Activities: Phil Goacher 27 Downs Way, Epsom,

03727 21282 Surrey.
Journal Editor: Adrian Smith Brook House

0904-53071 Gilling East
* York.

Education: Norman Thomson 1BM Mail Point 188, Hursley Park,
0962-54433 Winchester, Hants., $021 2JN.

Publicity: Jill Moss 17 BartonStreet,0225-62602 Bath, Avon.
Technical: David Ziemann Cocking & Drury Ltd.,

01-493 6172 16 Berkeley Street, London, W1X5AE.
Recruitment: Valerie Lusmore 17 Barton Street,

0225-62602 Bath, Avon.
Projects: David Eastwood MicroAPL Ltd., Unit 1F,

01-622-0395 Nine ElmsIndustrial Estate,
87 Kirtling Street, London, SW8 5BP

Journal Working Group Activities Working Group
Jonathan Barman 0374-588835 Phil Goacher 03727-21282
Anthony Camacho 0727-60130 Maurice Jordan 01-562 3090
Cathy Dargue 0707-32516 David Parker 01-834 2333
Val Lusmore 0225-62602
Adrian Smith 0904-53071
David Ziemann 01-493 6172

WPdisks converted to photosetting by Capella House, Stowmarket (0449) 677663
Printed in England by Short-Run Press Ltd., Exeter.
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